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January 15, 2013 
 
 
Jared Lombard, AICP 
Principal Planner, Land Use Division 
Atlanta Regional Commission 
40 Cortland Street NE 
Atlanta, GA 30303 
 
Re:  Transit Oriented Development Implementation Strategy Assistance 
 
Dear Jared: 
 
On behalf of Bleakly Advisory Group, Inc. and our sub-consultant, Tunnell Spangler & Walsh, Co., we are 
pleased to present the final report for the Transit Oriented Development Implementation Strategy 
Assistance project under the direction of the Atlanta Regional Commission.   
 
This report represents the culmination of a six month research and analytic process on the opportunity 
for additional Transit Oriented Development (TOD) in an around the existing network of 37 MARTA 
heavy rail stations in the Atlanta region.   Our research was organized in series of five key tasks; 
 

 Task 1: An Analysis of TOD Financing and Incentive Options looked at how TOD projects are 
being financed and incentivized in the Atlanta region and around the nation for models which 
could guide future TOD development along the MARTA network. 
 

 Task 2: A Preliminary TOD Suitability Assessment involved taking a preliminary look at a wide 
range of demographic, economic and real estate market factors within a half mile of the MARTA 
stations to assess their current market conditions and suitability for future TOD development. 
 

 Task 3:  A TOD Opportunity Analysis of Ten Stations examined in greater detail the specific 
opportunities for future TOD development in a representative sample of ten MARTA station 
areas drawn from the analysis completed in Task 2.  In this task sites suitable for TOD 
development, market characteristics, local land use and incentive policies and characteristics of 
the station area environment in terms of its suitability to support future TOD were evaluated.  A 
financial pro forma of a potential catalytic project in each area was analyzed and 
recommendations of next steps to prepare the station areas for future TOD activity were 
detailed. 
 

 Task 4:  Development of a Form-Based Code for A Sample Station Area provides of prototype 
of a form-based code that could support TOD development in the area around the Doraville 
MARTA station and is presented under a separate cover. 
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 Task 5:  Recommendations for Implementation presents the final conclusions regarding the 
potential for additional TOD development in the ten station areas analyzed and broader lessons 
for the creation of TOD in the station areas and system wide.   
 

The report that follows presents the findings from each of these research tasks and provides an analytic 
framework for considering the opportunities to see greater TOD development occurring around the 
network of 37 MARTA stations over the coming decade.   
 
Our research indicates that there is substantial opportunity to build off of the extensive TOD 
development that has already occurred in our region around the MARTA system. A combination of 
private investment and public infrastructure investment can help create additional TOD areas around 
the stations that will help the region achieve an even higher level of walkability, transit connectivity, and 
utilization of the substantial investment in the MARTA system. 
 
Please contact us if you have any questions regarding the content of this report. 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
 
Kenneth D. Bleakly Jr. 
President  
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TASK 1: ANALYSIS OF TOD FINANCING AND INCENTIVE OPTIONS 
 
In the first task of the ARC TOD Implementation Strategy Analysis we identified the range of local, state, and 
federal programs that could be utilized to help support Transit Oriented Development (TOD) in the Atlanta region 
and looked closely at more than 30 of these programs. Details on each of these programs are included in a matrix 
following this report. 
 
Further, we exhaustively researched other innovative tools used in American cities that help to address the unique 
set of challenges posed by TOD.  
 

Federal Financing Programs Related to TOD  
 
While numerous federal funding sources that help in the TOD development process do exist, few will serve as 
priority catalysts to help jumpstart a project. This particularly rings true in today’s volatile political and economic 
climate. 
 
When announced in 2010 the HUD/DOT/EPA Partnership for Sustainable Communities brought promise as a useful 
source of TOD facilitator funds, along with millions of dollars in the 2010 and 2011 federal budgets.  However, 
Congress removed the funds for this partnership in the most recent budgeting process, diminishing hopes in this 
regard.  
 
Nevertheless, the federal government continues to provide programs and funds, such as the Transportation 
Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA), that could potentially enhance and improve transportation 
networks, including transit.  But will these types of programs and dollars help to trigger TOD in Atlanta? Many 
experts point to “value capture” as a way to leverage transportation dollars to help TOD flourish.  While sources 
such as TIFIA funds may not help create new TOD opportunities in Atlanta, value capture prospects likely exist near 
many rail stops here.  MARTA, ARC, developers, and others can enhance these prospects by tapping into existing 
federal financing programs. 
 
Numerous federal programs exist for planning and technical assistance in helping to revitalize neighborhoods.  
Funds from these programs could logically be used to jumpstart TOD in many locales.  However, given that the ARC 
Livable Communities Initiative has, to date, helped provide planning and assistance at 34 MARTA rail stops, funds 
for these activities may not be as useful in the Atlanta region as they would elsewhere. Thus, we have identified a 
number of potential federal funding programs that could be useful in incentivizing TOD at MARTA stops. 
 

 The Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program also holds promise for TOD-specific projects. 
CDBG can be used for pre-development, site acquisition, site improvements, property acquisition, 
property rehabilitation, and first-time homebuyer assistance. CDBG funds can also be used for other 
purposes, such as the construction of public facilities, public services and economic development 
activities. At least 70% of CDBG funds must be used for the benefit of low and moderate-income 
households. Many experts agree that this program could be shaped at the local level to help foster TOD. 
 

 HUD’s Choice Neighborhoods program was a “winner” in the 2012 budgeting process, nearly doubling 
the amount of funds that the program received in 2011. Choice Neighborhoods, which builds on the 
successes of HUD's HOPE VI Program, attempts to link housing improvements with a wider variety of 
public services including schools, public transit and employment opportunities. The program has 
provided hundreds of millions of dollars in implementation grants to areas in large cities across the 
country, including the Atlanta University Center neighborhood.  It seems likely that, in working with the 
Atlanta Housing Authority among others, potential TOD developments at select stations along the 
MARTA rail routes could also be benefactors of this program. 
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 Although the Federal Department of Transportation does not sponsor a grant program specific to transit-
oriented development, most Federal Transit Administration funding programs can be used for capital 
projects that support TOD through the Joint Development process, including bicycle and pedestrian 
improvements, open space, parking, and real estate acquisition, among other station area 
enhancements. 
 

 While the New Market Tax Credit (NMTC) program has become a major resource for community and 
economic development of all kinds, some areas have tapped into this source to spur TOD.  For example, 
an 80,000 square foot facility came to reality at the Ashby BART transit station in Berkeley, CA using 
NMTC equity. The Ed Roberts Campus opened in 2010 as a TOD whose, “mission is to ensure that people 
with disabilities can live independently and without discrimination,” according to the organization. 

 

 The Department of Transportation administers the $125 million a year Transportation Infrastructure 
Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA) program, which provides credit assistance to transportation projects, 
including transit. The program is designed to fill market gaps and leverage private investment. TIFIA can 
provide $10 in transportation funding for every dollar in federal budget allocation. Many experts have 
touted TIFIA’s ability to multiply its impact by leveraging financing through “public-private partnerships” 
(PPPs). 

 
National Examples of Transit-Oriented Development Acquisition Funds  

 
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (such as ARC), philanthropic foundations, non-profit community development 
organizations, government, and private lenders have joined forces in about 15 American cities to create tools to 
help foster TOD. In doing so, they hope to address the challenges in getting TODs built.  According to a recent ULI 
report, these challenges include: limited land supply and higher costs in transit-rich areas, the need for higher-risk 
and more-patient capital, and local land-use and policy desires for workforce housing and mixed-use 
development

1
. The report continues, “The advantages of such collaboration include sharing capacity, expertise, 

risk, and building relationships to achieve policy objectives. But they also mean negotiating control and different 
policy goals between the different parties, as well as adding layers of complexity to the financing.” 
 
Land Acquisition Funds  
The creation of land acquisition funds to support transit-oriented 
development has been a growing trend in cities around the nation.  
These funds for can be used to acquire sites near transit for future 
development of affordable housing or to acquire and preserve 
existing affordable housing before planned transit projects drive up 
land and property values. In doing this, MPOs can help developers 
build TODs, ensuring that the economics of the deals work and 
safeguarding community goals.  
 
The use of land acquisition funds was negatively impacted by the 
Great Recession and subsequent contraction of the real estate 
financial markets.  With the gradual improvement in the U.S. 
economy and the strong interest in supporting TOD projects around 
the nation, there is likely to be resurgence in the use of this 
technique to assist in the creation of affordable housing as a key 
component of future TOD activities.   
 

                                                           
1
 Gideon, Berger. "Innovative Financing Tools to Support Mixed Income Transit Oriented Development." Urban Land, October 14, 2010. 

http://urbanland.uli.org/Articles/2010/Fall10/BergerTODFinancing (accessed August 17, 2012). 

Denver Transit-Oriented Development Fund 
Monetary Waterfall Illustration 
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The lessons learned from the first generation of land acquisition funds will provide a useful framework for 
structuring a second generation of these unique funding mechanisms in cities around the country.   
 

 The Denver region is currently embarking on one of the most far-reaching transit expansions in the 
country. The program, known as FasTracks, has spawned the Denver Transit-Oriented Development Fund, 
which finances land acquisition near transit stations. The Fund makes $15 million in capital available to 
purchase and hold sites for up to five years, in anticipation of the opening of new transit stations, and will 
purchase sites within one-half mile of fixed-rail transit stations or one-quarter mile of high-frequency bus 
stops. Part of the purpose of this fund is to ensure the availability of affordable housing. 
 
Administered through the Urban Land Conservancy (ULC), the fund has closed on seven deals and created 
about 300 affordable homes near transit, or future transit stops. The TOD Fund focuses on dense multi-
family housing. 
 

 In 2005 the Charlotte, North Carolina city council appropriated $5 million to the South Corridor Land 
Acquisition Fund to purchase land near planned transit stations along its South Corridor Light Rail for 
future transit-oriented development and specifically development of transit-served affordable housing. In 
2006, the city began a joint development project with the transit authority at the Scaleybark Station to 
establish a mixed-use, mixed-income village. Using money from the South Corridor Land Acquisition Fund 
and several other sources, the city purchased 17 acres of land for $9.2 million. The planned project will 
include 80 affordable housing units, which will be built by the Charlotte Mecklenburg Housing 
Partnership, as well as 820 market-rate housing units, retail space, a hotel, and park land. 
 

 In 2010 San Francisco’s Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) approved a commitment of up to 
$10 million through its Transportation for Livable Communities program to help establish a revolving loan 
fund to finance land acquisition for affordable housing development in select locations near rail and bus 
lines. Through the fund, developers access flexible capital to purchase or improve available property near 
transit lines for the development of affordable housing, retail space, and other critical services, such as 
child care centers, fresh food outlets, and health clinics. 
 
The fund has catalyzed two projects so far. Two blocks from the Powell Street BART station, in the 
Tenderloin District, a 14-story mixed-use building is planned to replace a parking lot in the coming years. 
The building will be home to 153 new apartments reserved for low-income families and space for a 
12,000-foot street-level grocery store. Near a light rail station in San Jose, First Community Housing will 
build 64 affordable housing units and 7,000 square feet of retail. 
 

 Other Acquisition Fund programs of note: 
o NCTCOG Sustainable Development Landbanking Program - Dallas-Fort Worth, TX. No-interest 

loan program for landbanking. Funds for the program come from local infrastructure funds 
“swapped” for Federal CMAQ and STP-MM funds, but will come from toll revenue through the 
North Texas Toll Authority in the future. 
 

o Metropolitan Council Livable Communities Demonstration Account - Twin Cities, MN. Grant 
program to local jurisdiction for development from the council’s regional tax levy. Program 
originally included planning grants, but has moved exclusively to development grants.  

 
Atlanta’s Experience with a Land Acquisition Fund 
In 2008, the City of Atlanta, Enterprise Community Partners, and the Atlanta Community Renewal Authority 
(ACoRA) created a land acquisition fund for affordable housing.  The fund is no longer in operation, but during its 
tenure it had the following characteristics: 
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 An approximately $25.5 million fund was planned with $8.5 million in first loss capital from Atlanta and 
ACoRA, and $17 million in additional funding was sought with commitments from SunTrust, Living Cities 
(Enterprise), and the Terwilliger Center for Workforce Housing of ULI. 
 

 Enterprise Community Partners, Inc. committed $1 million of equity funding to guarantee any losses not 
covered by $8.5 million City/ACoRA funds. (ACoRA funds could only be used in the old Empowerment 
Zone boundary.) 
 

 Two loans were made by the pool; to date, neither has resulted in projects. However, the real estate 
associated with the loans may, at some point, be developed. 
 

 The pool is no longer in operation. 
 

 Lessons learned from the Atlanta Acquisition Pool: 
o Atlanta underwriting was done remotely. It would be preferable to have due diligence and 

underwriting of loans done locally. 
 

o The non-profit borrowers lacked sufficient capital resources to survive market fluxuations that 
occurred during the early years of the Great Recession and therefore the projects failed to be 
implemented. 

 
o Partnerships between for-profit and non-profits should be encouraged to strengthen 

development, management and financial capabilities of the non-profits and provide greater 
financial viability to the projects. 

 
o Broaden the base of potential users of the fund. 

 

 
State and Local Financing Programs Related to TOD  
 
ARC has received frequent praise across the country for its Livable Centers Initiative (LCI) program. Leaders 
recognize its potential to help plant the seeds for TOD projects.  Thus far, 33 MARTA stations have been included in 
LCI study areas (see accompanying matrix).  Assuming TOD opportunities exist at some of these stations, an initial 
round of planning has likely already been completed. Therefore, we focused our attention in this study on other 
select Georgia programs. 
 
Business and Industrial Development Authority 
Some Georgia municipalities have set up Business and Industrial Development Authorities (BIDAs) to help to 
encourage targeted development in their cities. The most frequently used power of BIDAs is the issuance of tax-
exempt and taxable industrial development bonds, but they can be used for other development purposes. The 
applicable state statute lists as BIDAs purpose: to attain development and promote for the public good, general 
welfare, trade commerce, industry and employment opportunities. 
 
The city of College Park’s uses its BIDA to encourage business relocation and expansion by offering access to BIDA-
owned property and BIDA funding initiatives. 
 
Community Improvement Districts (CIDs) 
Non-governmental self-taxing bodies authorized by the Georgia Legislature to help fund infrastructure 
improvements. Private commercial property owners in a district pay additional millage to fund their local program. 
In the Atlanta region CIDs often direct LCI funding into transportation projects and influence zoning to ease 
vehicular traffic and promote alternative transportation modes. 
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Community Land Trusts  
Community Land Trusts provide access to land and housing to people who are otherwise denied these essentials. 
Typically a CLT purchases and holds land and leases it for a minimal fee to homeowners of the buildings on the 
land. While the CLT model has been in existence for decades, recently advocates have begun to explore the idea of 
applying CLT mechanics to ensure affordable housing near transit stops. 
Opportunity Zones  
As with the LCI and TAD programs, Georgia’s Opportunity Zone (OZ) program could become a TOD catalyst for 
commercial development.  Thirty of the 38 MARTA rail stops are included in an existing Opportunity Zone, or 
eligible for inclusion, because they are within or adjacent to a census block group with 15% or greater poverty. 
Businesses within an Opportunity Zone that create two or more jobs qualify for a state job tax credit.   
 
The city of Atlanta has recently seen redevelopment success with Opportunity Zones. According to the AJC, 
“Panasonic will establish an automotive innovation center in the Midtown zone. One of the biggest mixed-use 
construction projects in Atlanta -- City Hall East, also known as Ponce City Market -- is in another zone.

2
”  

Therefore, Opportunity Zones, combined with other incentives could help to attract private investment near 
MARTA lines. 
 
In an Opportunity Zone governments that undertake redevelopment and revitalization efforts in certain older 
commercial and industrial areas can qualify those areas for the state’s maximum state job tax credit of $3,500 per 
job. In addition to establishing an OZ through an Urban Redevelopment Area (described above) is to create an 
Enterprise Zone under the state enabling act. However, the vast majority of Opportunity Zones are created using 
the Urban Redevelopment Area approach. 
 
State Housing Tax Credit Programs 
The Georgia Department of Community Affairs (DCA) allocates federal and state tax credits to owners of qualified 
rental properties who reserve a portion of their units for low income tenants. Currently, DCA gives preference in 

their award ratings to projects near a fixed guideway or bus stops. 
 
Tax Allocation Districts  
Eighteen MARTA rail stations are located in existing Tax Allocation Districts, or TADs, (see accompanying matrix). 
As we highlighted in the Livable Communities Coalition publication, Survey and Analysis of Tax Allocation Districts 
in Georgia:  
 

Existing TADs have been formed to accomplish a broad range of local objectives 
including encouraging commercial development in largely under-developed 
commercial corridors and replacement of existing, lower valued development with 
mixed-use projects. 
  

Many areas near the MARTA rail stops in the existing TADs exhibit these traits and should be ripe for TOD when 
market conditions allow. In a likely, and desirable, scenario a tightly-drawn TAD near a MARTA station could be 
used build a parking deck, which would greatly lessen the infrastructure costs the developer would need to cover, 
thereby making the deal more palatable by allowing for a acceptable financial return. As the real estate market 
awakens from its recent slumber, now should be the time to create transit-oriented TADs in Atlanta. 
 
Urban Redevelopment Areas 
Under Georgia law communities can create Urban Redevelopment Areas which gives them the opportunity to use 
certain powers for redevelopment.  The most controversial and least used provision is the right of eminent 
domain, which was dramatically curtailed several years ago to limit the use of the power for economic 
development purposes.   
 

                                                           
2 McWilliams, Jeremiah. "Opportunity zones thought to bring jobs." The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, May 22, 2012. 
http://www.ajc.com/news/news/local/opportunity-zones-thought-to-bring-jobs/nQT2N/ (accessed August 15, 2012). 
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More relevant to TOD is the right to impose a 1 mil charge for economic development purposes on properties 
within the defined Urban Redevelopment Area and the right to issue bonds to support redevelopment.  For 
example, Suwannee used this power to create its mixed use downtown district and fund its city hall.  The key 
benefit of using URA bond funding is the very low rates that can be obtained, but it does require a guarantee or 
credit enhancement from the local community.  Establishing an urban redevelopment area is also typically the first 
step in creating an Opportunity Zone program discussed below.  
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TASK 2: PRELIMINARY TOD SUITABILITY ASSESSMENT 
 
In Task 2 we prepared an assessment of the suitability of each of the 37 MARTA station areas for TOD.  Our 
approach to this task was to provide an overview of the potential for future TOD at each of the station areas. As 
such, we considered of a wide range of factors that are predictive of a station area’s potential to support TOD.   
  

Multiple Criteria Used to Assess Potential 
 
We prepared a TOD Condition Matrix for each station to help guide the selection of the ten station areas for more 
extensive analysis in Task 3, which we are currently undertaking. These TOD Condition Matrices provided ARC with 
an initial round of insights about the future development potential of the station areas and informed the Technical 
Panel’s input regarding which station areas to select for more in-depth study in Task 3.  
 

 
TOD Condition Matrix Example 
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Rank Station Score

1 Buckhead 0.73

2 Midtown 0.70

3 Lenox 0.69

4 Arts Center 0.68

5 North Avenue 0.67

6 Lindbergh Center 0.66

7 Peachtree Center 0.64

8 Civic Center 0.64

9 Dome/GWCC/Philips/CNN 0.64

10 Sandy Springs 0.62

11 Five Points 0.59

12 Dunwoody 0.57

13 Medical Center 0.56

14 Decatur 0.53

15 Georgia State 0.53

16 North Springs 0.51

17 Garnett 0.51

18 Brookhaven 0.50

Rank Station Score

19 Chamblee 0.48

20 Inman Park/Reynoldstown 0.47

21 King Memorial 0.47

22 Avondale 0.46

23 Ashby 0.45

24 Edgewood/Candler Park 0.44

25 East Lake 0.40

26 Vine City 0.39

27 West End 0.38

28 Oakland City 0.36

29 East Point 0.36

30 Doraville 0.36

31 Kensington 0.34

32 Hamilton Holmes 0.32

33 College Park 0.31

34 Lakewood/Ft. McPherson 0.29

35 Bankhead 0.24

36 West Lake 0.24

37 Indian Creek 0.23

All 37 matrices are available under separate cover 
We presented our work to ARC and the Technical Panel in September 2012. Our analysis rated each station area 
(half-mile radius) on five summary metrics and accompanying sub-metrics on a 0-1 scale. The metrics included: 
1. Commercial 

 Total Office Square Feet 

 Average Office Rents ($) 

 Total Retail Square Feet 

 Average Retail Rents ($) 
2. Residential 

 Housing Built Since 2000 

 Average Apartment Rents ($) 

 2012 New Homes Sold 

 2012 New Avg. Sales Price 
3. TOD Demographics 

 Housing Units / Acre 

 Population Change 2000-2012 

 % Population Gen Y/Millennial (Age18-34) 

 Median Income 

  % Population Singles 
4. Employment 

 Jobs / Acre 

 % $40K+ Jobs 
5. Physical 

 Walk Score 

 Nearby Barriers 

 MARTA TOD Land 

 Nearby Development Land 

 
 
Station Area Rankings 
 
This analysis resulted in the following ranking of MARTA transit station areas: 
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EMERGING

Lindbergh Center 0.66

Sandy Springs 0.62

Dunwoody 0.57

Medical Center 0.56

Decatur 0.53

Georgia State 0.53

MATURE

Buckhead 0.73

Midtown 0.70

Lenox 0.69

Arts Center 0.68

North Avenue 0.67

Peachtree Center 0.64

Civic Center 0.64

Dome/GWCC/Philips/CNN 0.64

Five Points 0.59

EMERGING POTENTIAL

North Springs 0.51

Garnett 0.51

Brookhaven 0.50

Chamblee 0.48

Inman Park/Reynoldstown 0.47

King Memorial 0.47

Avondale 0.46

Ashby 0.45

Edgewood/Candler Park 0.44
East Lake 0.40

Doraville 0.36

LAGGING

Vine City 0.39

West End 0.38

Oakland City 0.36

East Point 0.36

Kensington 0.34

Hamilton Holmes 0.32

College Park 0.31

Lakewood/Ft. McPherson 0.29

Bankhead 0.24

West Lake 0.24

Indian Creek 0.23

We then placed the stations into the four levels of TOD suitability to allow for organized discussion between ARC 
and the Technical Panel regarding which 10 areas should be considered for Task 3.  The four groupings included:  
 
1. MATURE – stations in Atlanta’s most urban locations. These areas have developed a wide-range of high-density 

uses over decades. Transit adds to development potential but is not necessarily a catalyst. 
2. EMERGING – station areas have developed urban attributes. Future real estate development will capitalize on 

transit access to further aid in urban in-fill. 
3. EMERGING POTENTIAL – areas are positioned to benefit from TOD, but may be lacking some attributes to 

attract large amounts of mixed-uses to-date. 
4. LAGGING – areas currently lack attributes that will likely attract developers looking for acceptable returns in a 

market-rate environment. 
 
The results of the groupings: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
After discussions among ARC and the Technical Panel, the final list of 10 stations for further study was developed. 
We recommended that the final list include an array of station types, not only based on the above rankings but 
also on geography, station typology, and a presence of potential “early wins.” 
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TASK 3: TOD OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS OF TEN STATION AREAS 

This chapter provides conclusions regarding the TOD potential of each of the 10 station areas selected for further 
analysis. For each of the 10 station areas we have undertaken the following: 

 Identification of specific suitable sites for redevelopment within one-quarter mile of each of the 10 station 
areas 

 Evaluation of the current real estate market surrounding the potential TOD sites 

 Estimation of the potential development that could occur on the designated sites 

 Determination of the public incentives that may be necessary to animate the TOD project 

 Detail the potential economic impacts from the redevelopment. 
 

 

 Task 3 TOD Implementation Strategy Analysis Station Areas: 

Arts Center 

Avondale 

Brookhaven 

Chamblee 

East Lake 

Hamilton E. Holmes 

King Memorial 

Lakewood 

Lindbergh 

Sandy Springs 
 
 

 
Tunnell-Spangler-Walsh and Associates created potential concept plans for TOD development at four station areas. 
This concept plan is for illustrative purposes only and shows one of many possible options for TOD in the station 
area. 
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STATION AREA #1: ARTS CENTER  

Location: 1255 West Peachtree, Atlanta, GA 30309 

 
Significant opportunity exists to continue to enhance the Midtown Atlanta urban landscape with high-density 
mixed use developments in the Arts Center station area. However, pedestrian, transit-supportive street network 
improvements are needed. 
 
The Arts Center transit station area is located in the northern portion of Midtown Atlanta – which is the region’s 
best example of a high-density mixed use urban district.  Throughout the previous two decades, driven by ease of 
transportation access and a host of cultural amenities, the Midtown area has been the recipient of millions of 
dollars’ worth of real estate development. While many important urban elements are in place in the area, a 
substantial amount of land still remains to be redeveloped in order to help the area reach its full TOD potential. 
 
Nearly 20 acres of land in the Arts Center station area (the one-quarter mile, or five minute walk, radius from the 
station that represents the pedestrian catchment area) are prime redevelopment sites that could be transformed 
into more transit-supportive uses in the near term. Another ten acres in the station area have the potential over 
the longer-term for urban redevelopment. This real estate equates to approximately one-quarter of all the land in 
the quarter mile station area (125 acres).  
 
While this area is “ground zero” for high-density development in the Atlanta region, as witnessed by a new hotel 
and two new luxury apartment towers that broke ground in 2012, the transportation pattern in much of the Arts 
Center station area is still generally vehicle-, rather than pedestrian-, oriented.  Two of the three major north-
south thoroughfares in the area, Spring Street and West Peachtree Street, are fast-moving one way roads, which 
degrade from the urban fabric. Many of the potential redevelopment parcels in the area are bound by these roads 
and, thus, the area itself is disjointed at the pedestrian level, not transit-supportive, and in great need of TOD 
enhancements.  
 
As the economy continues to improve and other sectors of the real estate industry begin to look for development 
opportunities, the area near the Arts Center station will certainly attract attention. The prospects for the creation 
of a true TOD district, however, are less certain unless the area’s stakeholders, including the City of Atlanta, alter 
the priorities of the street network and work to integrate the MARTA station into a more transit-supportive 
pedestrian environment. 
 
The Arts Center station includes very little parking (33 spaces) for MARTA patrons.  Therefore, unlike many stations 
analyzed in this report, future potential real estate joint development on MARTA property need not consider 
replacement parking. 
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MARTA Station Area Residential Density 
(Units/Acre) 

 

Source: BAG 

STATION AREA MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 
While presenting plans for a new apartment tower in Midtown, President 
of Atlanta-based Novare Development Group, Jim Borders, recently said, 
“Midtown is one of the most prominent cosmopolitan centers in the 
Southeast, where people, business and culture come together to create a 
true live-work-play community providing a quality of life very dear to its 
residents.”

3
 This quality of life has driven the real estate demand in the 

area through recent economic cycles and should continue into the future. 
 
Residential  
At nearly ten residential units per acre within one-half mile of the Arts 
Center station, the area is one of the more densely population station 
areas along MARTA rail lines. However, the residential density here is still 
much lower than the areas in the southern portions of Midtown Atlanta 
near the Midtown and North Avenue stations. Therefore, from a TOD land use perspective, we believe that area 
can accept a far greater amount of residential units.  
 
Based on historical trends, the Midtown residential market should be able to absorb more residential units in the 
coming years. Since 2000, Midtown has added approximately 1,000 condominiums and apartments per year 
despite two recessionary economic periods. Because of the recent real estate depression only 500 apartment units 
delivered since 2009. Atlanta’s job growth slowed during the Great Recession, which partly accounts for the 
slowdown in multifamily unit absorption in Midtown. However, it does appear that pent up demand may currently 
exist. 
 
To take advantage of this market opportunity, two high-profile luxury apartment towers are currently under 
construction just south of the Arts Center quarter-mile station area, giving credence to the strength of the 
Midtown for-rent residential market. Novare, in partnership with Batson-Cook Development Co., plans to soon 
open Skyhouse at West Peachtree and 12

th
 Street. This project will include 320 higher-end apartments and 8,400 

square feet of retail. Daniel Corp. and Selig will also deliver 330 units at 77 12
th

 Street as part of their larger 12th & 
Midtown project, a $1 billion mixed-use development. In addition to these 650 units that will hit the market in 
2013, Novare plans to deliver an additional 320 units in 2014 at 6

th
 and Peachtree Streets. 

 
Few options to rent in a highly-amenitized apartment tower currently exist in Midtown Atlanta (although many 
rental options do exist in for-sale condominium buildings). The current apartment options perform well in 
buildings constructed a decade or more ago. Three of the newest and most relevant apartment properties rent for 
an average of $1,333 per month with low vacancies. The units at the newly constructed projects are expected to 
begin at about $1,400 per month and greater. 
 

Arts Center Current Apartment Comparables 

2012 For Rent 

    

Property 
Year 
Built Rent/Unit 

Vacancy 
Rate Avg. $/SF 

Windsor at Midtown 2001 $1,841  3% $1.74  

Post Biltmore 2001 $1,167  9% $1.47  

1660 Peachtree 1999 $1,193  3% $1.17  

WTD. AVGERAGE   $1,333  5% $1.40  

Source: REIS 

                                                           
3
 Archbold. (2012, May 9). Novare group reveals '100 6th street'. Midtown Patch. Retrieved from http://midtown.patch.com/articles/novare-

group-reveals-100-6th-street 

Station Area 
Residential 

Density 

Midtown  16.8 

North Avenue  14.6 

Arts Center  9.8 

Civic Center  9.0 

Lenox  7.8 
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The Midtown for-sale condominium market has rebounded from its recessionary depths, although the total unit 
sales figures are still severely depressed compared to the boom years of 2004-2006. Nevertheless, with over 200 
sales of new condominium units in the 30309 zip code at an average of over $350,000 in 2011 and 2012, it does 
appear that the market for new units has stabilized and will grow, depending on the available inventory. 
 
 

Arts Center For-Sale New Condominium Market: 30309 Zip Code 

 

     Based on data from Smartnumbers (Does not include December 2012 data) 

Commercial 

The office market near the Arts Center station held up relatively well during the Great Recession. While vacancies 
are still high, above 15%, the area has seen impressive rent growth of over 20% over the past 10 years. Only the 
office space near the Buckhead and Brookhaven MARTA stations have outperformed the Arts Center on this 
important metric.  

Arts Center Station Area Commercial Real Estate Summary 

 
Arts Center 37 Station Avg. 

Office - Inventory  (SF) 
          

11,310,749  
                              

3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 18.4% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $22.89 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 24% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF) 
            

1,348,822  
                              

1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $21.40 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 14% 16% 

 
             Based on data from CoStar 

Similarly, the Arts Center station area’s retail market remains relatively healthy. As more residents move into the 
area and the vision of the Midtown Mile continues to emerge, the area’s retail offerings should be able to further 
improve. Currently, average retail rents exceed $20 per square foot. 
 
As the Arts Center station is located between the heart of the Midtown Mile district to the south and Atlantic 
Station to the north/northwest, both areas competing heavily for Midtown’s retail expenditures, redevelopment in 
the area should focus on residential and office components. Retail in the Arts Center area has the most likely 
chance to succeed on a smaller scale, catering to area residents, as well as to patrons of the Woodruff Arts Center. 
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TOD FRAMEWORK WILL ENHANCE ARTS CENTER DEVELOPMENT 

The development opportunities at the Arts Center station fit under MARTA’s TOD GUIDELINES, which classifies the 
area as an “Urban Core” station. As such, the area is positioned to accommodate high intensity development, 
catering to residential and commercial users looking for an urban environment found in most major cosmopolitan 
cities. The opportunities for development are driven by numerous factors, access to MARTA being one. We believe 
that high intensity development near the Arts Center station will continue to be planned for and executed, 
following the pre- and post-recession trends. Unlike many station areas in this report, the strategic goals at Arts 
Center are less about stimulating development and more about reshaping the station area to promote a 
pedestrian-oriented, transit-supportive environment.  
 
The following summarizes the development opportunities in the Arts Center station area. 
 

TOD Development Opportunity Areas – Arts Center 

Parcel Acreage 
         Development      

Potential Orientation 

M1 1 Intermediate High-density mixed use, oriented toward Woodruff Arts Center 

M2 0.7 Intermediate High-density mixed use, oriented toward Woodruff Arts Center 

P1 1.7 Immediate High-density mixed use. Planned in 2008 for 70 story tower  

P2 1.8 Immediate High-density mixed use. Recently planned for 30 story tower 

P3 4 Immediate High-density mixed use. Once planned as the Atlanta 
Symphony Orchestra’s next hall 

P4 1.5 Intermediate High-density mixed use. Smaller mid-block orientation could 
hamper possibilities.  

P5 2.3 Immediate High-density mixed use. Corner of 14th and Spring is highly-
visible, prime location 

P6 1.8 Immediate High-density mixed use. Once planned for Trump Tower to 
have been developed by Wood Partners 

P7 3.2 Immediate High-density mixed use. Current plans for “Metropolitan 
Center,” which includes office and residential towers 

TOTAL 18     
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Arts Center Station and One-Quarter Mile Radius Station Area 

  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

KEY:  
MARTA-Owned Development Potential    
Privately-Owned Development Potential 
Longer-term Development Opportunities 
Woodruff Arts Center Campus 
¼-Mile Radius Station Area 
High-Rise Apartment Tower under Construction 
MARTA Red Line      

M1 

M2 

P7 

P2 

P3 

P4 
P5

  P3 

P6

 

 P5

 P3 

P1 
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MARTA Properties 
 
Map M1 & M2 
These two parcels, both under one acre, represent smaller-
scale opportunities if developed exclusive of larger 
projects. Previously, these parcels had been part of 
discussions to expand the Woodruff Arts Center by building 
a new symphony hall above the current MARTA station. 
However, this plan never materialized.  
 
MARTA could consider joint development agreements for 
real estate projects on these parcels. Additionally, as they 
are centrally located within the station area, they could 
present opportunities as public gathering places and/or 

locations for public art. As the area continues to get built-
out, particularly west of the MARTA station, providing 
“high-quality open spaces” and “public spaces [that are] the 
focus of building orientation and neighborhood activity,” as 
detailed in Calthorpe’s TOD framework, will become 
important. 
 
These parcels could become focal points in their own right, 
adding a unique touch to the MARTA station and providing 
much needed pedestrian-scale fabric to an area that 
currently includes numerous amenities but lacks cohesion. 
 
The images at right come from Santana Row in Northern 
California. Unlike Midtown Atlanta, this district is a New 
Urbanist development in suburban San Jose. However, the 
key take-away for Atlanta is the manner in which the 
developers were able to create a sense of place using 
smaller public spaces and filling them with interesting 
buildings, art, and activities. Few spaces such as this exist 
in Midtown Atlanta, particularly in the public realm near 
the Arts Center station. Given the tone set by the High 
Museum and the Woodruff Arts Center, MARTA’s 
properties would be logical locations to create a more 
appealing district, enhancing the experience for MARTA 
patrons, as well as the residents and visitors to the transit 
oriented area. 
 
In order to accomplish this important placemaking 
objective, MARTA could work with the City of Atlanta’s 
Office of Cultural Affairs and Midtown Alliance to identify 
opportunities and plan a path forward. 
 
These types of improvements to the area should not be 
limited only to MARTA’s property, if possible. However, 
given its limited size and its central location, MARTA’s property could help set the tone for the more walkable 
transit-supportive district, which would help to ensure quality development on surrounding parcels, as well as an 
upbeat pedestrian environment that could lead to more MARTA riders. 
 
 

Small scale retail at Santana Row helps to calm traffic and provide a “third 
place” for residents and visitors. 

The “chess plaza” at Santana Row provides public entertainment and 
activates the area. 

Artistic pillars throughout Santana Row help establish an artistic presence 
and create a sense of place. Photos courtesy of Tunnell-Spangler-Walsh 
and Associates 
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Privately-held Properties 
 
The parcels outlined in yellow on the above map each represent prominent development opportunities. Each is 
generally: cleared of building structures, in the hands of one entity, and have (or can easily achieve) the proper 
entitlements. Most of the parcels were planned for high profile developments at some point in the last economic 
up-cycle. Many of these plans, such as the Trump/Wood Partners tower on parcel P6, dissolved with the economic 
meltdown and will not be revived. Some of the parcels, such as Daniel Corp./Selig/Met Life’s “Metropolitan 
Center” on parcel P7, may at some point be built as planned. 
 
Because of the desirability and high upside potential for Midtown real estate, we are confident that the economics 
of potential development projects at these sites will attract developers that will execute on their plans. Most likely 
these projects will be high-density mixed use developments that can add to the urban environment of Midtown 
Atlanta. However, there is no guarantee that these future developments, even at high densities, will help achieve a 
transit-supportive pedestrian-friendly district characterized in a high quality TOD.  In order to help the area 
become a true TOD, which will help create transit patrons, interested stakeholders must work to improve the 
urban fabric of the area.  
 
In order to determine the feasibility for a potential development near the Arts Center MARTA station, we modeled 
a residential development scenario at the land parcel labeled P1 on the map above. Local developer John 
Dewberry purchased this 1.7-acre parcel for $6 million in 2011. Using that land price in our model, we calculated 
the costs ($250 per square foot for steel frame construction), and compared them to the expected revenue, using 
estimates on lease rates for the residential units at $2,000 per month. This lease rate should be considered 
aggressive, as no project in Midtown Atlanta has yet to achieve this rate. But given a Peachtree Street address we 
believe it could be possible at this location.  
 
With these assumptions (and those shown summarized below), it appears that a residential development would 
need to include 375 to 400 rental units to be financially feasible. This would mean a density of approximately 230 
units per acre, which would be considered extremely high. 
 
 

Arts Center TOD Development Scenario Summary Proforma 

  SF Cost Unit Count Total Cost 

Construction Cost $250 390 $97,496,464 

Land Cost     $6,000,000 

  
 

 Land Cost / Unit  $216,659 

  
 

 Land Cost / Acre  $3,529,412 

Total Cost     $103,496,464 

Required Equity 
 

35% $36,223,762 

Required Debt   65% $67,272,702 

  Unit Rent Unit Count Total Annual Income 

Total Income $2,000 
                             

390  $9,180,000 

Income Less Loss/Expense/Reserves 
 

$8,721,000 

Debt Service Coverage Ratio 
 

1.25 

Available for Debt Service & ROE 
 

$6,976,800 

Debt Service 
  

$4,082,223 

Net Cash Flow For Distribution   $2,894,577 

Return On Equity     8% 
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The parcels outlined in purple on the map above also represent development opportunities over time. Because 
most of the buildings on these parcels are typically lower density or surrounded by parking lots, we do believe that 
they will be redeveloped in the future. However, because most of these parcels currently contain occupied 
structures and/or are located farther from the MARTA station, they will most likely take longer to redevelop than 
those outlined in yellow.  
 

STAKEHOLDER CONSIDERATIONS 

The area near the Arts Center station has the potential to become a nationally recognized TOD district. Few transit 
station areas outside of New York and Chicago have as much to offer in terms of cultural amenities and real estate 
development potential within a one-quarter mile radius of a station. However, interested stakeholders must 
become proactive to help the area achieve distinction. In order for the area to realize its lofty potential we 
recommend: 

 More green spaces and public places inserted throughout the Arts Center station area  

 Enhancements to sidewalks, crosswalks, and wayfinding signage 

 Return of Spring Street and West Peachtree to two-way thoroughfares 

 Traffic-calming and pedestrian improvements to Spring and West Peachtree 

 
Each interested public entity can help to create the conditions in the area that could help to create a high quality 
TOD, including: 
 
City of Atlanta / Midtown Alliance 

 Build upon previous planning efforts in the area. Create specific TOD streetscape frameworks for all three 
MARTA station areas in Midtown.    

 
MARTA 

 Contribute to the master plan framework for this station area.  

 In order to enhance the area and help ensure future high quality development nearby, consider creating 
public spaces and/or urban greenspace on current MARTA-owned property. 

 
ARC   

 Consider assisting the city and MARTA in finding solutions for pedestrian improvements that would help 
to improve the overall walkability in the area as the pedestrian framework is incomplete. 

 Consider LCI funding for continued MARTA master planning process. 
 
We recommend creating a working group that includes ARC, MARTA, City of Atlanta, Midtown Alliance, and other 
key area land and business owners to help continue moving TOD forward. In addition to fostering catalytic 
development projects, the group should coordinate streetscapes and other walkability enhancements in the 
district that create a cohesive environment and ensures that transit accessibility in a pedestrian friendly 
environment becomes a reality throughout the larger area.   
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STATION AREA #2: AVONDALE  

Location: College Ave. and Sams Street, Decatur, GA 30030 

 
While significant opportunities exist to develop a TOD project throughout the station area, on both sides of 
College Ave., The most likely near-term opportunities appear to be on parcels south of College Ave. Specifically, 
the most imminent opportunity looks to be on the MARTA-owned parking lot south of the station.   
 
A mixed use development on the south MARTA parking lot could, very 
likely, serve as a catalytic project to spur further development within 
the station area. The area is ripe for new and continued development, 
largely because of a relatively healthy real estate market in the Decatur 
area and because the owners of surrounding land parcels have been 
working for approximately a decade to assemble land and develop a 
TOD adjacent to the Avondale MARTA station. Known as East Decatur 
Station (EDS), the approximately 50-acre area is currently a mix of light 
industrial and commercial uses bordering single-family neighborhoods.  
A 2002 Livable Centers Initiative (LCI) study, followed by other studies, 
helped to envision the district as a higher-density mixed use 

neighborhood with water retention areas to remediate storm water 
issues and provide open-space for the neighborhood. At 35 units to the 
acre, the entire area could potentially accommodate over 1,700 housing 
units. 
 
EDS is being marketed as Decatur’s version of an “innovation district,” attracting small entrepreneurs, members of 
the “creative class,” and other knowledge-based businesses in industries such as computer software, research and 
development, video production, and information technologies. Recently, leases with companies such as craft 
brewers and a video game production shop have been discussed and/or signed. The property owners have 
indicated a willingness to work with tenants, many of them start-up entrepreneurs, in helping them locate and 
thrive in the existing spaces, all the while looking for opportunities to move forward with the area’s future vision 
through new development.  
 
A development on the MARTA Avondale Station parking lots will provide residential opportunities that fit well with 
the “innovation district” endeavor. Over time, opportunities for larger-scale commercial and residential TOD will 
emerge at EDS. Given the amount of land already assembled, the planning that has already taken place, and the 
land owners’ understanding of the TOD process, EDS makes a very likely candidate to accommodate future phases 
of TOD near Avondale. 
 
The EDS team currently owns or controls approximately 35 acres of land, all within one-half mile of the station. 
They are supportive of a development on the MARTA property, as it will enhance their own long term vision for the 
area. Conversely, the EDS vision, which has begun to successfully come together and is likely to continue to do so 
as the economy and real estate market continue to improve, further enhances the potential for TOD success on 
the MARTA property.  
 
This opportunity fits under MARTA’s TOD GUIDELINES, which classifies Avondale as a “Neighborhood” station. 
According to the guidelines, a station with this typology designation is sited within a generally residential area. The 
Avondale station itself and the majority of the surrounding station area (within one-quarter mile of the station), is 
located in the city limits of Decatur, and bordered predominantly by residential districts. The easternmost portion 
of the station area is within the Avondale Estates municipal boundaries. From a land use standpoint, neighborhood 
stations can support up to 50 residential units per acre, with a Floor-Area-Ratio (FAR) of up to 5.0.  
 
 

Future East Decatur Station. Urban Collage rendering, 
2006 
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TOD Development Opportunity Areas – Avondale 

Parcel Acreage 
         Development      

Potential Orientation 

 
MARTA North 
Parking 4 Longer-term Lower intensity, possibly townhome development 

MARTA South 
Parking 7.8 Immediate Residential flats 

College Ave. 
Redevelopment 
Parcels 8 

Medium-to-longer 
term Retail / pedestrian oriented mixed use 

 
Vacant For-Sale 1 Medium-term 

Small-scale residential. Possible land swap to move DFCS 
parking to open up land near MARTA station for future 

development 

East Decatur 
Station 35 Immediate Current adaptive reuse commercial district 

TOTAL 62     
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Avondale Station and One-Quarter Mile Radius Station Area 

  

 

 
 

 
 
 

East Decatur 

Station 

MARTA South 
Parking 

Sams Crossing:  
Decatur / Avondale Estates 

City Limits 

College Ave. 
Redevelopment 

Parcels 

KEY: MARTA Property   Longer-Term Opportunities 
 

         35+Acre TOD District  ¼-Mile Radius Station Area 

         MARTA Blue Line                  

MARTA North 
Parking Lot 

Vacant For-Sale 
Retail/Industrial 

Property 
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STATION AREA MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 
Both the for-sale and for-rent housing markets in the immediate area surrounding Avondale station have remained 
relatively healthy in 2012. A handful of new townhomes have sold in recent months within a mile radius of the 
station at full-market prices (approximately $285,000 on average). More importantly, the rental market is 
extremely healthy. Apartment rents within a mile of the station currently stand at about submarket averages ($900 
- $ 950 per month). However, demand for apartments within walking distance of the station appears very strong. 
The most relevant comparable, built in 2001 just three blocks from the station, Ice House Lofts,  is 100% occupied, 
with average rents greater than $1,000 per month. Their principal target market of young professionals would 
similarly be attracted to apartments at an Avondale TOD.  
 
Further, local and national apartment developers appear to be keen on building apartments in Decatur. As 
outlined in a recent story in the Atlanta Business Chronicle, “Decatur has a vibrant easily walkable downtown and 
apartment developers view that and other similar areas as having amenities that can’t be matched in more distant 
locations,” said Paul Berry, an executive vice president with CBRE Inc. in Atlanta who focuses on multifamily sales. 
“That makes those urban infill properties command higher rents.”

4
 

 
In addition to the EDS property to the west of the station, many redevelopment opportunities exist on or near 
College Ave. to the east. Recently, Decatur and Avondale Estates annexed the previously unincorporated 
commercial properties in the Sams Crossing area. Many of these properties are deteriorated and underutilized. 
Over the past decades this area has suffered from underinvestment by property owners. However, given the 
recent annexation and the potential for public investment (including TADs), a catalytic project such as the one 
proposed at the Avondale station, could spur a wave of redevelopment that could transform the area into a much 
sought-after regionally significant walkable node that ties nearly seamlessly into the downtown districts of Decatur 
and Avondale Estates. 
 

IMMEDIATE TOD OPPORTUNITY AT AVONDALE 

Prior to the depths of the Great Recession, MARTA had entered into a development agreement with the Decatur 
Housing Authority (DHA) to build a mixed use, mixed income development on Avondale’s south parking lots.  The 
plan called for a laminated parking deck shared between MARTA riders and the tenants of a 271 unit apartment 
complex, which was to also house 14,000 square feet of ground floor retail. The DHA deal also included a second 
phase of between 110 and 120 for-sale condominium units. This deal fell apart due to the recessionary economic 
conditions and protracted approval process. Nevertheless, we believe this site offers great potential for 
development as a rental mixed use project that could find a receptive market in the very near term, particularly 
the residential portion of the project. Moreover, based on estimated construction and land costs it does appear 
that the economics of the deal structure would pencil favorably in order to attract a market rate developer.  
 
Based on the area assessment, real estate trends, and potential future demand, we believe that developing 
MARTA’s 7.8 acre south parking lot represents the best TOD opportunity with rental housing clearly likely in the 
2-3 year timeframe. In order to determine the current feasibility for a potential development, we projected the 
total market value of a development concept at build out and the price at which a developer could pay for the land 
in such a development.    
 
We modeled a development scenario similar to the previous DHA deal, but updated to reflect the current market. 
Using a range of densities, from 40 to 50 dwelling units per acre, our scenario assumes building rental residential 
units configured in a four-to-five story stick-built structure surrounding a laminated parking deck with 10,000 
square feet of retail on the bottom floor, including a 3,000 square foot leasing office.  
 

                                                           
4
 Sams, Douglas. "Intown apartment developers scout Decatur." Atlanta Business Chronicle, September 21, 2012, 

http://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/print-edition/2012/09/21/intown-apartment-developers-scout.html?page=all (accessed October 21, 
2012). 
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From an economic standpoint we assumed, based on our real estate knowledge, that at developer would be 
willing to contribute approximately 12% to 15% of the entire development value toward the land purchase. 
Current construction prices dictate that the value of the proposed rental units built in this fashion would likely be 
valued at $122,000 per unit. We used a conservative estimate of the value of the retail space at $110 per square 
foot. This value could range higher, potentially up to $150 per square foot.  
 
 

Avondale TOD Development Scenario Land Purchase Price Analysis                              

Avondale MARTA South Parking Lot  7.8 Acres 
      

  Units / SF 
Avg  Value 

per Unit / SF Total Value 

Land 
Contribution 

(12%) 

Land Price 
per Acre 

(12%) 

Land 
Contribution 

(15%) 

Land Price 
per Acre 

(15%) 

Multifamily Rental @ 40 du/a               312  $122,000 $38,064,000 $4,567,680  $585,600  $5,709,600  $732,000  

Mixed Use Retail (SF)          10,000  $110 $1,100,000 $132,000  $16,923.08  $165,000  $21,153.85  

Total     $39,164,000 $4,699,680 $602,523 $5,874,600 $753,154 

        

  Units / SF 
Avg  Value 

per Unit / SF Total Value 

Land 
Contribution 

(12%) 

Land Price 
per Acre 

(12%) 

Land 
Contribution 

(15%) 

Land Price 
per Acre 

(15%) 

Multifamily Rental @ 50 du/a               390  $122,000 $47,580,000 $5,709,600  $732,000  $7,137,000  $915,000  

Mixed Use Retail (SF)          10,000  $110 $1,100,000 $132,000  $16,923.08  $165,000  $21,153.85  

Total     $48,680,000 $5,841,600 $748,923 $7,302,000 $936,154 

 
As shown above, the market value of the redevelopment alternative would be in the $40 to $50 million range. 
Under the 40 du/acre scenario, a developer could pay approximately $4.7 million to 5.9 million, or about $600,000 
to $750,000 per acre, for the land and still achieve acceptable returns. At 50 du/acre a developer could pay about 
$750,000 to nearly a $1 million per acre.  
 
In an attempt assess the value of multifamily land that has traded recently along College Ave. and in the 
Decatur/Avondale Estates area, few comparable transactions have transpired. As the area is largely built-out, few 
if any, sales of vacant tracts over two acres have occurred in the current economic environment. Nevertheless, 
based on our knowledge of the market, the estimated land contribution range of $14,000 to $18,000 per unit that 
a developer could pay in our proposed scenario is in, or near, the acceptable market price for multifamily land. 
Thus, we believe that a mixed use rental project as described above would find acceptance in the current market 
and could serve as a stimulus to further TOD within the station area. 
 
 

Development Scenario Parking Requirements                                  

  
Proposed 

Units/SF 

Required 
Parking Spaces 

per Unit/SF 
Required 

Parking Spaces  

Residential @ 40 du/a 
                           

312  
                               

1  
                           

312  

Residential @ 50 du/a 
                           

390  
                               

1  
                           

390  

Retail 
                      

10,000  
                           

200  
                             

50  

Leasing Office 
                        

3,000  
                           

400  
                               

8  

Total  @ 40 du/a 
  

                           
370  

Total  @ 50 du/a     
                           

448  
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Further, this scenario assumes the construction of 370 to 448 structured parking spaces, depending on residential 
density and based on the City of Decatur parking requirements (see above table). Based on the past DHA 
experience, we assumed that MARTA will continue to agree to a shared parking arrangement in which the shared 
structured parking will be used as replacement for spaces given over to development. Currently, according to 
MARTA, 455 (62%) of the total 734 surface parking spaces at Avondale are utilized on average. The north lot 
contains approximately 175 spaces, leaving 280 needed on the south side of the station to meet MARTA parking 
demand. As part of the earlier DHA project, MARTA was looking to replace 325 of the 559 spaces on the south lot. 
If the project was built as part of our proposed higher density scenario, approximately three-fourths of the parking 
would be shared between residents and MARTA users and the remaining 120-125 spaces could be dedicated solely 
to the residents. 
 

PUBLIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Under the previous development plan, the land was transferred – effectively leased – to DHA, another public 
entity. A private developer may not be as amenable to a land lease, and in fact, would likely prefer an outright sale.  
However, MARTA officials have indicated a preference to lease the real estate currently in their control rather than 
sell it outright for TOD development. Experience has proven that this arrangement is typically less desirable for a 
private sector developer to undertake. Still, we anticipate that the strong demand for products in a transit-
oriented walkable environment will attract developer interest, ground lease notwithstanding. 
 
As ground lease transactions and developments of this type are less typical in the Atlanta region, few comparable 
deals have transpired recently.  Nevertheless, this type of arrangement is not uncommon for transit agencies 
throughout the nation.  The land near the transit stops will have an impact on the system overall and agencies 
have taken to land leases to help protect their interests. Just as important, if not more so, a ground lease can serve 
as a dependable source of income for the agency.  In leasing the land the agency can expect a reliable constant 
revenue stream. 
 
In order to anticipate MARTA’s potential lease rate for TOD development on their property it is instructive to 
assess the lease proceeds against the potential returns the agency would secure if they instead sold the land and 
invested the proceeds in a long-term low-risk investment account. In preserving the real estate in a leasehold 
position MARTA takes on more risk due to the typical fluctuations of land prices.  Based on the increased risk for 
holding the property, land leases are, as a rule-of-thumb, calculated based on the land value multiplied by the 
current risk-free interest rate (LIBOR or Treasury yield) plus 2-3%, and adjusted based on other extenuating 
conditions.     
 
MARTA could expect a developer to agree to a ground lease rate of no more than 4% currently. In the case of 
Avondale, assuming land values at $750,000 an acre, leasing 7.8 acres to a private developer, MARTA could expect 
a lease payment of approximately $200,000 to $250,000 annually. At that price, we estimate that a developer 
should be willing to lease the land and build the project, including structured parking. Of course, today’s financing 
environment is tight and debt and/or equity lenders may be interested in seeing a public sector investment, such 
as participation in a parking deck, in order to release funds to build the rest of the project. Further, it is unclear 
that a financier will accept typical debt terms for a development on leased land. 
 
Because we believe that producing a TOD at Avondale station is feasible in the near-term, we believe that the 
interested public entities should move quickly to create an environment in the area that could help to prompt 
private development: 
 
 
City of Decatur  

 The city recently passed ordinances that could help fuel developer and/or lender appetite for this project 
and should move forward with full implementation of the policies: 
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o First, the city has instituted a mixed use district designation that would allow for up to 70 
residential units per acre in areas such as the Avondale transit station area. While this 
designation has not yet been established in the station area, the city and the EDS land owners 
have shown a strong dedication to pushing the mixed use district zoning forward if a proposed 
development makes it necessary.  
 

o Second, in 2010 the city passed an urban redevelopment ordinance that would allow for a Tax 
Allocation District (TAD) to be put in place at the station area. In many cases, a TAD would be 
used to pay for infrastructure such as a parking deck. However, in this case it might be more 
prudent to allow the developer and/or ARC to pay for and build the parking deck at the proposed 
catalytic development and use the TAD to help bring along future TOD phases. For example, the 
TAD could be used to help pay for the water retention/remediation open-space envisioned for 
EDS to help entice future development in the area.  
 
Moreover, as the area continues to evolve, an opportunity to develop the remaining portions of 
the MARTA parking areas will likely arise. In order to build another parking deck for the later 
phases of Avondale’s development a TAD will likely be necessary. Thus, putting the TAD in place 
now, while land values are relatively low because of the lack of investment in the area, would 
allow the city to capture the greatest amount of tax increment. 
 

o The area around Avondale station is eligible to be designated as an Opportunity Zone (OZ). In 
order to help the area to keep and attract commercial businesses, the city should establish an OZ 
in the area so that new or existing businesses that create two or more jobs can receive a tax 
credit of up to $3,500 per new job. 

 
City of Avondale Estates 

 Although the station sits within the City of Decatur, Avondale Estates should consider instituting a TAD 
and OZ within their city limits so as to ensure continued redevelopment on each side of the local 
municipal borders. 

 
MARTA 

 Given its willingness to participate in the previous DHA development proposal by partnering with a 
developer in a shared parking deck, MARTA has already helped foster greater levels of TOD at Avondale 
Station. MARTA appears to continue to be willing to attract residential development and to work within a 
shared parking arrangement. Given the current environment that is conducive to apartment lending, the 
agency should issue an RFP to garner interest from developers. We believe that this development at 
Avondale could serve as an “early win” that could prompt interest from the development community in 
doing TOD in other locations around the Atlanta area. MARTA should seize this opportunity in the near 
term. 

 
ARC   

 Because ARC stepped up to play a vital role in the previous DHA proposal by providing funds for a parking 
deck, they should stay intimately abreast of potential future involvement at Avondale and work to urge 
the local cities, MARTA, and developers to complete their necessary tasks to help the development along. 
Assuming the willingness remains, be prepared to fill in the gaps in the development proposal, as a 
commitment from ARC to participate in the deal, may help coax necessary financing from lenders.   

 
We recommend creating a working group that includes ARC, MARTA, key area land owners, and officials from 
Decatur and Avondale Estates to help move TOD plans forward. In addition to fostering catalytic development 
projects, the group should coordinate streetscapes and other walkability enhancements in the district that create a 
cohesive environment and ensures that transit accessibility in a pedestrian friendly environment becomes a reality 
throughout the larger area.   
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STATION AREA #3: BROOKHAVEN / OGLETHORPE UNIVERSITY   

Location: 4047 Peachtree Road, Atlanta, GA 30319 

Significant opportunity exists for medium density mixed use TOD at the Brookhaven MARTA station area.  
Given the desirability of a Peachtree Road address and the proximity to some of the wealthiest enclaves in the 
Atlanta region, the Brookhaven MARTA station area represents a clear-cut TOD opportunity in the near term. 
While a number of TOD prospects are present within a quarter-mile radius of the MARTA transit station, a mixed-
use development at the expansive parking lot south of the station provides the opportunity to stimulate compact 
transit-supportive growth in the newly- formed city of Brookhaven.   
 
Further, as the city is seeking a physical location for its operations, the MARTA parking facility offers a unique 
opportunity for Brookhaven to establish a community core/civic space and set the tone for future development by 
locating a new city hall and relocated library on the MARTA property around a city park. 
 
A desirable vision for a mixed use TOD at the station was put forth in the 2006 Livable Centers Initiative (LCI) study 
completed by Urban Collage. The plan called for up to 200,000 square feet of office space, up to 40,000 square 
feet of retail, and approximately 300 residential units, situated around community green space. We believe that 
the 2006 LCI proposal, with some adjustments, and the potential inclusion of the Brookhaven city hall and DeKalb 
County branch library, offers the most advantageous opportunity to activate bona fide TOD core that can anchor 
additional TOD development in the station area. 
 
While uncertainty currently surrounds various issues concerning the formation of the city of Brookhaven’s 
governing body, as well as the location of its city hall, we anticipate that the city government will begin to coalesce 
in 2013. Currently, the city is searching for a temporary location to serve as its headquarters until the new leaders 
decide upon a permanent city hall location. Certainly many variables will factor into the final decision regarding the 
permanent location, most of which fall far outside the scope of our work in this analysis. However, from a 
community development standpoint, we believe the city hall is potentially an ideal civic anchor to a TOD at the 
Brookhaven station. Not only does it make sense within a real estate development framework, it also can assert a 
positive impact for future development in the area. Moreover, several municipalities in the Atlanta region have 
established a model for such civic-anchored development, including Suwanee, Duluth, and Smyrna. 
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TOD Development Opportunity Areas – Brookhaven/Oglethorpe University 

Parcel Acreage 
         Development      

Potential Orientation 

 
MARTA Northwest Parking 3 Limited due to size Possible hotel. Potential civic plaza site 

MARTA Southeast Parking 15 Immediate Civic-anchored mixed use development 

Former Harris Teeter Property 7 Near term 
Retail oriented mixed use in a walkable 

setting 

DeKalb Co. Branch Library 1 No Upon library relocation, revert to greenspace 

Apple Valley Rd. Industrial 10 Medium term 
Adaptable reuse into residential and 

commercial mixed-use / live-work lofts 

Future Small-Scale Office 1.5 Near term 
Currently planned and marketed as build-to-

suit small office 

Future Wood Partners 
Apartments 3 Immediate Development of 230 units to begin soon 

TOTAL 40.5     
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Brookhaven Station and One-Quarter Mile Radius Station Area 

  

 

 

MARTA South 

Parking 

Future Wood 
Partners 

Apartments 

Former Harris 
Teeter Property 

KEY: MARTA Property   Longer-Term Opportunities 
 

         Planned Development  ¼-Mile Radius Station Area 
        

         MARTA Gold Line                  

Apple Valley Rd. 
Industrial 

Parcels 

Future Small-
Scale Office 

Development 

Current DeKalb Co. 
Branch Library 

MARTA North 
Parking 
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STATION AREA MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 
Situated between the cores of two of the Atlanta region’s 
historically top performing real estate markets, Buckhead 
and Central Perimeter, and among or near census tracts 
with some of Atlanta’s highest incomes (see map at 
right), the Brookhaven station area is well-located. 
 
Rental Apartments 
Although technically outside of the Buckhead submarket, 
new apartment projects within one-half mile of the 
Brookhaven MARTA are capturing rental rates 
comparable to those in Buckhead. Buckhead apartments 
garner the highest rents of any submarket in the region 
averaging $1,200 per month according to REIS. Locally, 
though, newly completed units just up Peachtree Road, 
within Sembler’s Town Brookhaven development, are far 
exceeding that average. For example, overall, The 
Goodwynn at Brookhaven (705 Town Blvd.) is currently 
averaging asking rents at over $1,700 a month, or over 
$1.40 per square foot. Other apartment complexes nearby, such as Post Glenn Apartments (4120 Peachtree Rd.), 
are also achieving rents at or near Buckhead levels.  
 
Brookhaven’s strong rental residential performance has caught the attention of prominent apartment developers 
Hines and Wood Partners. Within the quarter-mile radius station area on Dresden Drive, Wood Partners will soon 
break ground on Alta Brookhaven, a new 230-unit complex. According to published reports, Wood chose the site 
specifically for its proximity to MARTA and nearby retail options. Just a bit further east on Dresden, less than one-
half mile from the station, Hines is currently developing a 215-unit apartment building.   
 
Clearly demand for new residential options is strong near the station, largely because of their proximity to transit. 
Nevertheless, with such a large number of units coming on the market, potential does exist for overbuilding. In 
that case, though, the best located projects typically win-out. Given that most of the new projects specifically site 
access to MARTA as a major demand driver, we believe that demand for residential units at the station’s front door 
will stay resilient through future market cycles.    
 
Commercial 
The potential to achieve similar Buckhead-level performance in the office and retail sectors is less likely, but 
success can certainly still be achieved.  The office and retail potential at the Brookhaven MARTA site is perhaps less 
strong than residential; however, building a true mixed-use civic-anchored TOD, that includes some office and 
retail components, appears to be a viable option. The office market in Buckhead leads the region in rents ($25+ per 
square foot for new Class A space), and after untimely overbuilding during the Great Recession, is making an 
occupancy comeback.  Class A office space along the I-85 corridor near Brookhaven, and outside of the Buckhead 
submarket, rents at an approximately 30-40% discount to Buckhead on a price per square foot basis. Still, new 
Class A office and retail space in a mixed use setting as part of a high-quality TOD at the Brookhaven station should 
find success positioned as a price alternative to Buckhead, but similar to other North DeKalb locations, with 
tenants that desire a transit-oriented location. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      Brookhaven MARTA Station 
Data Source: US Census American Community Survey 

Median Household Income by Census Tract 
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CIVIC-ANCHORED TOD OPPORTUNITY AT BROOKHAVEN 
The development concept put forth by Urban Collage in the 2006 
LCI still provides a likely vision for a successful TOD in the 
Brookhaven MARTA station area; however, current market 
realities require that parts of that plan be revisited.  
 
As stated, in order to anchor the project and to ensure early 
activation at the development site, the city of Brookhaven’s city 
hall and DeKalb County’s local branch library could play a critical 
part of the TOD. The Brookhaven community is currently discussing 
the location of each facility, without agreement to date. The idea 
of library location at the MARTA transit site was originally included 
in the LCI study and funds have been set aside for its relocation 
from its present site—across Apple Valley Road from the MARTA 
station. 
 
A city hall, at approximately 50,000 square feet, and the library at approximately 12,000 square feet, would anchor 
the office/retail space at the development.  Other cities in the Atlanta region have built city halls as anchors to 
major redevelopment in their municipality. Notably, Suwannee Town Center has been an unequivocal success in 
Gwinnett County. In order to build their city hall, as well as a 10-acre urban-style park, the city of Suwannee 
created an Urban Redevelopment District for the Town Center site. This allowed the city to finance the city hall and 
the park through the issuance of low interest municipal bonding mechanisms.  The new park and the city hall 
sparked successful private sector mixed use development at Suwannee Town Center. This type of civic 
development could prove equally successful at Brookhaven station and anchor the broader TOD district. 
 
We would anticipate that the amount of retail built at the Brookhaven TOD would come in at far less than 40,000 
square feet envisioned in the LCI plan. Local-serving retail in a mixed use setting has been relatively successful one-
half mile to the east of the station at Village Place, which includes 35,000 square feet of retail. However, the best 
new retail opportunities in the station area lie across Peachtree, particularly the, as-yet unplanned, 7-acre 
redevelopment of the old Harris Teeter grocery store and inline shop space.  Retail demand at the MARTA site, 
given its location behind the station and off Peachtree, will be driven mostly by onsite residents and tenants as 
well as patrons of MARTA and the civic facilities. Therefore, it should focus as an amenity to those users, and be 
built at a smaller scale—approximately 5,000 to 10,000 square feet oriented to services and food attractive to 
residents and transit patrons. 
 
With apartment demand expected to remain strong for the foreseeable future, 250-300 residential units should 
also be included in the TOD plan. Again, the local market appears willing to support more apartment units and 
those located in the station area should be poised to outperform their competitors.  

Potential Development of MARTA Brookhaven South Site 

 Development Uses Acres Unit/SF/Parking Count 

Surface Parking / Later Phases 3 350 
 
Civic Plaza 1.5   
 
Civic Complex 
(City Hall & Library) 1.5 62,000 
 
Office Site 2 76,000 
 
Multifamily Residential – 
including structured parking 4 275 
 
Circulation / Buffering 3  

TOTAL   15 
 

Rendering of Brookhaven MARTA Station 
redevelopment from Apple Valley Road, LCI Study, 

Urban Collage 
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Development Pro Forma 
In order to determine the feasibility for the potential civic-anchored development at the Brookhaven Station, we 
modeled the development scenario, using typical development and construction cost assumptions based on our 
market knowledge. We calculated the costs, including structured parking, and compared them to the expected 
revenue, using conservative estimates on lease rates for the residential ($1.33 per square foot) and commercial 
($16 per square foot), factoring in debt service obligations. This feasibility exercise assumed the sale of 10 acres of 
the MARTA property based on current market rates.  According to Databank Inc., Hines paid about $5.4 million for 
its 3.3-acre site on Dresden Drive. Thus, we factored in a $1.6 million an acre land sale into our model. These 
assumptions would lead to an acceptable 8% return on equity for a developer to build the proposed TOD.  
 
 

               Development Scenario Financial Pro Forma Summary 

  Unit/SF Cost Unit/SF Count Total Cost 

Residential $90,000 
                        

275  $24,750,000 

Commercial $100 
                 

138,000  $13,800,000 

Construction Cost     $38,550,000 

Land Cost     $16,000,000 

  Spaces Cost/Space   

Parking Cost 
                     

1,363  $18,500 $25,217,350 

Total Cost     $79,767,350 

Required Equity 
 

35% $27,918,573 

Required Debt   65% $51,848,778 

  Unit/SF Rent Unit/SF Count Total Annual Income 

Residential $1,200 
                        

300  $4,320,000 

Commercial $16 
                 

175,000  $2,800,000 

Total Income     $7,120,000 

Income Less Loss/Expense/Reserves 
 

$6,764,000 

Debt Service Coverage Ratio 
 

1.25 

Available for Debt Service & ROE 
 

$5,411,200 

Debt Service 
  

$3,146,273 

Net Cash Flow For Distribution   $2,264,927 

Return On Equity     8% 

 
 
According to MARTA-provided information, the station area currently accommodates 1,460 vehicles but only 36% 
(526 total parking spaces) of the spaces are used on average. As shown below, 1,386 spaces would accommodate 
parking for all of the new real estate uses and the MARTA transit patrons. This parking allotment accounts for the 
replacement of 351 parking spaces on the south side of the station, leaving 175 spaces on the north.  
 
In the proposed development scenario, the developer could feasibly build most of these spaces in a structured 
format (possibly in two structures), and spots for the civic uses. The development scenario allots three surface 
acres in this phase to accommodate MARTA patrons during the build out. Upon completion of this phase the three 
acres could be used for future development.  
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        Brookhaven MARTA Station Development Parking Scenario 

  
Proposed 

Units/SF 

Required 
Parking Spaces 

per Unit/SF 
Required 

Parking Spaces  

MARTA South Lot (526 total required / 175 at North lot)  351 

Residential Flats 
                           

250  
                               

1.5  
                           

375  

Office 
                           

15,000  
                               

3 per 1,000  
                           

450  

Retail 
                      

8,000  
                            

3 per 1,000   
                             

24  

Civic (City Hall & Library) 
                        

62,000  
                           

 3 per 1,000    
                               

186  

Total       
                           

1,386  

 

 
LIKELIHOOD OF MARTA GROUND LEASE    
Under a long-standing joint development policy, MARTA officials have indicated a preference to lease the real 
estate currently in their control rather than sell it outright for TOD development. Experience has proven that this 
arrangement is typically less desirable for a private sector developer to undertake. However, we anticipate that the 
strong demand for products in a transit-oriented walkable environment will attract developer interest, ground 
lease notwithstanding. 
 
As ground lease transactions and developments of this type are less typical in the Atlanta region, few comparable 
deals have transpired recently.  Nevertheless, this type of arrangement is not uncommon for transit agencies 
throughout the nation.  The land near the transit stops will have an impact on the system overall and agencies 
have taken to land leases to help protect their interests. Just as important, if not more so, a ground lease can serve 
as a dependable source of income for the agency.  In leasing the land the agency can expect a reliable constant 
revenue stream. 
 
In order to anticipate MARTA’s potential lease rate for TOD development on their property it is instructive to 
assess the lease proceeds against the potential returns the agency would secure if they instead sold the land and 
invested the proceeds in a long-term low-risk investment account. In preserving the real estate in a leasehold 
position MARTA takes on more risk due to the typical fluctuations of land prices.  Based on the increased risk for 
holding the property, land leases are, as a rule-of-thumb, calculated based on the land value multiplied by the 
current risk-free interest rate (LIBOR or Treasury yield) plus 2-3%, and adjusted based on other extenuating 
conditions.     
 
As of this writing, the one-year LIBOR rate stands below 1%. Thus, MARTA could expect a developer to agree to a 
ground lease rate of no more than 4% currently. In the case of Brookhaven, assuming land values at $1.6 million an 
acre, leasing 10 acres to a private developer MARTA could expect a lease payment of approximately $640,000 
annually. From a developer’s perspective, the structuring the economics of the project in which they financed the 
construction cost without the land sale and paid for the land through a 99-year ground lease, the returns could 
actually look more favorable. This favorable outcome is due to the affordable rate of the ground lease (4%) versus 
the cost of rate at which we calculated the developer’s debt service payments (6%).  
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           Brookhaven Land Lease Pro Forma Assumption Summary 

Project Cost Less Land Value   $63,767,350 

Required Equity 
 

35% $22,318,573 

Required Debt 
 

65% $41,448,778 

Debt Service Less Land Value 
 

$1,544,275 

Land Lease Term (Years) 

  
99 

Land Lease Term (% of Land Value) 

 
4% 

Lease Payment 

  
$640,000 

Total Payment (Debt Service & Land Lease) 

 
$2,184,275 

Net Cash Flow For Distribution   $3,226,925 

Return On Equity     14% 

 
 

PUBLIC/PRIVATE COOPERATION WILL BE ESSENTIAL 

Our analysis figures in a 10-acre land lease to a private developer using current land prices in the area to arrive at a 
potential ground lease rate. It also factors in the city of Brookhaven and DeKalb County participating through the 
development of their facilities using the remaining acreage. The positive involvement of all these parties could be a 
challenge to bring about. It will take careful negotiation and cooperation, of which ARC could help facilitate.  
 
The largest hurdle, however, could be the participation of private money lenders. This type of mixed use project 
that involves a land lease could alarm potential lenders to the point of rejection. Therefore, this deal may require 
exceptional involvement from the public entities and ARC to find a happy medium for lenders. This involvement 
could include finding an avenue to insert more equity into the deal to make the level of debt more palatable to the 
lenders. Other options could involve ARC and/or the city of Brookhaven to participate in building the parking 
structure(s) to reduce the amount of funds a private developer would need to secure.  
 
From a market perspective we believe that a TOD at Brookhaven/Oglethorpe station is absolutely feasible in the 
near-term. The market should be very receptive to the proposed plan laid out above. However, the complexities of 
the land lease and participation of the numerous entities mean that it could scare away many private developers 
looking for projects with lower hurdles, particularly in this current real estate environment of recovery. 
Nevertheless, this project has the potential to become a showcase TOD, both regionally and nationally. It can 
become a win for all parties involved and help spur other such development in Atlanta. To make this happen 
though, the project needs a champion. But because of the project’s complex nature, this champion will likely need 
to come from outside the private sector. We believe its upside should: a) prompt ARC or the new city of 
Brookhaven to become its champion, and b) inspire MARTA to work boldly in working out joint development terms 
satisfactory to all parties.  
 
Other Considerations: 
 
The City of Brookhaven 

 Although the city is still in its infancy, the portions of the community have shown a real determination to 
guide development in the MARTA station area in the direction of high-quality TOD. Through zoning codes, 
other ordinances, and by placing its city hall in a location that will help spur walkable transit-supportive 
development, the city has the opportunity to continue to become a location of distinction. 
 

 Beyond the borders of the MARTA property, the station area must transform from its current vehicle-
oriented thoroughfare development pattern toward a more human-scaled environment. The city has the 
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opportunity to provide its own resources and support to private land owners to allow this vision to 
become reality. 

 
MARTA 

 Given the current environment that is conducive to apartment lending, and the obvious interest in the 
Brookhaven area as a development target, the agency should issue an RFP to garner interest from 
developers. We believe that this development could serve as an “early win” that could prompt interest 
from the private sector in doing TOD in other locations around the Atlanta region. MARTA should seize 
this opportunity in the near term. 
 

 MARTA should make early inroads with the new city of Brookhaven to ensure cooperation regarding 
development in the station area. The formation of the new city represents a unique opportunity to foster 
a harmonious relationship that could set the tone for expanded TOD in the area that could help to drive 
MARTA ridership. 

 
ARC   

 ARC can play a vital role in seeing the Brookhaven TOD to fruition. The commission can achieve regional 
recognition of it goals by urging the local public bodies, MARTA, and developers to find ways to cooperate 
to build the complex proposed project. Not only can this project become a showcase for future TOD, it 
can prove the legitimacy and the worth in the LCI process. ARC should be prepared to participate in the 
deal, where necessary to help coax necessary financing from lenders.   

 
We recommend creating a working group that includes ARC, MARTA, key area land owners, the Brookhaven 
Peachtree Community Alliance (BPCA), and officials from Brookhaven and DeKalb County to help move TOD plans 
forward. In addition to fostering the proposed catalytic development, the group should coordinate streetscapes 
and other walkability enhancements in the district that create a cohesive environment and ensures that transit 
accessibility in a pedestrian friendly environment becomes a reality throughout the larger area.   
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STATION AREA #4: CHAMBLEE   

Location: 5200 New Peachtree Rd., Chamblee, GA, 30341 

 
Transit Oriented Development Has Already Taken Shape at Chamblee Station, Opportunity for More 
 
As one of ARC’s first recipients of a Livable Centers 
Initiative grant in 2000, Chamblee seized the 
opportunity to create a pedestrian-oriented, transit-
supportive, mixed use district north of its MARTA 
station. Through overlay zoning, municipal support, 
and nearby infrastructure improvements, the 
Chamblee’s Mid-City district has quietly become one 
of Atlanta’s best examples of a “town center” TOD 
typology.  
 
The Mid-City district, as described in the city’s 
comprehensive plan, is an overlay district that 
requires development to conform to higher-density, 
walkable urban standards,  bounded on the north by 
Peachtree Industrial Boulevard (now Peachtree 
Boulevard), on the south by Peachtree Road, on the 
west by Clairmont Road, and on the east by Pierce 
Drive. The zoning guidelines in the Mid-City district have spurred a tremendous amount of development over the 
past decade, including: 

 Over 650 residential units, including for sale, for rent, and senior housing, 

 Nearly 300,000 square feet of retail, including a Wal-Mart Supercenter with underground, rather than 
surface, parking, and 

 Over $2 million in pedestrian or other infrastructure improvements in place or planned. 
 
This development has transformed the area and created an environment that should continue to be sought after 
by developers and end users, particularly as the real estate markets strengthen.  While Chamblee has seen much 
success over the past decade, thanks in large part to the LCI program, the Mid-City district is positioned to capture 
more TOD in the current cycle. The area is home to some of the choice development opportunities within the 10 
Task 3 station areas. Unlike most of the other Task 3 station areas, some of the development parcels with the most 
likelihood for success at Chamblee are not currently in MARTA control.  Therefore, with privately-held parcels with 
few impediments, as well as adaptive reuse opportunities, a multitude of TOD prospects exist at Chamblee. 
 

STATION AREA MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 
 
The Mid-City district is in the midst of a transformation from a rail-oriented industrial node, to a true mixed use 
transit-oriented district.  While over one million square feet of industrial space is still in use within one-half mile of 
the MARTA station, the amount of industrial square footage has dropped by nearly 20% in the past decade as 
residential and commercial spaces have become more prominent. As mentioned above, numerous mixed-use 
projects have brought hundreds of new residential units and thousands of square feet of commercial space to the 
station area. As has happened often recently, the older industrial space represents numerous opportunities for 
redevelopment and/or adaptive reuse in the station area.  
  
Residential 
Both the for-sale and for-rent housing markets in the immediate area surrounding the Chamblee station have 
remained relatively healthy in 2012. Nearly 40 attached homes (condominiums and townhomes) sold in recent 
months within the Chamblee market area. Twenty-two condos sold in two projects in Mid-City at an average price 

Chamblee’s Mid-City Overlay District (shown in purple) 
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of $96,000 ($95/square foot), making the area affordable for first-time home purchasers looking for a newly-built 
unit.  The rental market is also healthy. Newer (built in 2000 or later) apartments within a mile of the station rent 
at an average of approximately $1,100 per month ($1.00/square foot). The most relevant for rent comparable, 
built in 2007, is in the Mid-City district within walking distance of the MARTA station. The Battery at Chamblee 
Station is nearly 100% occupied, with average rents greater than $1,100 per month.  
 

Chamblee Residential Comparables 

Chamblee For Sale 

    
Townhomes Sales Avg. Price Sq. Feet $/SF 

Preserve At Fischer Mansion 10 $322,170 
            

2,473  $130 

Turnbury Gates 6 $234,013 
            

1,566  $149 

AVERAGE 
 

$289,110 
 

  

Condominium Sales Avg. Price Sq. Feet $/SF 

Eco Lofts 1 $50,000 
            

1,020  $49 

Lofts At 5300 21 $98,056 
               

916  $107 

AVERAGE   $95,871     

     
Chamblee For Rent 

    

Property 
Year 
Built 

Asking 
Rent/Unit 

Vacancy 
Rate Avg. $/SF 

The Battery at Chamblee 
Station 2007 $1,153  2% $1.06  

Promenade at Peachtree 2001 $1,062  2% $0.97  

AVGERAGE   $1,091  2% $1.00  

Source: REIS 

 
Commercial 
In 2007, Wal-Mart opened a 204,000 square foot store within the Mid-City district. Twenty-one other inline shops 
share the 15-acre Chamblee Village site with the retail giant. The Chamblee Wal-Mart maximized the big box site, 
as the multi-level store was built over an underground parking deck. The inline shops at the site are nearly all 
occupied and average over $25 per square foot rents. Elsewhere in the station area, as part of the newer mixed 
use projects, shoppers find local boutiques. However, much of the ground floor commercial space that was built in 
less-trafficked locations in Mid-City has struggled to find and hold occupants. Developers will need to be strategic 
about where and how to build mixed use retail into their future projects in Mid-City. As a “category killer,” Wal-
Mart will provide most common products to nearby residents, therefore retailers in the mixed use spaces must 
offer unique “lifestyle” products not found in a typical big-box store in order to complement, rather than compete, 
with Wal-Mart. This type of lifestyle retail positioning has been successful in other walkable areas in the region and 
nation, often with support from local governing bodies and/or outside consultants. 

 

TOD OPPORTUNITIES AT CHAMBLEE 

Based on the area assessment, real estate trends, and potential future demand, we believe that numerous 
development opportunities abound in the Chamblee study area that will help this already successful TOD area 
reach its full potential. Because of the municipal emphasis and the current market forces, the best near and 
intermediate-term opportunities are north of the station in the Mid-City area. The southern side of the station is 
bound by land restrictions in place because of Peachtree DeKalb Airport and a far less advanced development 
pattern. Over the past decade a redevelopment plan has emerged for an “international village” in the area, but the 
Great Recession has significantly dampened its near-term prospects. This plan could re-emerge as potentially 
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successful in the longer-term, but various opportunities in Mid-City represent the best TOD opportunities, as 
detailed below. 
 
 
 

TOD Development Opportunity Parcels – Chamblee 

Parcel Acreage 
         Development      

Potential Orientation 

M1 1.5 Near-term 1.5 Acre mixed use opportunity. Prime TOD potential  

M2 2 Intermediate Possible townhome opportunity 

M3 3 Long-term Potential large-scale mixed use 

M4 2.2 Near-term Likely park/greenspace due to due to topography/drainage 

M5 1.4 Long-term Potential after other south station area redevelopment 

MA 1 Long-term Potential after other south station area redevelopment 

P1 3.5 Near-term Recently cleared and ready for mixed use development 

P2 1 Near-term    Current office/warehouse. Demolish/redevelopment needed 

P3 5 Immediate Cleared site ready for mixed use. Up to 375 residential units 

P4 2.5 Intermediate Current office/flex users. Adaptive reuse or redevelopment 

P5 1.5 Intermediate Current storage facility. Redevelopment needed 

P6 5 Long-term Potential mixed use village 

TOTAL 29     
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Chamblee Station Area 
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Driven by shifting demographics and the corresponding evolution of residential location preferences, Chamblee 
has become a sought-after destination for residents looking for an “urban-lite” location. These locations provide 
urban amenities such as transit and walkable retail and restaurant options, but are typically in lower density areas 
far from a true city center. Baby boomers and the Millennial generation (the 80 million Americans born in the 
1980’s and 1990’s), who show a strong preference for renting in walkable locations, are driving this demand in 
Chamblee, as are WINKS - women with income and no kids. A recent survey showed that over 80% of WINKS 
indicated a preference for urban or urban-lite living. The main attractions to these areas for this group, in addition 
to commuting conveniences, tends to be community and social opportunities outside of the home, as well as 
recreational opportunities in nearby parks. Chamblee has an opportunity to continue to attract these growing 
market audiences by steering mixed use development to the available land parcels in the station area. 
 
As large, unencumbered land for multifamily housing near transit can be scarce in the region, Atlanta real estate 
developers have recently focused much attention on finding parcels within walking distance of the MARTA rail 
lines. To some degree, the Mid-City district of Chamblee has been ahead of this curve with over 600 residential 
units built in the area in the past decade. However, less than one-third of these units were built in an apartment 
community-setting that offers the amenities and conveniences that the current market audiences are seeking.  
Thus, we believe that developing the remaining available properties within this transit station area have the 
opportunity to bring about very successful TOD in the immediate future. 
 
Best-Positioned Privately Held Properties 
 
Map P3 
 
This parcel, across Chamblee Tucker Road from the Wal-Mart anchored Chamblee Village, controls valuable 
frontage on Peachtree Blvd., with 35,000 vehicles per day traffic count. Given this type of frontage, its location 
next to Wal-Mart, and its location in the Mid-City district, the development opportunities on this five acre parcel 
are considerable. The overlay designations offer up to a 4.0 floor-area-ratio (FAR) and residential densities of 70 
units per acre. 
 
This parcel currently sits vacant, however, likely because its current owner bought the land in 2006 for $7 million, 
or $1.4 million per acre. By comparison, four larger parcels (greater than 3 acres) of cleared land within one half 
mile of the station on Peachtree Road and Peachtree Blvd. are currently listed by brokers at an average of 
approximately $360,000 per acre. While each of these parcels is less well-situated than the Map P3 parcel, the 
market for land in the area is at such a level that the current owner is likely unwilling to move the property and 
take such a large monetary loss. 
 
We modeled a financially feasible development scenario that would allow for a developer to maximize the parcel 
to its fullest regulatory density after buying the property for $9 million (see below). This scenario calls for 350 
residential units, 200,000 square feet of retail, and approximately 1,000 parking spaces in a six floor parking 
structure. While this scenario could meet the sales price requirements of the current land owner, as well as 
feasibility requirements for both a developer and the City of Chamblee, it may not fall in line with market realities.  
Although the market could support more residential, as well as more commercial space, 350 units and 200,000 
square feet respectively, would likely exceed current market demand. 
 
In order to solve the development economics of the this important land parcel we re-ran the proforma model, 
using current market realities regarding land prices based on broker listings: $360,000 per acre. In this scenario a 
developer, buying the five acres for $1,800,000, could feasibly build 250 residential units, 25,000 square feet of 
commercial space and approximately 440 parking spaces. This development program would likely meet, but not 
exceed market demand. Unfortunately, until demand for real estate products rises dramatically (which is possible 
in the Chamblee station area) and land prices improve in the area, the timeline for development of this property 
may extend beyond 2013. 
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Chamblee TOD Development Scenario Summary Proforma (Map Parcel P3)                              

  Unit/SF Cost Unit/SF Count Total Cost 

Residential $122,000 
                             

350  $42,700,000 

Commercial $110 
                      

200,000  $22,000,000 

Construction Cost     $64,700,000 

Land Cost     $9,000,000 

  
 

 Land Cost / Unit  $25,714 

  
 

 Land Cost / Acre  $1,789,271 

  Spaces Cost/Space   

Parking Cost 
                          

1,025  $18,500 $18,962,500 

Total Cost     $92,662,500 

Required Equity 
 

35% $32,431,875 

Required Debt   65% $60,230,625 

  Unit/SF Rent Unit/SF Count Total Annual Income 

Residential $1,100 
                             

350  $4,620,000 

Commercial $20 
                      

180,000  $3,600,000 

Total Income     $8,220,000 

Income Less Loss/Expense/Reserves 
 

$7,809,000 

Debt Service Coverage Ratio 
 

1.25 

Available for Debt Service & ROE 
 

$6,247,200 

Debt Service 
  

$3,654,898 

Net Cash Flow For Distribution   $2,592,302 

Return On Equity     8% 

 
Map P1/P2 
 
The P1 parcel has recently been cleared of its previous structures and is development-ready. The 3.8 acres are up 
for sale and listed at $1.4 million ($365,000 per acre). The listing broker has indicated that interest in the land has 
been high, mostly from multifamily developers. This is a good location for residential development, and given the 
list price and rents in the market, a developer should be able to move quickly at this site. Assuming that a 
developer builds at 50 units an acre (192 units), at the current list price, the developer would pay approximately 
$7,300 per unit for the raw land. This price is below what most apartment developers are currently expecting to 
pay in areas such as Chamblee. Given the rents achievable, we believe a developer would be willing to pay +/- 
$10,000 per unit for apartment land. Therefore, we expect that apartments will be developed at this site and that 
land prices could increase in the near future. 
 
The development possibilities of the P1 parcel would be greatly enhanced if it was combined with parcel P2. That 
parcel has better visibility at the corner of Peachtree Road and Chamblee Tucker Road. However, the current 
building at that corner, while old and tired, is occupied by small local-serving office tenants and an electric 
company warehouse. Over time, we expect a higher-and-better use of that parcel will become apparent and 
redevelopment will occur, however, that may not happen until after the immediately neighboring parcels undergo 
redevelopment. 
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MARTA Properties (Map M1 / M4) 
 
The MARTA property (M1) across Chamblee Tucker Road from map parcel P2 is a key piece of the Chamblee 
station TOD future. Because it is smaller, and would likely require a developer to enter into a ground lease with 
MARTA rather than an outright sale, developers may look to the other larger privately-held development sites as 
priority opportunities. However, its location at a traffic corner and directly across from the station, mean that it 
should garner development attention. 
 
The two acre M4 parcel, north of M1 can play an important role in the development of the area. MARTA has never 
used this site for parking due to topography and drainage issues. In adhering to TOD principles, this parcel could 
become a park/greenspace for the TOD district.  MARTA could actually increase the potential value of its land and 
the land nearby, by preserving this greenspace. The City of Chamblee and MARTA could look to form a mutually 
beneficial partnership whose purpose is to add value to the district and provide the district’s tenants and residents 
with an amenity by preserving this property. 
 
Because nearly all of MARTA’s parking needs are met at the south parking lot, we recommend it would not be 
necessary to replace the parking spaces in the M1 lot.  
 

TOD ACTION ITEMS AT CHAMBLEE 
 
Because transit-supportive development has been occurring for over a decade at the Chamblee station, the 
groundwork is in place to attract future TOD projects, particularly as the real estate market continues its upswing. 
Because the development pattern is in place, developers and end users can “touch-and-feel” what future 
development will look like, giving Chamblee a possible edge in attracting high quality TOD.  
 
The interested public entities should move to enhance the conditions in the area that help to prompt private 
development. We recommend creating a working group that includes ARC, MARTA, key area land owners, and 
officials from Chamblee to help continue to move TOD forward in the Mid-City district. In addition to fostering 
catalytic development projects, the group should coordinate streetscapes and other walkability enhancements in 
the district that create a cohesive environment and ensures that transit accessibility in a pedestrian friendly 
environment becomes a reality throughout the larger area.   
 
 
The City of Chamblee 

 The city needs to further the streetscape and pedestrian improvements in the area. Quality sidewalks, 
unique streetlights, buffers, and a wayfinding program could help to strengthen the “connective tissue” 
that links the private development to the public transit facilities.  

 A branding initiative to help promote the Mid-City district as an urban-lite TOD, particularly to baby 
boomers and WINKS, could help to raise the area’s visibility in the region and attract even higher quality 
developers and end users. Attracting a notable restaurant to initiate a “buzz” about the area would also 
help to increase regional recognition.  
 

MARTA 

 MARTA should work with the City to explore the possibility of preserving the M4 parcel as public 
greenspace. 
 

ARC   

 With the LCI program, ARC has certainly helped move the Chamblee Mid-City district forward. Continue to 
help implement streetscape and pedestrian improvement in the area to create the critical framework and 
enhance walkability. 
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STATION AREA #5: EAST LAKE   

Location: 2260 College Avenue, Atlanta, GA 30307 

 
Near-to-immediate Term Development Opportunity at East Lake Station 
 
MARTA’s East Lake station property is located in the jurisdictions of both the city of Decatur and the city of Atlanta, 
and bordered predominantly by residential districts. The north parking lot and the eastern half of the south 
parking lot are in the city limits of Decatur, while the western half of the south parking lot and the station itself is 
in Atlanta. MARTA has classified East Lake in its Neighborhood Stations typology, which allows up to 50 residential 
units per acre, with a Floor-Area-Ratio (FAR) of up to 5.0. Current designation for the property in both Atlanta and 
Decatur do not allow for this type of development intensity, but officials from both jurisdictions indicate that 
necessary up-zoning would not likely be an issue if presented with a rezoning application. 
 
The station area—the one-quarter mile radius from the East Lake MARTA transit facility (see map)—offers limited 
land with development potential, given then residential nature of most of the nearby parcels. The station’s two 
parking lots likely offer the best TOD potential, with the south lot offering the best opportunity because: 

 At four acres, it is the most developable land parcel within the station area; the north lot offers three 
acres, 

 The land use pattern surrounding the south parking lot is more varied, with more access and street 
connectivity; the north lot backs up to well-established single family residential lots, and  

 A very active CSX rail line runs adjacent to the west side of the north parking lot, further constraining the 
TOD opportunities there. 

 
Momentum for TOD at the stations along the MARTA west line is building. Over the past few years MARTA has 
progressed to the negotiation stage for possible development at both the Edgewood/Candler Park station and the 
Avondale station. While this certainly points to the desirability of the location for TOD, the potential projects at the 
other stations are further along, although nothing has been finalized. The MARTA properties in those locations are 
also somewhat better development sites due to their larger size. This situation could point to a “wait-and-see” 
strategy at East Lake, in which all interested parties allow one or both of the TOD’s at Edgewood/Candler Park and 
Avondale to advance further and take cues from their results. Nevertheless, the opportunity remains and 
development at the East Lake site could advance quickly as apartment developers are currently actively seeking 
desirable locations. 
 

TOD Development Opportunity Areas – East Lake 

Parcel Acreage 
         Development      

Potential Orientation 

 
MARTA South 
Parking 4 Near-term Up to 5 story mixed use. Residential over retail  

Small-Scale Retail  .5-1  Intermediate Single, multilevel mixed use buildings 
 
MARTA North 
Parking 3 Longer-term 8-12 du/a residential (Likely Townhomes). Very limited retail 

AT&T Property 5 Unlikely Potential mixed use village 

TOTAL 13     
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TOD Opportunity Area – East Lake 
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STATION AREA MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 
 
Both the for-sale and for-rent housing markets in the immediate area surrounding the East Lake station have 
remained relatively healthy in 2012. A handful of new single-family homes and townhomes have sold in recent 
months within a mile radius of the station at full-market prices (approximately $475,000 on average). More 
importantly, the rental market is extremely healthy. Apartment rents within a mile of the station currently stand at 
about submarket averages ($900 - $ 950 per month). However, demand for apartments within walking distance of 
the station appears very strong. The most relevant comparable, built in 2001, a mile from East Lake and within 
walking distance of Avondale station, Ice House Lofts, is 100% occupied, with average rents greater than $1,000 
per month. Their principal target market of young professionals would similarly be attracted to apartments at an 
East Lake TOD.  
 
Further, to the west along DeKalb Ave., and throughout the east-central area of Atlanta, particularly in the Inman 
Park and Old Forth Ward neighborhoods, the demand for apartments from the Millennial (Gen Y) market has 
driven rents up and vacancy down. As seen in the chart below, the newer apartment complexes in this area 
achieve rents that are similar to the average rents in the region’s highest performing submarkets. Units in the 
comparable project set average over $1,180 per month at 4% vacancy. According to REIS, this compares to 
Atlanta’s top submarkets, Buckhead, which averages $1,200 and 5% vacancy, and Midtown, with $1,110 rents and 
5% vacancy. 
 

Eastside Atlanta Newer Apartment Comparables 

Property Address 
Yr. 

Developed 
Asking 

Rent/Unit Vacancy Rate Avg. $/SF 

Amli Parkside 660 Ralph McGill 2010 $1,292  3% $1.51  

The Block Lofts 747 Ralph McGill 2005 $1,216  3% $1.40  

Montage Old 4th Ward 626 DeKalb 2007 $1,136  10% $0.96  

Highland Walk 701 Highland 2004 $1,117  2% $1.29  

Columbia Citihomes 165 Marion Pl 2002 $1,112  2% $0.95  

Ashley Auburn Pointe 322 Decatur 2010 $981  3% $1.10  

Pencil Factory 349 Decatur 2009 $1,326  9% $1.19  

AVGERAGE     $1,181.50  4% $1.26  

Source: REIS 

 
While many of the eastside apartment projects offer locations somewhat more desirable to the Millennials—Old 
Forth Ward is one of the city’s top magnets for the under-30 crowd—we believe an East Lake apartment location 
would compete favorably among the newer Atlanta projects because: 

 Nearby Ice House Lofts, which is in the city of Decatur, is currently performing at a level similar to the east 
Atlanta projects, 

 Being located on the MARTA west line would mean that renters at East Lake have very easy access to the 
popular entertainment/restaurant options in Old Forth Ward and Inman Park, the Beltline Eastside Trail, 
and to Georgia State University, without a transfer, and 

 Being located in Decatur, apartments at East Lake would likely attract a more diverse market audience 
than those projects further to the west. 

o The market for attached housing in the city of Decatur currently includes empty-nester/baby 
boomers as well as some families with children seeking to secure spots in the sought-after local 
schools.  

 
The East Lake station is less than one mile west of the thriving downtown Decatur district, which has a healthy 
walkable retail market, as well as one mile north of the lower-intensity, but also thriving Oakhurst Village 
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commercial core. A cross-generational mix of residents and visitors to both these pedestrian-friendly nodes has 
driven commercial and residential demand in the area.  
 
Also of note, within one-half mile of the station and beyond, along College and Howard Avenues, older smaller 
scale retail centers are also finding success. The station’s neighbors to both the east and west along College are 
fully-leased centers, home to a higher-end restaurant, convenience restaurants and retail, a trendy tattoo parlor, 
among other businesses.  While these retail buildings are currently occupied, most of them are over 50 years old 
and some are reaching functional obsolescence. The land parcels on which they are located could present small-
scale redevelopment opportunities in the future.  
 
As seen on the map above, AT&T owns approximately five acres of land nearby on East Lake and College Avenues. 
Currently most of the property is used as a training center. While this property could, at some point, redevelop to 
a higher-and-better use, possibly a mixed use village, city of Decatur officials indicate that AT&T is most likely not 
planning to abdicate their property in the foreseeable future. Therefore, although its redevelopment would 
significantly enhance the TOD opportunities in the East Lake station area, it is unlikely to transition in the 
foreseeable future. 
 

RENTAL RESIDENTIAL OPPORTUNITY AT EAST LAKE 

Based on the area assessment, real estate trends, and potential future demand, we believe that developing 
MARTA’s 4 acre south parking lot represents the best TOD opportunity, with rental housing offering clear 
potential in the near term. 
 
Due to the relatively healthy real estate market in Decatur and along the DeKalb Ave. corridor in Atlanta, a lower 
density mixed use TOD on the north parking lot of the East Lake MARTA station would likely find success. Among 
all the real estate sectors, demand for rental housing in this part of the Atlanta intown market is most robust. The 
East Lake MARTA station can attract attention as a mostly rental residential location, appealing to a broad range of 
market audiences. 
 
In order to determine the current feasibility for a potential development, we modeled development scenarios 
using a range of densities, from 40 to 50 dwelling units per acre, our scenario assumes building rental residential 
units configured in a three-to-five story stick-built structure surrounding a parking podium with 5,000 square feet 
of retail on the bottom floor and a 3,000 square foot leasing office. Given the lower densities of the surrounding 
neighborhood, 200 units on the four-acre south lot (50 du/a) is likely the maximum intensity achievable. 
 
In order to determine the feasibility for the potential development at East Lake, we modeled the development 
scenario, based on our real estate knowledge, assuming that a developer would be willing to contribute 
approximately 12% to 15% of the entire development value toward the land purchase. Current construction prices 
dictate that the value of the proposed rental units built in this fashion would likely be valued at approximately 
$122,000 per unit. We used a conservative estimate of the value of the retail space at $110 per square foot. This 
value could range higher, potentially up to $150 per square foot.  
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East Lake TOD Development Scenario Land Purchase Price Analysis                              

East Lake MARTA South Parking Lot - 4 Acres 
       

  
Units / 

SF 

Avg  
Value per 
Unit / SF Total Value 

Land 
Contribution 

(12%) 

Land Price 
per Acre 

(12%) 

Land 
Contribution 

(15%) 

Land Price 
per Acre 

(15%) 

Multifamily Rental @ 40 du/a 
              
160  $122,000 $19,520,000 $2,342,400  $585,600  $2,928,000  $732,000  

Mixed Use Retail (SF) 
           
8,000  $110 $880,000 $105,600  $26,400.00  $132,000  $33,000.00  

Total     $20,400,000 $2,448,000 $612,000 $3,060,000 $765,000 

Land Price Per Unit     $15,300  $19,125 

    
   

 

  
Units / 

SF 

Avg  
Value per 
Unit / SF Total Value 

Land 
Contribution 

(12%) 

Land Price 
per Acre 

(12%) 

Land 
Contribution 

(15%) 

Land Price 
per Acre 

(15%) 

Multifamily Rental @ 50 du/a 
              
200  $122,000 $24,400,000 $2,928,000  $732,000  $3,660,000  $915,000  

Mixed Use Retail (SF) 
           
8,000  $110 $880,000 $105,600  $26,400.00  $132,000  $33,000.00  

Total     $25,280,000 $3,033,600 $758,400 $3,792,000 $948,000 

Land Price Per Unit     $15,168  $18,960 

 
 
As shown above, the market value of the redevelopment alternative would be in the $20 to $25 million range. 
Under the 40 du/acre scenario, a developer could pay approximately $2.5 million to $3.1 million, or about 
$600,000 to $750,000 per acre, for the land and still achieve acceptable returns. At 50 du/acre a developer could 
pay about $750,000 to nearly a $1 million per acre.  
 
As the area is largely built-out, few if any, sales of vacant tracts over two acres have occurred in the current 
economic environment to help assess current land value. Nevertheless, based on our knowledge of the market, the 
estimated land contribution range of $15,000 to $20,000 per unit that a developer could pay in our proposed 
scenario is financially feasible given these development densities and rental rates.  
 
Recently, North American Properties purchased 3.7 acres in Atlanta’s Old Fourth Ward (at Glen Iris Drive and 
Rankin Streets) with plans to build 276 apartment units. Because of the higher density nature of their proposed 
development, the price per acre was $1.35 million--$5 million total. Instructive for East Lake, this equates to just 
over $18,000 per unit for the raw land.   Given the potential development at East Lake this land price, $3 million to 
$4 million, for the four-acre south lot, and revenue from an average unit rent of $1,000 per month, would allow for 
the development to achieve acceptable returns. 
 
The average occupancy of the total 621 parking spaces at East Lake is only 39% (242 spaces). The north parking lot 
contains 275 spaces, roughly enough to support MARTA patrons. Therefore, we recommend moving all the bus 
drop-off functions and all MARTA parking to the north lot to allow for a successful TOD at the south lot. Because 
the TOD developer would not have to factor in replacing the unused MARTA parking, the development becomes 
more likely, as it has fewer complications and costs. 
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            East Lake MARTA Station Development Parking Scenario          

  
Proposed 

Units/SF 

Required 
Parking Spaces 

per Unit/SF 
Required 

Parking Spaces  

MARTA South Lot  233 

Residential Flats 
                           

200  
                               

1  
                           

200  

Retail 
                           

5,000  
                               

1 per 200  
                           

25  

Leasing Office 
                      

3,000  
                            

1 per 400   
                             

8  

Total       
                           

233  

 
 

LIKELIHOOD OF MARTA GROUND LEASE    
 
Under a long-standing joint development policy, MARTA officials have indicated a preference to lease the real 
estate currently in their control rather than sell it outright for TOD development. Experience has proven that this 
arrangement is typically less desirable for a private sector developer to undertake. However, we anticipate that the 
demand for products in a transit-oriented walkable environment will attract developer interest, ground lease 
notwithstanding. 
 
As ground lease transactions and developments of this type are less typical in the Atlanta region, few comparable 
deals have transpired recently.  Nevertheless, this type of arrangement is not uncommon for transit agencies 
throughout the nation.  The land near the transit stops will have an impact on the system overall and agencies 
have taken to land leases to help protect their interests. Just as important, if not more so, a ground lease can serve 
as a dependable source of income for the agency.  In leasing the land the agency can expect a reliable constant 
revenue stream. 
 
In order to analyze and anticipate MARTA’s potential lease rate for TOD development on their property it is 
instructive to assess the lease proceeds against the potential returns the agency would secure if they instead sold 
the land and invested the proceeds in a long-term low-risk investment account. In preserving the real estate in a 
leasehold position MARTA takes on a bit more risk due to the typical fluctuations of land prices.  Because of the 
increased risk for holding the property, land leases are, as a rule-of-thumb, calculated based on the land value 
multiplied by the current risk-free interest rate (LIBOR or Treasury yield) plus 2-3%, and adjusted based on other 
extenuating conditions.     
 
As of this writing, the one-year LIBOR rate stands below 1%. Thus, MARTA could expect a developer to agree to a 
ground lease rate of no more than 4% currently. In the case of East Lake, assuming land values at $750,000 an 
acre, leasing four acres to a private developer MARTA could expect a lease payment of approximately $120,000 
annually. From a developer’s perspective, the structuring the economics of the project in which they financed the 
construction cost without the land sale and paid for the land through a 99-year ground lease, the returns could 
actually look more favorable. This favorable outcome is due to the affordable rate of the ground lease (4%) versus 
the cost of rate at which we calculated the developer’s debt service payments (6%) and not having to secure the 
upfront equity to purchase the land.  
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           East Lake Land Lease Pro Forma Assumption Summary 

Project Cost Less Land Value   $23,101,250 

Required Equity 
 

35% $8,085,438 

Required Debt 
 

65% $15,015,813 

Debt Service 
 

$729,140 

Land Lease Term (Years) 

  
99 

Land Lease Term (% of Land Value) 

 
4% 

Lease Payment 

  
$120,000 

Total Payment (Debt Service & Land Lease) 

 
$849,140 

Net Cash Flow For Distribution   $1,072,140 

Return On Equity     13% 

 

ACTION ITEMS TO CREATE A TOD AT EAST LAKE 
 
Because of the limited amount of developable land, the East Lake station area represents one of the smaller-scale 
lower intensity opportunities that we assessed in Task 3. However, the market conditions and few complex issues 
involved in the potential development could allow for the apartments to come to reality in the near term.  
 
The interested public entities should move quickly to create the conditions in the area that could help to prompt 
private development: 
 
The City of Decatur  

 The city recently passed ordinances that could help fuel developer and/or lender appetite for this project 
and should move forward with full implementation of the policies: 
  

o First, the city has instituted a mixed use district zoning designation that would allow for up to 70 
residential units per acre in areas such as the East Lake transit station area. While this 
designation has not yet been established in the station area, the city has indicated a willingness 
to have the mixed use district zoning to support quality development. As shown above, zoning to 
allow up to 50 du/a in a mixed use setting would likely suffice at East Lake.   
 

o Second, in 2010 the city passed an urban redevelopment ordinance that would allow for a Tax 
Allocation District (TAD) to be put in place at the station area. In many cases, a TAD would be 
used to pay for infrastructure such as a parking deck. However, in this case it might be more 
prudent to allow the developer to pay for and build the parking deck at the proposed catalytic 
development and use the TAD to help improve the pedestrian infrastructure and institute green 
spaces the station area. 

 
MARTA 

 MARTA should work to finalize the joint development agreement at the Edgewood/Candler Park station, 
and apply lessons learned to a potential development at East Lake. A for-rent residential project at East 
Lake can succeed due to the relative health of the real estate market in the area. Developers are attracted 
to this area now. Therefore, now is the time to issue RFPs and accelerate the time line to get TOD into a 
pipeline along the west MARTA rail line. 
 

 Formulate plans to move the bus transfer services to the north side of the station area, to allow for 
development on the south side. 
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ARC   

 ARC has the ability to help move a TOD at East Lake toward reality. The East Lake station area is one of 
only four station areas of 37 (excluding the Airport) that has not been included in an LCI planning study. 
While a full-fledged LCI study may not be necessary for this area, using the community planning process 
that was utilized at the Edgewood/Candler Park station area could similarly entice TOD. This process 
would not only spotlight the development opportunity, but also identify necessary pedestrian and 
connectivity enhancements, as well as potential enhancement to the station area linkages to downtown 
Decatur and Oakhurst Village. ARC should consider facilitating this community planning process at East 
Lake station.  
 

 Consider assisting MARTA in the transfer of the bus facility to the north side of the station area. 
 
We recommend creating a working group that includes ARC, MARTA, key area land owners, and officials from 
Decatur and Atlanta to help move TOD plans forward. In addition to fostering catalytic development projects, the 
group should coordinate streetscapes and other walkability enhancements in the district that create a cohesive 
environment and ensures that transit accessibility in a pedestrian friendly environment becomes a reality 
throughout the larger area.   
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Tunnell-Spangler-Walsh and Associates created a potential concept plan for TOD development at East Lake Station. This concept plan is for illustrative 
purposes only and shows one of many possible options for TOD in the station area. 
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STATION AREA #6: HAMILTON E. HOLMES  

Location: 70 Hamilton E. Holmes Drive near Martin Luther King Dr., Atlanta, GA 30311 

Although opportunity likely exists for medium density, neighborhood-scaled, mixed use TOD within the 
Hamilton E. Holmes MARTA station area, the low level of market rate apartment rents in the area constrain the 
prospects.  Depending on the level of interest from the public sector, deal subsides could enhance TOD 
potential. 
 
This opportunity fits under MARTA’s TOD GUIDELINES, 
which classify Hamilton E. Holmes as a “Commuter 
Town Center” station. According to the guidelines, a 
station with this typology must play dual roles: one as 
community focal point and the other as transit hub. 
Because H.E. Holmes station is the end of the line for 
MARTA’s blue line it was constructed to accommodate 
parking for large amounts of vehicular commuters. 
Thus, over 1,400 combined parking spaces, on both the 
north and south sides, surround the station. However, 
less than 50% of the spaces (720) are typically utilized, 
creating potential for development on the MARTA 
property without significantly disrupting current 

parking demand patterns. 
 
The station sits near the intersection of heavily-trafficked Martin Luther King Jr. Drive and Hamilton E. Holmes 
Drive. Much of the station area (within a one-quarter mile radius of the transit platform) north of the tracks is 
consumed by Interstate 20 and adjoining on/off ramps. The MLK Jr. Drive (a five lane arterial at this point) area 
nearby is generally characterized by auto-centric strip retail development, some of it newer, interspersed with 
multifamily rental housing of varying ages and quality. Approximately 600 of the station’s parking spaces are on 
the north side.  South of the transit tracks are the remaining approximately 840 parking spaces. 
 
Because the north side of the station is largely constrained by I-20, as well as by an established residential 
community, and because the south side fronts on an active commercial artery (MLK Jr. Drive), the immediate 
mixed use development potential appears to lie on the south side of the station. The land use characteristics in the 
station area on the north side could point to residential opportunities. However, because this part of the station 
area is cut off and isolated, squeezed by the interstate and MARTA tracks, we do not believe that development in 
that location would act to catalyze other TOD development in the area. Therefore, our analysis of the station area 
TOD opportunities largely focused south of the station, along MLK Jr. Drive. 
 
One potential development opportunity on private land does exist on the south side of MLK Jr. Drive across from 
the station. An approximately 3.5 acre parcel has a small window of frontage on MLK that could be expanded if 
combined with a much smaller adjacent parcel. However, combined, these two parcels would still only have 
approximately 200 feet of frontage on MLK, with the large portion of the land perpendicular to the main 
thoroughfare. According to real estate professionals currently marketing these properties, these parcels garnered 
interest from private developers prior to the Great Recession but interest has since subsided. At some point 
development will likely occur here. However, given its narrow and deep shape and that it is situated among the 
well-established suburban-style development pattern, it is unlikely to play a large role in reshaping the nature of 
the area.  
Typically, TOD is walkable and pedestrian friendly. This area needs a transformative project to start it down that 
path. The opportunity for a project to initiate a TOD transformation looks to reside on the parking lots south of the 
transit station. 
 
 

Hamilton E. Holmes Station Southwest Parking Lot 
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TOD Development Opportunity Areas – H.E. Holmes 

Parcel Acreage 
         Development  

Potential Orientation 

MARTA North 
Parking Lot 5 Long-term Medium-density residential, possibly townhome development 
 
MARTA South 
Parking Lot 8 

Medium-term w/ 
incentives 340 residential flats over parking structure 

Potential Private 
Development 
Property 4 

Dependent upon real 
estate market recovery Potential for residential, possibly apartments 

Total 17    
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Hamilton E. Holmes and One-Quarter Mile Radius Station Area 

  

 

 

MARTA South 
Parking Lots 

KEY: MARTA Property   Potential Private Development Property 
 

          ¼-Mile Radius Station Area  Hollowell/ML King TAD                                 
 

          MARTA Blue Line    

MARTA North 
Parking Lot 

Conventional 
Residential 

Development 

Underway 
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STATION AREA MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 
 
The for-rent housing market in the immediate area surrounding H.E. Holmes station is very active, with a spectrum 
of offerings for various market audiences. A newer apartment complex, Peaks at MLK, competes for subsidized 
renters within one-half mile of the MARTA station, along with a number of older apartment complexes. Typically, 
the rents in these projects, with many set-aside affordable units, range from $500 a month to $750 a month on 
average. Market rate rentals in projects such as Alta Pointe and Columbia Commons, both built within the past 
decade, average in the $800 to $875 range. Vacancies in the newer projects are generally low.  
 
Thus, the rental market is active and healthy, but the rents fall far below the metro average. The overall market 
rate average for comparables in the station vicinity is approximately $650 a month, compared to $870 a month 
region-wide, according to REIS. Comparing newer (built after 2000) market rate rentals, the H.E. Holmes station 
area averages approximately $840 a month compared to over $1,000 a month region wide. This reality could make 
the potential for residential within a mixed use TOD at H.E. Holmes financially challenging. Typically, residential or 
office development drive successful TODs. It appears that this area will not support large scale office development, 
leaving residential as the primary land use option.  
 
Nevertheless, subsidies to promote TOD at this location could make for good public policy. The area saw major 
investments during the real estate market run-up prior to the 2007-08 crash. A 2002 ARC Livable Centers Initiative 
(LCI) study that centered on the station area focused attention on the area’s development opportunities and 
prompted not only the newer residential projects mentioned above, but also commercial development. A newer 
retail strip occupies the Hamilton E. Holmes Drive / MLK Jr. Dr. intersection anchored by a Chase Bank branch. 
Across the street is a newer CVS drug store. Other retail centers remain relatively healthy. However, investment in 
the area has all but ceased in the past few years. The area ranks near the bottom of household income ($29,683) 
and employment density (less than 4 jobs per acre) compared to the 36 other MARTA transit station areas. Public 
investment in infrastructure to help stimulate TOD at the station area could help put the area back on track.  
 
The 2002 LCI report pointed out that the area is “is marked by the typical suburban development pattern of 
segregated uses, extreme setbacks, and a general lack of connectivity.” New development since then has 
continued to fit into that pattern. The area lacks a focal point from which a sustainable, walkable community can 
grow. Few other land parcels in the area, beyond the MARTA parking lots, likely have the ability, if redeveloped, to 
serve a catalyst to recreate the area’s image and prompt greater future redevelopment. However, it appears that it 
will take public subsidies for this to become a reality. 

TOD OPPORTUNITY AT H.E. HOLMES REQUIRES PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 

In total, MARTA owns approximately 7.6 acres of parking and vacant land south of the station that can become the 
location of a catalytic TOD project. In order to do so, however, various parties must be willing to participate in the 
deal. Based on the area assessment, real estate trends, and potential future demand, we believe that developing 
MARTA’s south parking areas represents a TOD opportunity at H.E. Holmes only if public assistance in various 
forms is made available.  
 
Public investment in the public realm is needed to make the area pedestrian friendly.  Narrowing MLK Jr. Drive, 
traffic calming, adding additional sidewalks, and more convenient pedestrian access to the station are all needed 
to bring the station area more in line with TOD characteristics. For example, a traffic circle should be considered 
for the MLK Jr. Drive/Hamilton E. Holmes intersection. Slowing traffic and allowing for a more pedestrian-friendly 
development pattern at this important station area location, could transform the district and improve the vision of 
high-quality TOD near MARTA.  
 
As is the case with many of the potential TODs in Atlanta, parking appears as a major hurdle at H.E. Holmes station. 
Can the station area accommodate enough parking for the residents of the new TOD and for MARTA patrons?  The 
development opportunity will likely only work if MARTA frees up approximately 380 parking spaces on the south 
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side of the station. Abandoning these spaces, however, will still leave over 1,000 spaces for use by both the new 
TOD development and MARTA. Currently, MARTA currently utilizes about 720 spaces on average. 
 
The new development could be built as a “5-over-1” style mixed use structure. In this design, a concrete podium is 
erected and a five story wood-frame stacked-flat mixed use building is constructed on top. This allows for the 
overall floor-area-ratio (FAR) to increase, in this case, building the residential units over the parking. 
 
Of course, building this type of structured parking is more expensive than surface parking. Recent discussions with 
Atlanta development experts revealed that each parking space in a podium structure typically costs approximately 
$18,500 per space. Therefore, it typically requires higher development densities to offset development costs. The 
positive in this case is that most of the parking can remain in the same location, with real estate built above. 
 
With parking, density, and market realities in mind, we 
modeled a development scenario, seeking to optimize the 
7.6 acres south of the H.E. Holmes station. We assumed that in 
order for lenders to consider participating in a deal such as this, 
each residential unit in the development would need to have, at 
minimum, one corresponding dedicated parking space available. 
With 600 spaces remaining on the north side, MARTA would need 
to preserve at least 120 spaces on the south side in order to meet 
transit rider demand (720 total spaces). The optimal number of 
residential units to build on site appears to be approximately 340 
(detailed below). Thus, in total, the MARTA property with a TOD 
built on site needs to allow for approximately 1,060 parking 
spaces, with 460 south of the station. 
 

This scenario assumes that a developer would pay MARTA 
approximately $3,000,000 for the property. This is likely the 
highest amount that could be paid for the land that would allow 
for acceptable returns, given the likely achievable average rents 
for the 340 rental units. At just under $9,000 per unit, this fits 
within the current market that apartment builders are willing to 
pay for property in this part of the Atlanta region. Further, at 
nearly $400,000 an acre the price is actually higher than where 
land values appear to currently stand. An assessment of local 
comparable sales, verified by local real estate brokers, revealed 
that the market is unstable leaving many professionals 
wondering about the true value of land. No large (two plus 
acres) vacant development tracts have transacted in recent 
years. Therefore, we believe +/- $400,000 an acre would be the 
top of the price range for a reasonable land price to create a 
financially feasible project. 
 
The development scenario builds 340 residential units on a parking podium, with a small of amount retail (less 
than 5,000 square feet) wrapped around the bottom level. This structure would occupy approximately five acres 
(approximately 70 du/a) and include approximately 400 spaces under the podium for the residents above. The 
remaining acreage could be used to park the remaining vehicles and for circulation and other purposes. MARTA 
would need about 120 spaces on the south side, which combined with the 600 spaces on the north, meets parking 
demand for transit patrons. Those 120 spaces should easily fit on the remaining acreage. 
 
From a design perspective, the southwest parking lot sets up nicely for a mixed use building on a podium. The 
southern-most edge of the lot sits sunken many feet below the MLK Jr. Drive grade and slopes upward toward the 
station. The building can be configured to create a pedestrian oriented edge presence on MLK Jr. Drive without 

“5-over-1” Mixed Use Structure Example 

Image: City of Bellingham, WA 
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multiple stories towering over the thoroughfare. The lower levels will be below the road grade. This project can 
then set the tone in furthering pedestrian improvement along MLK. 
 
The rents necessary to make the development feasible would need to be at a moderate premium to current 
market rents in the local area. We’ve modeled average monthly rents at $950 per month, or $1.06 per square foot. 
The highest performing comparable is Alta Pointe (one-quarter mile away), which is getting $870 per month 
average rents ($0.90 per square foot). Based on the performance of other TODs throughout the nation, we believe 
this premium will be achievable; assuming the H.E. Holmes mixed use TOD is executed properly. It is worth noting 
that renters within walking distance of mass transit can afford to pay more for their housing costs as their 
transportation costs can become drastically decreased. 
 
Moreover, given the market conditions and the expected higher priced rental units at this location, a developer 
may want to build the project in two phases. Building 200 units in the first phase could give the market adequate 
opportunity to absorb the new product and for the first phase to lease up.  This will also allow for flexibility and 
suitable returns for all parties. 
 
The returns in the development model, however, do not include in the cost of structured parking.  The parking 
podium, at $18,500 per space, will cost approximately $7.4 million. Surface parking for the remaining 120 spaces 
will cost about $250,000. Our model factors in $3 million for land costs but not the $7.5 million for parking, in 
order to provide the developer with a 7% return on equity. The $7.5 million structured parking cost would have to 
be carried from a variety of sources. One option could be for MARTA to provide the land at little or no cost to the 
development, in order to stimulate TOD in an area that needs economic development. This would leave a $4.5 
million shortfall for parking, which may be more likely for the public sector to cover, possibly through TAD funding.  
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Development Scenario Financial Pro Forma Summary 

RENTAL MIDRISE STICK CONSTRUCTION WITH PODIUM PARKING 

USE OF FUNDS 
    Total Cost Cost / Unit 

Acquisition Costs 
  

  

  Land 
 

 $            3,000,000   $                   8,825  

  Property Taxes, other land costs 
 

 $               102,000   $                      300  

Total Acquisition Costs 
 

 $             3,102,000   $                    9,124  

Design / Consultants Costs    $                950,000   $                    2,794  

Construction Costs       

  Unit Construction Costs 
 

 $          20,400,000   $            60,000.00  

  Parking Costs 
 

 $                         -      

  Paving 
 

 $               272,000   $                      800  

  Public Improvements 
 

 $                 68,000   $                      200  
Total Construction Costs            
(exclusive of $7.5 million parking deck)    $           20,740,000   $                  61,000  

Total Development Fees 
 

 $                374,000   $                    1,100  

Amenity Package    $                300,000   $                       882  

Total Leasing Costs 
 

 $                136,000   $                       400  

Finance / Insurance / Legal    $                500,000   $                    1,471  

Construction Period Interest 
 

 $                700,000   $                    2,059  

Lease-Up Reserve    $                190,000   $                       559  

Project Contingency (2%)    $                566,832   $                    1,667  

Total Uses of Funds    $           28,908,432   $             85,024.80  

OPERATING ANALYSIS 

Effective Gross Income 340 Rental Units @ 900 sf/unit average 
 

  

  Potential Gross Rental Income $950 / mnth. avg.  ($1.06 / sf)  $            3,876,000   $                 11,400  

  Other Income (4%) 
 

 $               155,040   $                      456  

  Less: Vacancy (5%) 
 

 $             (201,552)  $                    (593) 

Total Effective Gross Income    $             3,829,488   $                  11,263  

Net Operating Income    $             2,654,488   $                    7,807  

Net After Reserves    $             2,609,488   $                    7,675  

Debt Service & ROE    $             2,087,590    

Debt Service  
 

 $             1,351,901    

Net Cash Flow For Distribution    $                735,689    

Return On Equity   7 %   

 

LIKELIHOOD OF MARTA GROUND LEASE    
 
Under a long-standing joint development policy, MARTA officials have indicated a preference to lease the real 
estate currently in their control rather than sell it outright for TOD development. Experience has proven that this 
arrangement is typically less desirable for a private sector developer to undertake. However, we anticipate that the 
demand for products in a transit-oriented walkable environment will attract developer interest, ground lease 
notwithstanding. 
 
As ground lease transactions and developments of this type are less typical in the Atlanta region, few comparable 
deals have transpired recently.  Nevertheless, this type of arrangement is not uncommon for transit agencies 
throughout the nation.  The land near the transit stops will have an impact on the system overall and agencies 
have taken to land leases to help protect their interests. Just as important, if not more so, a ground lease can serve 
as a dependable source of income for the agency.  In leasing the land the agency can expect a reliable constant 
revenue stream. 
 
In order to analyze and anticipate MARTA’s potential lease rate for TOD development on their property it is 
instructive to assess the lease proceeds against the potential returns the agency would secure if they instead sold 
the land and invested the proceeds in a long-term low-risk investment account. In preserving the real estate in a 
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leasehold position MARTA takes on a bit more risk due to the typical fluctuations of land prices.  Because of the 
increased risk for holding the property, land leases are, as a rule-of-thumb, calculated based on the land value 
multiplied by the current risk-free interest rate (LIBOR or Treasury yield) plus 2-3%, and adjusted based on other 
extenuating conditions.     

PUBLIC / PRIVATE CONSIDERATIONS 

If the above assumptions hold and interested public and private parties agree that producing quality TOD at H.E. 
Holmes could not only find market success, but also could spur further development in the area, public subsides 
can be brought into the development. In fact, without subsides, the proposed catalytic project will have trouble 
getting out of the ground due to the $7.5 million burden of the parking deck. The three key public actors in solving 
this problem are the City of Atlanta through Invest Atlanta, MARTA, and ARC. 
 
The most promising subsidy funds to bridge the funding gap would be available through the Hollowell/M.L. King 
Tax Allocation District (TAD). The MARTA site is within the TAD boundaries and the proposed project would fit the 
stated goals of the TAD.  According to Invest Atlanta, the development authority who manages the TAD, the 
incentive district was created “to encourage private investment in the City’s west and northwest sectors by 
offering financing incentives that will help ameliorate the current conditions contributing to disinvestment and 
marginal use of property within the district. The TAD will provide inducement for certain major new developments 
that will spur more desirable and sustainable, market-based commercial and residential development in this area.” 
TOD at the Hamilton E. Holmes station certainly fits well within these goals. 
 
A commitment from ARC to participate in this project may help coax necessary financing from lenders and/or 
public sector entities. However, we understand that $7.5 million for parking may be beyond the comfort level of 
any one entity such as ARC. Therefore, in order to make up the financial shortfalls other entities and public 
financial mechanisms may need to get involved.   
 
At build-out the total value of the project will likely range close to $40 million. The project could apply, through 
Invest Atlanta, for up to approximately $5 to $6 million of this value to come from the TAD to build public 
infrastructure such as parking. Therefore, a gap of over $1 million would remain for a parking deck. The most likely 
options available to overcome these options would be for ARC to provide the remaining funding, or for MARTA to 
contribute the land at no cost to the project. In the latter case, we would expect that MARTA would somehow get 
recompensed for their participation, possibly allowing them to take part in the income stream from the 
commercial piece of the project. 
 
As with all MARTA station areas that ARC deems important to encourage TOD, we recommend creating a working 
group to help move development plans forward.  At H.E. Holmes this group should include ARC, MARTA, the City of 
Atlanta, Invest Atlanta, and potential development partners. In addition to fostering catalytic development 
projects, the group should coordinate streetscapes and other walkability enhancements in the district that begin to 
create a more cohesive environment and ensures that transit accessibility in a pedestrian friendly environment 
becomes a reality throughout the larger area.   
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ACTION ITEMS TO CREATE A TOD AT H.E. HOLMES 
 
MARTA 

 Abandon 380 parking spaces 

 Consider flexibility on land lease requirement 

 Write down land value / return on land 
 
City of Atlanta 

 Initiate streetscape and pedestrian improvements, including MLK Jr. Drive road diet 

 Use TAD to subsidize parking deck costs 

 Consolidate zoning under C-3 designation throughout station area 
 
ARC 

 Consider LCI funding to support walkable environment improvements 

 Participate in funding parking deck 
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Tunnell-Spangler-Walsh and Associates created a potential concept plan for TOD development at H.E. Holmes Station. This concept plan is for illustrative 
purposes only and shows one of many possible options for TOD in the station area. 
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STATION AREA #7: KING MEMORIAL 

Location: 377 Decatur Street, Atlanta, GA 30312 

 
Immediate Opportunity at King Memorial Station 
 
Much has been made recently about the Millennial Generation (the large demographic cohort born in the 1980’s 
and 1990’s) driving demand for walkable urban real estate products, particularly rental apartments. While these 
consumers, some 80 million strong, continue to exert their considerable purchasing power on various sectors of 
the economy, their preference for living in compact social settings has pushed forward the real estate recovery 
and transformed urban neighborhoods throughout the nation. In Atlanta, the neighborhoods east of downtown 
have particularly benefitted from the growing generational preference for urban living. In addition to 
demographics driving change on the eastside, the growing presence of Georgia State University, the attraction of 
the Atlanta Beltline, the availability of relatively affordable real estate in a walkable setting, and the access to mass 
transit has led to an influx of residents to the area roughly bounded by Interstate 20 on the south, Interstate 75/85 
on the west, north to Ponce de Leon, and east toward Decatur, including the rapidly redeveloping neighborhoods 
of the Old Fourth Ward and Inman Park, among others. 
 
As the Millennials continue to generally exhibit less of a preference for driving, toward other modes of 
transportation such as walking and mass transit, Atlanta real estate developers have recently focused much 
attention on building apartments within walking distance of the future Beltline and MARTA rail lines. MARTA’s King 
Memorial station is the most centrally located heavy rail transit stop within the thriving Atlanta eastside real estate 
market during the past decade, which has, therefore, seen considerable residential development, both new and 
rehabilitation. Thus, we believe that developing the remaining available properties within this transit station area 
have the opportunity to bring about very successful TOD in the immediate future. 
 
The King Memorial station is located along Decatur Street in the city of Atlanta. MARTA has classified this station in 
its Neighborhood Stations typology, which allows up to 50 residential units per acre, with a Floor-Area-Ratio (FAR) 
of up to 5.0. The design standards and development intensity set forth in this typology are within Atlanta’s current 
zoning designation for the area. Thus, recent development in the station area fits well within the walkable 
neighborhood urban design paradigm.  
 
Due to the growing desirability of the eastern neighborhoods in Atlanta, mixed use TOD projects, focused largely 
on rental residential, would likely find success in the King Memorial station area. The station area—the one-
quarter mile radius from the East Lake MARTA transit facility—offers various potential development parcels, 
including a 4.4 acre MARTA parking lot south of the transit station. 
 
Momentum for TOD at the stations along the MARTA west line is building. Over the past few years MARTA has 
progressed to the negotiation stage for possible development at both the Edgewood/Candler Park station and the 
Avondale station. Prior to that, in 2004, a team of developers proposed to build a mixed use project on the King 
Memorial MARTA parking, but numerous complications prevented that from happening. Despite these setbacks, 
demand for TOD in the area is currently strong. Thus, we have identified various current and potential TOD 
projects, totaling nearly 40 acres, which should be monitored. 
 

STATION AREA MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 
 
Residential 
 
Both the for-sale and for-rent housing markets in the immediate area surrounding the King Memorial station have 
remained relatively healthy in 2012. Over 20 new condominiums sold in recent months within a mile radius of the 
station at approximately $175,000 on average. While these prices are somewhat low, the rental market is 
extremely healthy. Average apartment rents within a mile of the station currently stand at nearly $1,100 per 
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month; this includes units of various age and configuration. Moreover, demand for newer apartments throughout 
the eastside area of Atlanta, particularly in the Inman Park and Old Forth Ward neighborhoods, has grown as the 
Millennials have driven rents up and vacancy down.  
 
As seen in the chart below, newer apartment complexes in this area achieve rents that are similar to the average 
rents in the region’s highest performing submarkets. Units in the comparable project set average over $1,180 per 
month at 4% vacancy. According to REIS, this compares to Atlanta’s top submarkets, Buckhead, which averages 
$1,200 and 5% vacancy. 
 

Eastside Atlanta Newer Apartment Comparables 

Property Address 
Yr. 

Developed 
Asking 

Rent/Unit Vacancy Rate Avg. $/SF 

AMLI Parkside 660 Ralph McGill 2010 $1,292  3% $1.51  

The Block Lofts 747 Ralph McGill 2005 $1,216  3% $1.40  

Montage Old 4th Ward 626 DeKalb 2007 $1,136  10% $0.96  

Highland Walk 701 Highland 2004 $1,117  2% $1.29  

Columbia Citihomes 165 Marion Pl 2002 $1,112  2% $0.95  

Ashley Auburn Pointe 322 Decatur 2010 $981  3% $1.10  

Pencil Factory 349 Decatur 2009 $1,326  9% $1.19  

  NOTE: Some projects contain a significant amount of affordable units 

 
Commercial 
 
The market for office and retail real estate near the King Memorial station is less robust, but strong enough to 
make small-scale offerings in a mixed use setting potentially feasible from a supply and demand perspective. 
Within a half mile of the station there is about 120,000 square feet of combined office and retail space. This office 
space is struggling, with vacancies over 20% and rents below $13 per square foot. The retail space, however, is 
performing somewhat better with 8% vacancy and $19 per square foot rents.  
 
Just to the west of the station along Decatur Street, the Pencil Factory flats offer 30,000 square feet of retail at 
street level under 188 loft-style apartments. The current tenants include a neighborhood market, a small 
community theater, multiple dining options, and a barber shop, drawing demand from residents and Georgia State 
students. (Given the elevated nature of the MARTA station platform, the local-serving retail tends to draw less 
demand from transit patrons at this location than might otherwise be expected.) The retail spaces at Pencil Factory 
are nearly fully occupied with rents around $20 per square foot. Both the retail and the residential at Pencil 
Factory can be qualified as successful, but the retail tenant line-up is just now stabilizing, after over two years of 
operations. The retail space at this project, as well as in other older buildings in the market area, likely satiates the 
current market demand until the residential population grows much greater.  Nevertheless, smaller retail offerings 
of 5,000 to 10,000 square feet per mixed use project could find success. 

 

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES AT KING MEMORIAL 

As seen on the map above, various land parcels in the station area are in development phase, or could be 
developed for TOD. The recently completed Selena Butler Park in the northern portion of the station area and the 
emerging Oakland/Capitol Gateway Park in the south along Memorial Drive add desirable greenspace amenities to 
current and future development.  
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TOD Development Opportunity Areas – King Memorial 

Parcel Acreage 
         Development      

Potential Orientation 

1A 21 Mostly built 

 
Auburn Pointe - Mixed age / mixed income residential 

redevelopment of former Grady Homes 
 

Auburn Point Phase II 1B 6 Planned 

2 4.5 Medium-term Residential (possible mixed use) 

3 1+ Immediate Need 
                                    DaVita Dialysis Center - 

Necessary redevelopment to enhance TOD potential 

4 4.4 Immediate Rental residential 

5 1 Medium-term Residential (possible mixed use) 

TOTAL +/- 39   
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King Memorial Station and One-Quarter Mile Radius Station Area 
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Auburn Pointe (Map 1A / 1B) 
 
According to the developer, Integral, the master plan for this multi-phase, multi-income community includes 300 
multifamily rental units, 48 affordable and market priced for-sale homes, and 324 independent and assisted-living 
senior residences built on land owned by the Atlanta Housing Authority, at the site of the former Grady Homes 
public housing project. The final phase of the large parcel shown at 1A on the map, known as Ashley Auburn 
Pointe, is a proposed affordable, open-age multifamily project, constructed using below-market debt and/or tax 
credit financing, consisting of 150 units. The units are generally low density, with surface parking only. 
 
The parcel, shown as 1B on the map, is approximately six acres, most of which formerly contained the Antoine 
Graves building, John Portman’s first atrium building, and the Antoine Graves annex. These buildings housed low 
income seniors and AHA has indicated plans to build back senior housing units back on the property in the future. 
The northeastern-most portion of the land is owned by a private AHA holding company, with no specific plans 
currently released.  
 
These six undeveloped acres offer an opportunity to continue building the residential district near the King 
Memorial station, clearly a positive outcome for TOD in the area. However, a key component to this future would 
include the redevelopment of the one acre DaVita Dialysis Center, shown on the map above as parcel #3. This 
business is in a well-kept building, but does not enhance a TOD development pattern. With its Decatur Street 
frontage, strategically located across the street from the main station entrance, this parcel could be essential to 
successfully weave the future AHA phases into a high-quality TOD setting. The dialysis business in this 11,000 
square foot building could be worked into a larger redevelopment of the block. As currently configured, however, 
the building is a significant barrier to advancing TOD near the King Memorial station. 
 
Given the strong rents in the area, the later phases of Auburn Pointe could likely garner revenues to justify higher 
densities and structured parking. At 50 units to the acre, the developer could fit 300 units on the site, if a parking 
deck was included. With average rents exceeding $1,100, tax credits and other development incentives, this should 
be justifiable, based on our analysis. 
 
Gartrell Court, Inc. (Map 2) 
 
Similar to the AHA property to the west, this four-plus-acre site, own by an entity know in the tax records as 
Gartrell Court Inc., offers potential for further residential/mixed use development. Similarly, the property is set 
back from Decatur Street frontage, separated by St. Joseph’s Mercy Care Clinic. This clinic is relatively new and 
likely to remain in place for the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, because of its location and design, this building 
poses less of hindrance to TOD development on this parcel than the dialysis clinic poses to the AHA land.   
 
Also similar to the AHA property, this potential development should include higher density residential units, up to 
50 units to the acre, with structured parking. At that density the site could justify up to 225 units. With Butler Park 
just to the west, the need for greenspace in a project at this site would not be necessary, thus allowing a developer 
to maximize the acreage. 
 
MARTA Parking Lot (Map 4) 
 
MARTA’s 4.4 acre parking lot south of the King Memorial Station represents a clear immediate TOD opportunity, 
with rental housing offering the highest-and-best use. Currently MARTA leases the parking lot to Grady Hospital for 
parking; however, MARTA officials indicate the ability to terminate the lease with only 30 days’ notice, thus making 
joint development possible. 
 
The largest caveat to the potential development is lack of direct access from the parking lot to the transit station 
entrance. The lot is detached from the station by four active heavy rail lines utilized by CSX freight cars. The only 
access from the lot to the station is the Grant Street vehicular tunnel. While the tunnel does include sidewalks on 
both sides of the street, it is not inviting for pedestrians. This situation is far from optimal in building transit-
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supportive residential units. In the event of residential development on the south parking lot, enhancements to 
the tunnel could be helpful. The lack of direct connection will always inhibit the project from reaching its full TOD 
potential unless other pedestrian linkages to the station can be worked out. An elevated “fly-over” pedestrian 
bridge across the tracks from the development to the station is one obvious solution. However, spanning active rail 
facilities is typically difficult to achieve. Therefore, an agreement to build such a bridge could be a real challenge. 
Nevertheless, the importance of a better pedestrian linkage from the residential units to the transit should not be 
underestimated in developing a high quality TOD. 
 
Further, residential units built next to active heavy rail have, at times, historically been problematic as residents 
may find the excessive noise an issue. While housing preferences have changed and current projects, even in the 
local area, have shown that rail next to residents is not a “deal breaker,” it could diminish the appeal for potential 
renters. To mitigate this situation, the project designers could configure the residential development so that a 
parking deck is located on the north edge of the property and serves as a buffer between the trains and the 
residential units. 
 
In order to determine the feasibility for a potential development at MARTA’s King Memorial parking lot, we 
modeled the development scenario at 50 dwelling units per acre. Our scenario assumes building rental residential 
units configured in a four-to-five story stick-built structure surrounding a laminated parking structure with 5,000 
square feet of retail on the bottom floor and a 3,000 square foot leasing office.  
 
In order to determine the feasibility for the potential development on the MARTA parking lot, we modeled the 
development scenario, based on our real estate knowledge, assuming that a developer would be willing to 
contribute approximately 12% to 15% of the entire development value toward the land purchase. Current 
construction prices dictate that the proposed rental units built in this fashion would likely be valued at 
approximately $125,000 per unit. We estimated of the value of the retail space at $150 per square foot.  
 

King Memorial TOD Development Scenario Land Purchase Price Analysis                              

South Parking Lot 4.4 Acres 
       

  
Units 

/ SF 
Avg.  Value 

per Unit / SF Total Value 

Land 
Contribution 

(12%) 

Land Price 
per Acre 

(12%) 

Land 
Contribution 

(15%) 

Land Price 
per Acre 

(15%) 

Multifamily Rental @ 50 du/a 
              

220  $125,000 $27,500,000 $3,300,000  $750,000  $4,125,000  $937,500  

Mixed Use Retail (SF) 
           

8,000  $150 $1,200,000 $144,000  $32,727.27  $180,000  $40,909.09  

Total     $28,700,000 $3,444,000 $782,727 $4,305,000 $978,409 

Land Price Per Unit       $15,655    $19,568    

 
As shown above, the market value of the redevelopment alternative would be over $28 million. In the 12% land 
contribution scenario, a developer would pay approximately $3.4 million, about $780,000 per acre, for the land. A 
15% contribution would likely be the most at developer would pay, in this case about $978,000 million per acre. 
Based on our knowledge of the market, the estimated land contribution range of $15,000 to $20,000 per unit that 
a developer could pay in our proposed scenario would be financially feasible building at this density, with 
supportive rents.  
 
As the area is largely built-out, few sales of vacant tracts over two acres have occurred in the current economic 
environment to help assess current land value. Nevertheless, a review of three sales in the area (shown below) 
would indicate that land for residential projects is trading at more than the estimated prices in our scenario. At a 
15% land contribution a $167,000 gap exists to make the project feasible, which is within the competitive price 
range. The land contribution and the current prices appear to be close enough to give us confidence that this 
project could happen; however, very little flexibility would be available in the negotiations. 
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King Memorial TOD Development Scenario Land Purchase Price Analysis                              

Date Acres Address Price Price Per Acre 

2011 1.33 Memorial Drive $1,250,000  $939,850  

2011 1.34 Borders Drive $1,533,180  $1,144,164  

2010 3.7 Glen Iris Drive $5,000,000  $1,351,351  

      AVERAGE $1,145,122  

   Source: BAG 

 
The Glenn Iris Drive sale shown above is instructive for the King Memorial site. North American Properties 
purchased 3.7 acres in Atlanta’s Old Fourth Ward (at Glen Iris Drive and Rankin Streets) with plans to build 276 
apartment units. The $5 million total equates to just over $18,000 per unit for the raw land.   Given the 220-unit 
potential development at King Memorial this land price, just over $4 million, for the four-acre parking lot, and 
revenue from an average unit rent of $1,000 per month, would allow for the development to be financially 
feasible. 
 
Because MARTA currently offers no parking for its patrons at the King Memorial site, development on the south 
parking lot would not be required to factor in the cost of replacement spaces, unlike development at most other 
MARTA stations. 
 

LIKELIHOOD OF MARTA GROUND LEASE    
 
Under a long-standing joint development policy, MARTA officials have indicated a preference to lease the real 
estate currently in their control rather than sell it outright for TOD development. Experience has proven that this 
arrangement is typically less desirable for a private sector developer to undertake. However, we anticipate that the 
demand for products in a transit-oriented walkable environment will attract developer interest, ground lease 
notwithstanding. 
 
As ground lease transactions and developments of this type are less typical in the Atlanta region, few comparable 
deals have transpired recently.  Nevertheless, this type of arrangement is not uncommon for transit agencies 
throughout the nation.  The land near the transit stops will have an impact on the system overall and agencies 
have taken to land leases to help protect their interests. Just as important, if not more so, a ground lease can serve 
as a dependable source of income for the agency.  In leasing the land the agency can expect a reliable constant 
revenue stream. 
 
In order to analyze and anticipate MARTA’s potential lease rate for TOD development on their property it is 
instructive to assess the lease proceeds against the potential returns the agency would secure if they instead sold 
the land and invested the proceeds in a long-term low-risk investment account. In preserving the real estate in a 
leasehold position MARTA takes on a bit more risk due to the typical fluctuations of land prices.  Because of the 
increased risk for holding the property, land leases are, as a rule-of-thumb, calculated based on the land value 
multiplied by the current risk-free interest rate (LIBOR or Treasury yield) plus 2-3%, and adjusted based on other 
extenuating conditions.     
 
As of this writing, the one-year LIBOR stands at a historically low rate, below 1%. Thus, MARTA could expect a 
developer to agree to a ground lease rate of no more than 4% currently; although a more typical LIBOR rate 
averaged over a longer ground lease rate of 5%-6% may be reasonable. In the case of King Memorial, assuming 
land values at $1,000,000 an acre, leasing four-and-four-tenths acres to a private developer, MARTA could expect a 
lease payment of approximately $176,000 annually. From a developer’s perspective, the structuring the economics 
of the project in which they financed the construction cost without the land sale and paid for the land through a 
99-year ground lease, the returns could actually look more favorable than with an outright sale. This favorable 
outcome is due to the affordable rate of the ground lease (4%) versus the rate at which we calculated the 
developer’s debt service payments (6%) and the need to not provide the equity up front to purchase the land.  
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           King Memorial Land Lease Pro Forma Assumption Summary 

Project Cost Less Land Value   $27,075,000 

Required Equity 
 

35% $9,476,250 

Required Debt 
 

65% $17,598,750 

Debt Service 
  

$800,923 

Land Lease Term (Years) 

  
99 

Land Lease Term (% of Land Value) 

 
4% 

Lease Payment 

  
$176,000 

Total Payment (Debt Service & Land Lease) 

 
$976,923 

Net Cash Flow For Distribution   $1,097,877 

Return On Equity     12% 

 
 

ACTION ITEMS TO CREATE A TOD AT KING MEMORIAL 
 
With the strength of the real estate market near the King Memorial station, the area has attracted much attention 
from real estate developers, particularly the apartment sector. Interested public entities should move quickly to 
create the conditions in the area that could help to prompt private transit oriented development. We believe King 
Memorial is a top priority location among the station areas we examined in Task 3 because: 
 

 We expect developers to continue to clamor for apartment projects on Atlanta’s eastside for at least the 
next 12-to-18 months, 

 Many of the key TOD parcels in this sought-after area are already tied up, 

 MARTA officials have indicated that they will be ready to issue an RFP to potential developers of their King 
Memorial parking lot in early 2013. 

 
Considerations: 
 
City of Atlanta 

 Initiate streetscape and pedestrian improvements along Decatur Street to help improve the linkage of the 
projects to the north to the station. Also consider improvements to the south, particularly along Grant 
Street to create a north-south axis linking Memorial Drive to the station. Special attention should be paid 
to the Grant Street tunnel under the rail lines.  

 Consider Eastside TAD funding to help pay for the infrastructure improvements such as a parking deck. 
Although MARTA does not require replacement parking at this station TAD funding would be a key 
incentive that would allow greater density on the site if the Eastside TAD helped defray some or all of the 
developer’s deck costs. The TAD could also be used to help improve the pedestrian infrastructure and 
further develop the parks in the station area. 

 
MARTA 

 MARTA should advance its plans for an RFP for the south site development as a catalyst in this TOD. 

 MARTA could explore potential direct connections to the station platform, possibly funded by TAD. 
 
 
ARC   

 Consider assisting the city and MARTA in finding solutions for pedestrian improvements that would help 
navigation from the south to the station platform. 
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 Consider collaborating with AHA, using among other funding sources, the ROSS Linkage Housing and 
Urban Development Grant Project to utilize ARC’s Lifelong Community principles to support residents in 
“increasing social interaction, promoting healthy living, improving connectivity with the surrounding 
community, and enhancing pedestrian and transit access.” 

 Consider LCI funding for continued streetscape improvement planning. 
 

We recommend creating a working group that includes ARC, MARTA, AHA, Invest Atlanta, other key area land 
owners, and officials from Atlanta to help move TOD plans for the area forward. In addition to fostering catalytic 
development projects, the group should coordinate streetscapes and other walkability enhancements in the 
district that create a cohesive environment and ensures that transit accessibility in a pedestrian friendly 
environment becomes a reality throughout the larger area.   
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STATION AREA #8: LAKEWOOD / FT. MCPHERSON  

Location: 2020 Lee Street, Atlanta, GA 30310 

 
Opportunity for TOD with intermediate potential success in the future at the Lakewood/Ft. McPherson transit 
station area likely rests largely on the future of the redevelopment of Ft. McPherson, located just to the 
northwest of the station. 
 
From a market perspective, the opportunities to produce 
TOD within the Lakewood station area (within one-quarter 
mile of the MARTA rail transit stop) are more likely longer-
term, particularly compared to the opportunities assessed 
at other station areas as part of our work in Task 3. 
 
By-and-large, the success of a TOD at Lakewood rests on 
the future of the redevelopment of Ft. McPherson. In 2005 
Fort McPherson was selected by the BRAC Commission for 
closure by 2011. With the decision to close the 488-acre 
installation the McPherson Planning Local Redevelopment 
Authority, Inc. (LRA) was formed to assume on behalf of 
the Cities of Atlanta and East Point, Fulton County, and the 
State of Georgia the responsibility and for “identifying local 
redevelopment needs and preparing a redevelopment 
plan.” The LRA has laid out a vision for the former fort to 
become an economic driver for the city and region. This 
vision includes four million square feet of office/science lab 
space, 400,000 square feet of retail, and 2,600 residential 
units at a reconfigured Ft. McPherson, which is would be 
better integrated into the surrounding neighborhoods. 
 
Because the fort abuts two MARTA transit stops, including 
Lakewood on the southeast, much of the redevelopment 
vision centers on TOD. Near the Lakewood station, the plan 
calls for a “Science and Technology District” that would be 
home to over 3.5 million square feet of space in a mixed 
use setting. This plan abuts, but does not include the 
MARTA-owned land in the station area.  
 
In 2004 ARC funded a Livable Centers Initiative (LCI) study 
that put forth a vision for an additional 300,000 square feet 
of commercial space and over 500 residential units just 
outside of the Ft. McPherson property, with most of this LCI-envisioned development on the MARTA parking lots.  
 
Together, if realized, these visions would transform an area of southwest Atlanta that has struggled economically 
for decades, particularly during the Great Recession. The neighborhoods around the Lakewood station have 
witnessed a rash of foreclosures, an increase in vacant residential units, general decline, and visible neglect. A 
shot-in-the-arm is certainly needed and development, at McPherson or outside the gates, would inject vigor into 
the area. However, the real estate depression that has gripped the region over the past half-decade has inhibited 
the Ft. McPherson redevelopment. Recently, a partnership of seasoned development companies—comprised of 
Forest City, Cousins, and Integral—was selected as Master Developer of the fort. However, LRA officials have 
indicated that their development timeline is uncertain, and pre-recession momentum has all but faded. 
 

Annual ridership at the two MARTA stations near Fort McPherson 
(shaded in blue), 2009. Source: STAND-UP 

Fort McPherson Science and Technology District rendering.  

Source: HOK 

MARTA 
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Where does that leave the opportunity for TOD at the Lakewood station area? Like the larger McPherson 
redevelopment, significant opportunity for TOD at Lakewood will likely not present itself in the near term. Because 
the area is part of the Campbellton Road Tax Allocation District (TAD) and eligible to be included in a Georgia 
Opportunity Zone, among other potential development incentive programs, levers exist to help prompt future 
TOD. In 2008, Columbia Residential built 192 units of mixed income rental housing using, in part, Low Income 
Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC). A combination of these types of subsides have, according to MARTA, continued to 
attract interest for the sites near the station from the development community. However, the real estate 
depression, particularly in the surrounding area, and the uncertainty of the future of Ft. McPherson, mean that 
developers will likely look elsewhere in the near term for what they see as potentially successful TOD projects. 
Nevertheless, through pre-development planning for station area infrastructure improvements, ARC could use its 
resources, in conjunction with the development incentives in place to help set the stage for TOD at Lakewood. 
 
Our analysis did not consider the Ft. McPherson property as it has been planned separately. 
 

TOD Development Opportunity Areas – Lakewood 

Parcel Acreage 
Development      
Potential Orientation 

MARTA West 
Parking Lot 2.7 

Long-Term – Ft. Mac 
Dependent 

Likely mixed use. Must complement Ft. Mac 
redevelopment 

 
MARTA East 
Parking Lot 5.3 

Nearer-Term Catalyst – 
Ft. Mac Dependent 

Likely mixed use. Rental residential most near-term 
opportunity. Must complement Ft. Mac redevelopment  

 
Industrial Tracts 
East of MARTA Rail  10 Long-Term Various uses possible. Likely commercial/industrial 
 
Southeast Retail 
Parcel 1 Long-Term Retail / Mixed use 

TOTAL 18   
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Ft. McPherson and One-Quarter Mile Radius Station Area 

  

 

 

 
 

MARTA East  
Parking Lots 

KEY: MARTA TOD Opportunity  Longer-Term Opportunities 
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STATION AREA MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 
Future Transit Oriented Development will happen at 
the Lakewood station area, as is the case with all nearly 
all real estate development, when private developers 
believe that they will stand to profit by taking on the 
considerable risks on the development process and 
that successful execution of a project offers potential 
long-term viability. When a transit area, such as 
Lakewood, exists in a market area with uncertainty 
regarding its real estate demand drivers, the likelihood 
of a developer undertaking a TOD project becomes less 
likely. The more daunting the market fundamentals 
appear to a developer, the more unattractive a 
development becomes. In a case such as Lakewood, 
significant public sector incentives must be used to 
overcome the potential risks of a tepid market to pull 
off a real estate development of any substantial size.  
 
The hurdle of Lakewood’s distressed market area is significant. With the outgoing jobs that previously existed at Ft. 
McPherson and the current lack of replacement employment, the area’s economic situation is gloomy. In Task 2 of 
this process the Lakewood station area ranked 34 out of the 37 station areas in our Real Estate Conditions metrics. 
At $23,500, the station area’s median income is far below the region’s average and 100% less than the average 
median income of households located with one-half mile of a MARTA transit station. The current development 
pattern in the area is generally very low density, with less than two housing units and two jobs per acre. No new 
housing has been built within a mile of the station in the past twelve months and the existing rental apartments 
collect rents well below the region’s average—approximately $600 per month. The newer units at Columbia 
Residential’s Sylvan Hills, built on former MARTA land, average a much healthier but still lagging, $800 per 
month—less than $1 per square foot. Less than 55,000 square feet of commercial space exists in the station area. 
A seemingly healthy food processing and transport business operates just south of the station, providing a few jobs 
and activity, however, this type of business serves as a barrier to future pedestrian-oriented development due to 
the large tractor trailers that traverse the area’s roads. 
 
Therefore, the conditions to advance catalytic TOD within a quarter-mile radius appear remote. The area needs a 
game-changer that development within the station area would likely be unable to provide. Fortunately, the 
redevelopment of Ft. McPherson, as planned, will provide the needed boost required in the area. Moreover, the 
success at the McPherson redevelopment partially hinges on its proximity to two rail transit stops. Thus, ARC and 
other interested parties should consider upgrades to the station area’s infrastructure to help entice TOD, with the 
assumption that the Ft. McPherson redevelopment will transform the area in the future.    

LAYING THE GROUNDWORK FOR FUTURE TOD 

Both the 2004 LCI study and the latest Ft. McPherson redevelopment plan from 2010 call for the creation of a 
“Main Street,” which would terminate on the east side of the MARTA station, extend across the linkage between 
the east and west sides of the station, cross Lee Street, and continue onto Ft. McPherson property along what will 
become Research Boulevard. The LCI study says, “Key to the concept of creating a new “main street” is the 
reconfiguring of the turnstiles at the Lakewood-Ft. McPherson Station to allow unhindered pedestrian circulation 
from the Ft. McPherson side of the tracks. Over the longer term, additional development of Ft. McPherson near 
the gate would facilitate a better pedestrian connection to the station and allow for increased density to take 
advantage of the transit connection.” 
 
We believe that this guiding principle of creating a Main Street that not only activates the immediate station area, 
but also provides a linkage with the Ft. McPherson redevelopment will be key to creating a transformative TOD 

Columbia Sylvan Hills 
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district at the Lakewood MARTA station area. The fact that the various planning studies in the area are in 
agreement, gives us confidence in recommending that ARC consider providing additional resources to advance this 
idea.  
 
Additionally, infrastructure improvements should incorporate the properties in the city of East Point, southwest of 
the station—about 10% of the station area’s total. Pedestrian enhancements across Langford Parkway to the south 
will be essential in linking East Point parcels, particularly those along East Point’s Main Street, to the greater 
redevelopment taking place in the station area. 
 
National experience in creating successful TOD emphasizes, time and again, that placemaking is an essential 
element in creating an environment that leads to successful real estate projects in a station area. Building on Peter 
Calthorpe’s original TOD principle’s, the following placemaking tenets summarize the best practices of TOD that 
ARC could help to institute in anticipation of, and to help prompt, developer interest at Lakewood. 
 

 Organize and orient the TOD site – the Main Street idea would focus development toward specific 
locations that would benefit MARTA by funneling patrons to the station and benefit future development 
by highlighting building sites. 

 Design for compact, pedestrian-oriented, mixed use development – because the development pattern 
around the station area is currently very low intensity, the future development around Ft. McPherson that 
could occur because of its redevelopment must be managed through proper zoning principles so that it is 
transit-supportive.  

 Utilize the street grid to connect and provide access – currently no street grid exists. However, Columbia 
Residential’s newer apartments were configured so that the Main Street concept could bisect the east 
parking lots, leading to the station. A street grid should emanate from the Main Street, creating small 
development blocks on the current MARTA parking lots.  

 Mixed income housing – The workforce housing at Columbia’s project is a positive step in creating a 
mixed income environment at Lakewood. Assuming various levels of employment opportunities come 
with a redeveloped Ft. McPherson, great care should be taken to ensure that a wide range of housing 
options are available in the station area. Tools such as LIHTC will likely be necessary incentivize residential 
development.   

 
Geographer Yi-Fu Tuan said that, “Permanence is an important element in the idea of place.” In order for high-
quality TOD to flourish at the Lakewood station area, a sense of permanence, which is currently lacking, will need 
to be created through TOD placemaking principles. 
 

PUBLIC / PRIVATE CONSIDERATIONS 
 
While we believe that currently the best development sites are on the east side of the station, adjacent to 
Columbia Sylvan Hills apartments, this dynamic could change when Ft. McPherson begins its redevelopment 
process.  That is, if the vision for the Ft. McPherson’s “Science and Technology District” begins to shape up near 
MARTA’s western parking lot, that could become the most prominent TOD opportunity. Assuming that the best 
days of the area are in the future, and contingent on Ft. McPherson’s redevelopment, we believe that patience is 
the most advantageous position to take at the Lakewood station.  When the area makes its rebound, the market 
will be ready for TOD.  
 
Other considerations: 
 
Parking 
 
Of the 1,048 total parking spaces at Lakewood, only 44% (461) are utilized on average. In fact, the entire northeast 
parking lot, which contains about 250 spaces, has been locked and unused for some time. This underutilized 
parking expanse offers flexibility in regards to future development. Given that the northeast lot is currently unused 
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a development could occur there without having to account for 
MARTA replacement parking. If development did occur in the 
northeast approximately 800 spaces would remain, which 
would be more than sufficient for current demand and allow 
for some growth from new development at Ft. McPherson. This 
could allow for further TOD development phases to occur on 
the western MARTA property, moving all the parking to the 
southeast (500 spaces) and still have enough parking for all 
MARTA patrons. 
  
“Main Street” Infrastructure  
 
The most promising source of potential funds to help build a 
“Main Street” infrastructure that will provide a sense of place 
and permanence through placemaking would be available 
through the Campbellton Road Tax TAD. The MARTA site is 
within the TAD boundaries and the infrastructure 
improvements would fit the stated goals of the TAD.  According to Invest Atlanta, the development authority who 
manages the TAD, the incentive district was created “to create a major financial incentive that would support 
creation of an effective public-private partnership to facilitate the resurgence of the area by encouraging new 
substantial, private commercial investment.” TOD at the Lakewood/Ft. McPherson station certainly fits well within 
these goals.  
 
Priorities 
 
ARC  

 Promote further planning to ensure successful TOD at Lakewood, possibly through the study of instituting 
a form-based zoning code in the station area.  

 A specific plan to link the southeastern corner of the Ft. McPherson property to the northwestern corner 
of the MARTA property with pedestrian and vehicular connections should be explored. 

 Monitor the Ft. McPherson developments to determine appropriate timing of involvement.  
 
MARTA 

 Consolidate parking and plan to reconfigure station area when Ft. McPherson redevelopment is 
underway. 

 Develop master-plan for TOD on its property. 
 
City of Atlanta / Invest Atlanta 

 As events progress, Invest Atlanta could lead the way in using TAD, or other, funds to begin to institute 
the Main Street infrastructure. 

 Ensure Atlanta Public School Board involvement in the Campbellton Road TAD. 

 Update zoning to ensure TOD is possible at the station area. 
 
As with all MARTA station areas that ARC deems important to encourage TOD, we recommend creating a working 
group to help move development plans forward.  At Lakewood this group should include ARC, MARTA, the City of 
East Point, the City of Atlanta, Invest Atlanta, and potential development partners. In addition to fostering 
development projects, the group should coordinate streetscapes and other walkability enhancements in the 
district that begin to create a more cohesive environment and ensures that transit accessibility in a pedestrian 
friendly environment becomes a reality throughout the larger area.   
 
 
 

West (290) Southeast (508) 

Northeast (250) 

MARTA Lakewood Parking Lots (Space Count) 
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STATION AREA #9: LINDBERGH  

Location: 242 Piedmont Road, Atlanta, GA 30324 

 
Significant opportunities exist to continue to develop TOD projects throughout the Lindbergh station area. Key 
parcels along Piedmont Road are important targets for immediate redevelopment.  
 
The Lindbergh station area has been the location of Atlanta’s first large-scale example of Transit Oriented 
Development. Through joint developments with MARTA and significant private investment, much progress has 
occurred over the past decade to transform the area from a vehicle-oriented area with a suburban development 
pattern to a more pedestrian-friendly district. However, the area has not completed its transformation and a 
tremendous amount of land still remains to be redeveloped in order to help the area reach its full TOD potential. 
 
Nearly 50 acres of land in the Lindbergh station area (the one-quarter mile, or five minute walk, radius from the 
station that represents the pedestrian catchment area) are still in need of redevelopment into more transit-
supportive uses. This real estate equates to over one-third of all the land in the quarter mile station area (125 
acres).  
 
In addition to the land uses that need to change from suburban-style low intensity development to higher 
intensity, more urban-style uses, many infrastructure improvements are also necessary to help the area reach its 
full TOD potential. The transportation pattern in the area is still largely oriented toward moving vehicles through 
the area, rather than helping pedestrians traverse the area. As Piedmont Road is one of Atlanta’s most trafficked 
surface streets, a compromise solution that will allow the area to succeed as a TOD must be instituted in the near 
term.   
 
The development opportunities in the Lindbergh station area are prevalent on both MARTA and privately-held 
property.  Recently, much attention has been given to a proposal for a big box anchored multi-use redevelopment 
of a large tract of land east of Piedmont and south of Morosgo Drive. To date, the plan has not been approved and, 
certainly, the future of that property will largely shape the future of the entire district. As the northeastern section 
of the Beltline runs near the area, most of the station area parcels are also in the Beltline Tax Allocation District 
and, therefore, the funds from that TAD are potentially available to aid future development. 
 
However, we believe that the redevelopment of the smaller parcels fronting Piedmont have similar transformative 
potential. That is, the redevelopment parcels that line Piedmont near the transit station are currently configured in 
a low-intensity pattern, which runs counter to the patterns in a true high quality TOD. Many of the parcels are 
currently vacant, portioned off with chain link fence. These parcels are the “front door” of the Lindbergh station 
area, and it could be argued, the front door of TOD in Atlanta. The current shabby nature of these Piedmont 
parcels offers a poor impression of Atlanta’s premier TOD project to the operators of the nearly 40,000 cars that 
drive by each day. Therefore, to increase the profile of not just this station area, but Atlanta’s TOD reputation, the 
region’s interested stakeholders should soon institute measures to ensure high quality TOD at Lindbergh. 
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MARTA Station Area Residential Density 
(Units/Acre) 

 

STATION AREA MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 
At nearly eight residential units per acre within one-half mile of the 
Lindbergh station, the area is one of the more densely population station 
areas along MARTA rail lines. However, the residential density here is still 
only half that of the most densely populated station area, Midtown. 
Therefore, from a TOD land use perspective, we believe that area can 
accept a far greater amount of residential units.  
 
Moreover, the current market for rental residential housing is strong in the 
immediate area. Over 1,100 rental units have been added to the market in 
the Lindbergh area since 2006. This steady growth in supply has not 
hampered average rental or vacancy rates, showing demand strength in 
the area and the potential to add more units in the near future. 
 
 
The for-sale and for-rent housing markets in the immediate area surrounding the Lindbergh station have remained 
relatively healthy in recent years. Since 2010, 34 new condominiums sold the Lindbergh market area at a weighted 
average of nearly $250,000.  
 
The rental market is also healthy, as newer (built in 2006 or later) apartments within a mile of the station rent at 
an average of approximately $1,310 per month ($1.33/square foot) with low vacancies. The newer apartment 
projects at Lindbergh compete favorably with the newer projects to the north in Buckhead, which is Atlanta’s 
highest rent district. According to REIS, units in the Buckhead submarket built in the past ten years rent at an 
overall average of $1,497 per month. Thus, while Lindbergh apartments rent at a bit of a discount to the newer 
luxury projects in Buckhead proper, an opportunity for more Class A rental product in the station area does appear 
feasible. 
 

Lindbergh Residential Comparables 

2010-2012 For Sale  

  New Condominiums Sales Avg. Price 

Sera 24 $249,291 

Lofts At 5300 21 $244,129 

WTD. AVERAGE   $247,773 

Source: Smartnumbers 
 

2012 For Rent 

    

Property Year Built Rent/Unit 
Vacancy 

Rate Avg. $/SF 

Eon at Lindbergh 2008 $1,400  4% N/A 

Lindbergh Vista  2008 $1,426  5% $1.46  

Archstone of Cheshire Bridge 2006 $1,301  6% $1.08  

Uptown Square Apartments 2006 $1,135  3% N/A 

771 Lindbergh 2000 $1,066  2% $1.23  

Post Lindbergh 1998 $1,254  5% $1.19  

Post Peachtree Hills 1994 $1,358  6% $1.42  

WTD. AVGERAGE   $1,281  5% $1.33  

      Source: REIS  
 

Station Area 
Residential 

Density 

Midtown  16.8 

North Avenue  14.6 

Arts Center  9.8 

Civic Center  9.0 

Lenox  7.8 

Lindbergh Center  7.4 

Peachtree Center  6.6 

Source: BAG 
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Commercial 

Although the Lindbergh rental residential market competes favorably to the rest of the Buckhead market, the 
commercial market lags somewhat. For example, while the retail rents at the Lindbergh station area are the fifth 
highest of all 37 station areas studied, they are, at $22.84 per square foot, 100% lower on a price per square foot 
basis, than those in Buckhead, which are some of the highest in the Southeast. Further, the rents for office 
properties are below $19 per square foot.  

MARTA Station Area Commercial Real Estate -  Average Rental Rates 

Rank Station Area 
Retail - 

Average Rent Rank Station Area 
Office - 

Average Rent 

1 Lenox  $44.81 8 Dunwoody $21.42 

2 Buckhead  $41.36 9 Medical Center $21.22 

3 Chamblee  $27.46 10 Sandy Springs $20.99 

4 Midtown  $23.84 11 Civic Center $19.59 

5 Lindbergh Center  $22.84 12 Lindbergh Center  $18.50 

6 East Lake $22.00 13 North Springs $18.04 

    Based on data from CoStar 

With nearly a million square feet of retail space in the immediate vicinity of the Lindbergh station, much of it in a 
big-box format, the area’s supply and demand conditions appear to be near equilibrium. While the big-box stores 
are currently successful they tend to draw support from shoppers located outside the Lindbergh station area. The 
vehicles that bring these customers into the area challenge the opportunities for pedestrian enhancements to the 
street network. At the same time, these consumers have typically not brought a “rising tide” to the smaller 
commercial spaces within the mixed use projects in the area. For example, the Lindbergh Vista project on 
Piedmont across from the MARTA station contains approximately 14,000 square feet of retail built under 314 
apartments, which are nearly all occupied. Since it was built in 2008 some of this retail has never had a tenant and 
currently only 30% is occupied.  

Thus, in order to maintain and improve the pedestrian environment in the station area, and to allow the current 
mixed use space to successfully absorb into the market, less emphasis should be placed on injecting more retail 
into the station area, while more emphasis should be placed on enhancing the residential options. 

IMMEDIATE TOD OPPORTUNITY AT LINDBERGH 

The opportunity at Lindbergh fits under MARTA’s TOD GUIDELINES, which classifies the area as a “Commuter Town 
Center” station. The City of Atlanta created SPI-15 (Special Public Interest District: Lindbergh Transit Station Area) 
to prompt and guide TOD the area. This land use designation, which applies to most of the privately-held land in 
the station area, but excludes most of MARTA’s property, typically allows for pedestrian oriented development 
with FAR of 2.0 to 8.2 in most situations. The specific development parcels are shown in the chart and map below, 
with more detailed strategy recommendations following: 
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TOD Development Opportunity Areas – Lindbergh 

Parcel Acreage 
         Development 

Potential Orientation 

M1 2 Near-term 
Mixed use potential. Piedmont retail frontage. Likely residential adjacent 

to parking deck 

M2 3 Immediate 
Mixed use potential. Piedmont retail frontage. Likely residential adjacent 

to parking deck. 

M3 1 Near-term Residential potential 

M4 1 Near-term Residential potential 

M5 .19 Immediate Piedmont retail frontage 

M6 13 Intermediate-term Larger mixed use village site, likely most viable upon build out of above 

P1 1.7 Immediate Mixed use potential. Piedmont retail frontage 

P2 23 Immediate 
Large mixed use village site. Controversial big box development planned, 

not approved 

P3 1.5 Near-term Mixed use potential 

TOTAL 46     
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Lindbergh Station and One-Quarter Mile Radius Station Area 

   

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

KEY: MARTA Property   Privately-held Property 
 

      Beltline TAD    ¼-Mile Radius Station Area 
 

      MARTA Red Line                             

M1 

M3 

M4 

M2 

M5 

P1 

P3 

P2 

M6 
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The planning and development of TOD at Lindbergh reaches back decades, but only relatively recently did the 
larger station area begin to develop with pedestrian-oriented mixed use projects on privately-held property.  The 
condo boom of the early 2000’s brought hundreds of for-sale flats into the area and mixed-use apartment projects 
delivered as recently as 2008. In some respects the area is further along than most MARTA station areas in terms 
of TOD. However, much of the real estate within a five-minute walk of the station is still configured in a car-centric 
pattern hostile to pedestrians. The area offers ripe development opportunities from a market perspective, as well 
as opportunities to significantly improve the street network that would enhance the transit-supportive nature of 
the development near the station.  
 
While some Piedmont-fronting tracts have taken shape recently, such as the Lindbergh Vista project, the 500 linear 
foot block, on the west side of Piedmont, south of Sidney Marcus Blvd., and north of Morosgo presents a poor 
message about TOD at Lindbergh. All efforts should be put forth to ensure quality TOD projects in the immediate 
term at this location.  
 
The following represents our recommended development strategies for the best positioned redevelopment 
properties in the station area. 

 
MARTA Properties 
 
Map M1 

This location is just outside the one-quarter mile pedestrian catchment area from the MARTA station and is 
actually comprised of two separate parcels. Combined these parcels offer over two acres of land with few 
impediments and with Piedmont frontage. While this acreage is likely attractive to developers in the current 
environment, from a TOD strategy perspective, this opportunity is less important, based on its location further 
from the station, than some of the more nearby parcels.     

Map M2 
 
Similar to the opportunities at M1, the M2 parcel offers few physical development hurdles and Piedmont frontage. 
Given its proximity to the transit platform, this parcel will play an important role in helping to further establish the 
TOD nature of the Lindbergh station area. The western portion of this property currently serves as surface parking 
for MARTA employees. However, MARTA has indicated that the adjacent Sidney Marcus parking deck is currently 
underutilized and therefore the MARTA employee parking can be accommodated at that location. Further, MARTA 
officials express that this adjacent parking deck would be available for the end-users of this developed site, 
providing no need for a developer to provide additional parking.  
 
In order to determine the feasibility for a potential development at the MARTA M2 parcel, we modeled a mixed 
use development scenario with a residential component of 60 dwelling units per acre. Although MARTA has 
indicated a preference for land lease structures to the joint developments, our feasibility analysis first looked at 
the potential redevelopment through outright sale of the land. Recent land transactions in the immediate area 
reveal an average price per acre of over $1,864,000 (see chart below). 
 
 

Lindbergh Area Recent Land Sales 

Sale Date Acres Address Price Price Per Acre 

10/30/2009      11.56  609 Lindbergh $10,250,000  $886,678  

12/27/2010       1.39 2540 Piedmont $2,025,000  $1,456,835  

2/10/2011       1.19 2580 Piedmont $3,027,815  $2,544,382  

6/7/2011       0.51 2163 Piedmont  $1,310,000  $2,568,627  

      AVERAGE $1,864,131  
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The conditions of these properties all differ from the three acre MARTA tract. For example, parcels listed at the 
two most expensive sales prices each are home to lucrative active billboards, which bring in significant revenues, 
likely driving up their sales prices. The size of the least expensive parcel likely drove down the price per acre of the 
largest parcel listed. Nevertheless, based on our knowledge of the market, the average price in the area of $1.5 
million to $2 million per acre is a likely price for the M2 parcel. 
 
Using that land price in our model, we calculated the costs, and compared them to the expected revenue, using 
estimates on lease rates for the residential ($1.33 per square foot) and commercial ($18 per square foot), and 
factoring in debt service obligations. Given the assertions from MARTA that no additional parking would be needed 
at this type of proposed development, the model, summarized below, does not factor in building a parking 
structure. With these assumptions, it appears that a 200 unit apartment development with 2,000 square feet of 
street front retail could be financially feasible. However, the estimated returns in this proposed development do 
not leave room for increased land costs or for building a parking structure. Therefore, in order for a similar 
development to take place these assumptions would need to materialize with little deviation in the land price or 
parking assumptions. 
 

Lindbergh TOD Development Scenario Summary Proforma 

  Unit/SF Cost Unit/SF Count Total Cost 

Residential $125,000 
                             

200  $25,000,000 

Commercial $150 
                          

2,000  $300,000 

Construction Cost     $25,300,000 

Land Cost     $5,250,000 

  
 

 Land Cost / Unit  $26,250 

  
 

 Land Cost / Acre  $1,750,000 

Total Cost     $30,550,000 

Required Equity 
 

35% $10,692,500 

Required Debt   65% $19,857,500 

  Unit/SF Rent Unit/SF Count Total Annual Income 

Residential $1,300 
                             

200  $2,652,000 

Commercial $18 
                          

2,000  $32,400 

Total Income     $2,684,400 

Income Less Loss/Expense/Reserves 
 

$2,550,180 

Debt Service Coverage Ratio 
 

1.25 

Available for Debt Service & ROE 
 

$2,040,144 

Debt Service 
  

$1,204,987 

Net Cash Flow For Distribution   $835,157 

Return On Equity     8% 

 
Map M3 & M4 
 
Parcels M3 and M4 are similar in size and location and are both likely residential sites. Comparatively, their value 
may be less given lack of Piedmont frontage, but their importance in creating a high quality TOD area is high. 
Depending on MARTA’s plans and goals, one or both of these parcels could serve as important urban green space. 
As the Lindbergh district continues to build-out more focus on a lack of green space could emerge. While the 
Beltline is nearby, few specific immediate plans for greenspace infrastructure are in place directly in the station 
area and, thus, MARTA may want to consider providing important greenspace to the district to ensure that the 
area continues to attract developers and end users. 
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Map M5 
At less than two-tenths of an acre, this parcel’s size likely limits its development potential. While its possibilities 
include potential as a restaurant pad site, similar to its southern neighbors, we would encourage development in a 
different manner. Currently chain eateries, configured in a low intensity pattern, operate just south of this site. 
Although they do share parking in an adjacent structured facility, the configurations of these restaurants detract 
from the walkability and pedestrian nature that exists in high quality TOD. Thus, great care should be given to the 
M5 site to help enhance the walkability along Piedmont and at the entrance to the transit station. Again, 
depending on priorities, MARTA may consider preserving this site as urban park space or consider installing a high 
profile piece of public art in this location to help enrich the area’s livability.   

  
Map M6 
 
Currently, MARTA police and storage functions occupy this key site. Over time, MARTA must consider opening this 
tract up for redevelopment. These 13 acres occupy nearly 10% of the overall station area property and, particularly 
given its important Piedmont frontage, this parcel plays an important role in establishing the urban vitality of the 
area. Our research and analysis have presented numerous locations throughout the MARTA network that could 
better serve as locations for the current functions on this site. Because Lindbergh has become a “showcase” TOD 
for MARTA and for the Atlanta region, we strongly urge interested parties to immediately begin exploring options 
for opening this parcel to development. 
 
Privately-held Properties 
 
Map P1 
 
This important property is currently split in two parcels; the northern 1.4-acre portion is home to an abandoned 
suburban-style restaurant, while the southern .33-acre portion also contains a shuttered restaurant, as well as an 
active billboard. This site is truly the gateway to the MARTA station and establishes the current tone of the district. 
The ability for all residents in the station area to walk to the transit stop is the key to producing a successful TOD. 
However, numerous studies have shown that walking becomes less likely as physical and perceptual barriers exist 
on a pedestrian’s path. The lack of activity and decrepit conditions on this site are a deterrent for local residents. 
Therefore, the area’s walkability is notably reduced because of the lack of activity at this location.  
 
The economics of redevelopment on this site would be similar as those presented above at parcel M2. However, 
the southern .33-acre portion of this parcel, which is home to an active billboard, is currently for sale for $2.4 
million dollars. A potential buyer/developer would need to factor, not just the added billboard procurement costs, 
but also the billboard revenue, assuming that a new development would be designed to incorporate the billboard.  
 
Further, as this site is more removed from a parking structure, it may not have the luxury of sharing parking for its 
future tenants and/or residents. In this case, the economics of the developing the site would require a shift to 
higher-density development, possibly in a steel frame structure built over parking. 
 
The zoning on this site allows up to an 8.2 FAR, which would allow for an approximately 600,000 square foot 
building.  
 
Map P2 
 
This site is currently home to low intensity aged structures: commercial uses along Piedmont and rental residential 
to the east. Recently local developer Jeff Fuqua proposed to replace the apartments with a big box retailer, 
believed to be Wal-Mart (with a 3-4 acre surface parking lot), spaces for several smaller retailers, approximately 
250 apartments, and a senior housing component. This proposal also included a park paid for by the developer, 
including a segment of the planned Buckhead Trail that will link with the Beltline. In October, the Atlanta City 
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Council backed the local neighborhood planning unit and denied Fuqua’s request to change the City’s 
comprehensive plan for the site.  
 
Our analysis leads us to conclude that the overall TOD goals for the area would be best served if this site was fully 
developed in a higher-intensity mixed use format that is largely focused on residential. As shown below, the site 
could hold 1,375 residential units, nearly 90,000 square feet of commercial space and structured parking to 
accommodate this development.  
 

Lindbergh TOD Site Development Scenario  

Acres 23 

Parking Acres 2 

FAR 2.0 

Development Potential (Sq. Ft.) 1,829,520 

Circulation/ Open Space @ 20% 365,904 

Total Development Potential (Sq. Ft.) 1,463,616 

Density (du/acre) 60 

Units* 1,375 

Average Unit Sq. Ft. 1,000 

Total Residential Sq. Ft. 1,375,000 

Commercial Sq. Ft. 88,616 

Total Parking (Spaces) 
                             

2,477  

Total Parking (Sq. Ft.)  
                         

619,131  

Total Parking (Floors)  14 

* Mix of owner and renter units developed over time. 
 
Parking Assumptions: 

 1.5 spaces per res. unit, 3 per 1,000 commercial sq. ft. 

250 sq. ft. per space 

 1 acre / 7 floors per parking deck 

  

This scenario better fits a TOD development pattern, as well as market demand.  Given current absorption trends, 
these 1,375 residential units, if developed as for-rent, would likely take up to seven years to develop appropriately. 
However, as the for-sale market rebounds over time, some of these units could be offered through that venue, 
helping to speed up absorption. As mentioned above, the local retail market is near saturation. To support more 
than 100,000 square feet of commercial space, the retail format would need to draw outside support bringing in 
vehicular traffic, or the space would need to be in an office format. Given that over 1.5 million square feet of office 
space is currently in existence in the station area and the likely continued overall regional softness in that sector, 
we would not anticipate office development at this location. However, market conditions could change leading to 
other opportunities. 

 

LIKELIHOOD OF MARTA GROUND LEASE    
 
Under a long-standing joint development policy, MARTA officials have indicated a preference to lease the real 
estate currently in their control rather than sell it outright for TOD development. Experience has proven that this 
arrangement is typically less desirable for a private sector developer to undertake. However, we anticipate that the 
demand for products in a transit-oriented walkable environment will attract developer interest, ground lease 
notwithstanding. 
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As ground lease transactions and developments of this type are less typical in the Atlanta region, few comparable 
deals have transpired recently.  Nevertheless, this type of arrangement is not uncommon for transit agencies 
throughout the nation.  The land near the transit stops will have an impact on the system overall and agencies 
have taken to land leases to help protect their interests. Just as important, if not more so, a ground lease can serve 
as a dependable source of income for the agency.  In leasing the land the agency can expect a reliable constant 
revenue stream. 
 
In order to analyze and anticipate MARTA’s potential lease rate for TOD development on their undeveloped 
property at Lindbergh it is instructive to assess the lease proceeds against the potential returns the agency would 
secure if they instead sold the land and invested the proceeds in a long-term low-risk investment account. In 
preserving the real estate in a leasehold position MARTA takes on more risk due to the typical fluctuations of land 
prices.  Because of the increased risk for holding the property, land leases are, as a rule-of-thumb, calculated based 
on the land value multiplied by the current risk-free interest rate (LIBOR or Treasury yield) plus 2-3%, and adjusted 
based on other extenuating conditions.     
 

PUBLIC CONSIDERATIONS 

 
Because we believe that developing TOD projects at Lindbergh station is not only feasible in the near-term, but 
also important to help showcase the TOD potential in Atlanta the interested public entities should move quickly to 
further create the conditions in the area that could help to prompt private transit oriented development: 
 
Considerations: 
 
City of Atlanta 

 Extend the TOD fabric that works well near the station outward with streetscape and pedestrian 
improvements along Piedmont to help improve the linkage of the projects to the east to the station.  

 Consider Beltline TAD funding to help pay for the infrastructure improvements such as a parking deck. 
Even though MARTA does not require replacement parking at this station it would be a key incentive that 
could allow greater density on some sites if the TAD helped to defray some or all of the developer’s deck 
costs. The TAD could also be used to help improve the pedestrian infrastructure and further develop 
potential parks in the station area. Beltline TAD funding cannot be used for projects unless they include a 
minimum of 20% affordable residential units. 

 
MARTA 

 MARTA should initiate a master plan for this station area. Key issues to address: 
o The future of the police / storage facility south of the station. 
o Necessary improvements to important “gateway” parcels along Piedmont. These parcels not only 

send a message about the area to vehicular commuters, but also to pedestrians that may 
currently be deterred from walking to the station to utilize transit. 

o Potential uses for the excess parking in the current garages to future private development. 
o The interest in preserving, or selling to the City of Atlanta, some current MARTA-owned property 

as urban greenspace to enhance the area and help ensure future high quality development. 
 
ARC   

 Consider assisting the city and MARTA in finding solutions for pedestrian improvements that would help 
to improve the overall walkability in the area as the pedestrian framework is incomplete. 

 Consider LCI funding for continued MARTA master planning process. 
 
Local Business Community   

 In order to hasten infrastructure improvements in the area, local businesses may consider creating a 
Community Improvement Districts (CID). The CID can levy taxes, fees, and assessments within the CID 
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boundaries on commercial property. Revenues may be used to provide services and facilities within the 
CID. 
 

We recommend creating a working group that includes ARC, MARTA, City of Atlanta/Invest Atlanta, and other key 
area land and business owners to help continue moving TOD forward. In addition to fostering catalytic 
development projects, the group should coordinate streetscapes and other walkability enhancements in the 
district that create a cohesive environment and ensures that transit accessibility in a pedestrian friendly 
environment becomes a reality throughout the larger area.   
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Tunnell-Spangler-Walsh and Associates created a potential concept plan for TOD development at Lindbergh Station. This concept plan is for illustrative 
purposes only and shows one of many possible options for TOD in the station area. 
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STATION AREA #10: SANDY SPRINGS  

Location: 1101 Mount Vernon Highway, Atlanta, GA 30338 

 
Over one-third of the land in the Sandy Springs station area is undeveloped or underdeveloped, providing 
significant opportunities for increased density to help create a more urban environment. 
 
In a recent press report John Heagy, senior vice president for Hines, an international real estate development firm 
said, “Central Perimeter is rapidly becoming an urban center like Buckhead and Midtown. It is where people want 
to be.”

5
 However, the area surrounding the Sandy Springs MARTA station, located in the northern section of the 

Central Perimeter, is currently planned and built in a manner that is detrimental to pedestrian-friendly transit-
supportive development. 
 
Because, as Heagy indicated, demand for various real estate product types is the area is high, because the area 
includes ready access to MARTA, and because available development sites are plentiful, the opportunity to create 
a high quality TOD does exist. However, to do so will take, not only new and reconfigured development on private 
land, but also a transformation of the current development pattern – from a vehicle-oriented district to a 
pedestrian-friendly district. Only then will the area truly become transit supportive. 
 
The larger Central Perimeter area has been transitioning to a more dense mixed use environment over the last 
decade. However, nearly 45 acres of land in the Sandy Springs station area (the one-quarter mile, or five minute 
walk, radius from the station that represents the pedestrian catchment area) is available for redevelopment into 
more transit-supportive uses. This real estate equates to over one-third of all the land in the quarter mile station 
area (125 acres).  
 
In addition to the land uses that need to change from suburban-style low intensity development to higher 
intensity, more urban-style uses, many infrastructure improvements are also necessary to help the area reach its 
full TOD potential. The transportation pattern in the area is oriented toward prioritizing vehicles, rather than 
helping pedestrians traverse the area.  
 
As MARTA owns no excess land within a quarter mile radius of the station, the development opportunities in the 
Sandy Springs station area are limited to privately-held property.  However, MARTA does own 11 acres just outside 
the station area, west of Georgia Highway 400 (GA 400), with considerable development potential. Because of the 
significant barrier GA 400 presents, particularly for pedestrians, dramatic infrastructure improvements (a 
pedestrian tunnel, for example) would be necessary to incorporate this future development into a TOD district. 
 
Given the relatively strong demand in the area, and the stated desire of local leaders, such as board and staff 
members of the Perimeter Community Improvement Districts (PCIDs), to transform the area into a premier livable 
center, the Sandy Springs station area has the potential to become a high quality TOD. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
5
 Sinderman, M. (2012, September 7). In its prime. Atlanta Business Chronicle. Retrieved from http://www.bizjournals.com/atlanta/print-

edition/2012/09/07/in-its-prime.html?page=all 
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MARTA Station Area Residential Density 
(Units/Acre) 

 

Source: BAG 

STATION AREA MARKET CHARACTERISTICS 
 
Residential 
 
At five residential units per acre within one-half mile of the Sandy 
Springs station, the area’s population density is above average 
compared to all of the station areas along MARTA rail lines. However, 
the residential density here is still much lower that of the most densely 
populated station areas. Therefore, from a TOD land use perspective, we 
believe that area can accept a far greater amount of residential units, 
which would support the creation of a 24-hour environment.  
 
The current market for rental residential housing is strong in the 
immediate area. Approximately 2,000 rental units have been added to 
the immediate market surrounding the Sandy Spring station over the 
past five years. This steady growth in supply has not hampered average 
rental or vacancy rates, verifying the demand strength in the area and 
the potential to add more units in the near future. 
 
Newer (built in 2007 or later) apartments within a mile of the station 
rent at an average of approximately $1,450 per month ($1.42/square 
foot) with vacancies below 3%.  
 
Overall, the Sandy Springs/Dunwoody apartment submarket saw 1% rent growth through the third quarter 2012, 
outperforming both the region and the nation, according to REIS.  Therefore, the metrics for rental residential 
units seem to point to an opportunity for more Class A rental product near the Sandy Springs station. 
 

Sandy Springs Station Area Residential Comparables 

Property Year Built 
Asking 

Rent/Unit 
Vacancy 

Rate Avg. $/SF 

Alexander at Perimeter Center 2008 $1,390  5% $1.52  

Axis at Perimeter Center 2009 $1,419  3% $1.46  

Gables Metropolitan Phase III 2007 $1,264  4% $1.19  

The Drexel 2008 $1,817  3% $1.35  
The Heights at Perimeter 
Center 2008 $1,527  2% $1.46  

The Lofts at Perimeter Center 2009 $1,644  1% $1.56  

Walton Ashwood 2008 $1,441  1% $1.53  

WTD. AVGERAGE   $1,456  3% $1.42  

          Source: REIS  
 
The for-sale housing market in the immediate area surrounding the Sandy Springs station has also remained 

relatively healthy in recent years. In 2012, 17 new condominiums within one mile of the station sold at a weighted 

average of approximately $170,000. 

Station Area 
Residential 

Density 

Midtown  16.8 

North Avenue  14.6 

Arts Center  9.8 

Civic Center  9.0 

Lenox  7.8 

Lindbergh Center  7.4 

Peachtree Center 6.6 

King Memorial 5.5 

Sandy Springs 4.9 

OVERALL STATION AREA AVG. 4.4 
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Commercial 

Although the Sandy Springs residential market has performed well, the commercial market, particularly near the 
MARTA station, has been less successful. With nearly a million square feet of space in the immediate vicinity of the 
Sandy Springs station, much of it in a big-box format, the area’s retail market has survived but not thrived during 
the Great Recession. Similarly, the 5 million square feet of office space in the immediate area has persevered 
through the difficult economic cycle. 

The retail properties within one half-mile of the station area garner rents below $16 per square foot. This rate is 
above average compared to the retail near all MARTA stations but significantly lower than the highest performing 
station areas. By comparison retail spaces near the Dunwoody station, adjacent to Perimeter Mall, net rents near 
$21 per square foot.  Office rents are healthier and compare more favorably to the other MARTA station areas and 
to the other areas within the Central Perimeter area. Central Perimeter leads the Atlanta office market with 1.3 
million square feet of absorbed in the submarket through three quarters of 2012, according to Colliers. The overall 
vacancy rate stands at 19%. 

 
MARTA Station Area Commercial Real Estate -  Average Rents 

Rank Station Area 
Retail   

Avg. Rent Rank Station Area 
Office  

Avg. Rent 

14 Decatur  $16.81 8 Dunwoody $21.42 

15 Vine City $15.96 9 Medical Center $21.22 

16 Sandy Springs $15.94 10 Sandy Springs $20.99 

17 Dome/GWCC/Philips  $15.80 11 Civic Center $19.59 

18 Georgia State  $15.77 12 Lindbergh Center  $18.50 

 STATION AREA AVG. $14.88  STATION AREA AVG. $15.47 

    Based on data from CoStar 

The area surrounding the Sandy Springs MARTA station is not perceived as a prime commercial location within the 
Central Perimeter based on commercial space comparison to other portions of the area. This points to a need for 
the area to differentiate itself by transforming into a pedestrian-friendly sub-district, with more street-oriented 
commercial spaces and residential options in a walkable format. Other areas in the larger district have begun to 
make this transformation by tapping into the demand from the nearby employment centers; this area has a similar 
opportunity. 
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TOD OPPORTUNITY AT SANDY SPRINGS: MORE DEVELOPMENT, IMPROVED DEVELOPMENT 
PATTERN 

MARTA’s TOD GUIDELINES classify the Sandy Springs station as a “Commuter Town Center.”  As such, according 
the guidelines, “the definitional challenge . . .  lies in balancing [the station’s] two functions.” Because of its 
strategic location along GA400 and large amounts of parking (1,050 spaces), the station must accommodate 
commuters, while at the same time “minimize its impact on how the town center functions. The pedestrian 
network must guide commuters from their cars . . . without  . . . compromising the visual and pedestrian qualities 
of a town center.” Currently, the pedestrian network is extremely limited and the area lacks most attributes of a 
town center.  
 
However, given the amount of available development opportunities, the area has the potential for transformation. 
The development potential exists on two types of land parcels in the area: greenfield and surface parking lots. In 
both cases new transit-supportive urban development is needed on these parcels to help create a TOD district.  
  
The specific development parcels are shown in the chart and map below, with more detailed strategy 
recommendations following: 
 
 

TOD Development Opportunity Areas – Sandy Springs 

Parcel Acreage 
         Development      

Potential Orientation 

1 14 
 

Immediate Large-scale mixed use pedestrian friendly urban village 

2 3 Immediate Currently planned for Grand Bohemian Hotel 

3 6 Intermediate Opportunity to orient single building toward the streets  

4 8 Long-term Possible surface parking infill to activate transit station  

5 5 Long-term Possible parking structure retrofit to activate street frontage 

6 6 Long-term Possible surface parking infill 

TOTAL 42     
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Sandy Springs and One-Quarter Mile Radius Station Area 

  

 

 
 

 
 

KEY:  
Greenfield Development Opportunity   
Parking Lot Redevelopment Opportunity 
MARTA “Corner” Property 
 ¼-Mile Radius Station Area 
MARTA Red Line                                                   

1 

3 

4 

2 

5 

6 
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Because all of the MARTA parking is located in a deck structure at the intersection of Mt. Vernon and Perimeter 
Center West Road/Abernathy Road, most of the development opportunities in the Sandy Springs station area 
reside on private property. Nevertheless, MARTA owns small parcels at the east and west corners of the Mt. 
Vernon/Perimeter Center West/Abernathy intersection.  While small, these parcels are at the busiest and most 
visible intersection in the station area. Currently home to patches of grass, they fit well into the current auto-
centric development pattern. However, as the area transforms, these parcels could help to establish a more 
walkable transit-supportive district, serving as locations that could help calm traffic and draw attention to the 
transit station with small buildings or public art pieces that establish an active streetscape. 
 
These parcels can help create a “Main-at-Main” atmosphere at the busy intersection. As part of this effort, and 
because of the available land, future development should focus on making Mt. Vernon Highway much more 
pedestrian-friendly. Because of it prominence in the street arterial hierarchy, this thoroughfare helps establish the 
area as currently exclusively auto-centric. However, all but one on the six privately-held development 
opportunities contain considerable frontage on Mt. Vernon. New development should take advantage of the street 
frontage by minimizing setbacks, placing parking in interior locations, and building structures with human-scaled 
facades. Public entities can help by enhancing the walkable infrastructure with vegetative road medians, 
pedestrian islands at crosswalks, and bike lanes. 
 
Greenfield Properties 
 
The plans for the greenfield properties have been in place prior to the onset of the Great Recession. As currently 
envisioned they would likely be built in accordance with the auto-centric land use pattern in the area. However, if 
the market opportunities for real estate products built in a walkable environment in the Central Perimeter area 
outstrip those products built in an exclusively drivable environment, the developers of these properties may 
become more amenable to building walkable projects. The impetus to build walkable projects can improve, in part, 
with a greater focus from the local public stakeholders, such as the PCID and local municipalities, in creating a true 
TOD district through pedestrian infrastructure and zoning and permitting incentives.  
 
Map 1 
 
ARC approved a DRI for this parcel, known as NorthPark Town 
Center, in 1987. Currently, Hines is marketing the 14+ acres 
for development. The current plan calls for a large mixed-use 
development with 1,000,000 square feet of office space, 
100,000 square feet of retail, 200 hotel rooms, and 500 
residential units, for a total of 1.78 million square feet.  
 
We would propose the future developer revisit this proposal, 
in order to devise a more TOD-friendly plan. This site could be 
developed at the scale of Post Riverside, a local example of a 
new urbanist town center project that includes a 236,000-SF, 
nine-story office building, over 500 residential units, 20,000 
square feet of retail and a central landscaped “town square.” 

Many of Post Riverside residential units were built in a 
suburban garden-style format, however. At NorthPark Town 
Center we would envision more residential units at a more 
urban density, likely in steel frame buildings. 
 
A “town square” at the heart of this property could become a focal point and centerpiece for the entire TOD 
district. 
 

Post Riverside, Atlanta, GA. Photo courtesy of Smallwood, Reynolds, 
Stewart, Stewart & Associates, Inc. 
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In order to determine the feasibility for the residential and retail portion of this potential development we 
modeled a scenario with 800 residential units and 20,000 square feet of retail built on 10 acres. Prices of land 
transactions in the immediate area range widely, from $94,000 per acre to over $2 million, with an average price 
per acre of $913,000 (see chart below). 
 

Sandy Springs Station Area Recent Land Sales 

Sale Date Acres Address Price Price Per Acre 

6/30/2010 5.6 Abernathy Rd And Glenridge Dr $525,000 $94,424 

8/6/2012 0.8 Glenairy Dr $130,000 $162,026 

11/8/2010 1.26 Crestline Parkway $900,000 $714,286 

2/2/2011 0.8 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd $1,100,000 $1,375,000 

7/21/2011 1.7 Ashford Dunwoody Rd $3,690,600 $2,223,272 

      AVERAGE $913,802  

 
We modeled the potential scenario using a $1 million per acre land price, or $12,500 per residential unit. The 
model estimates the construction costs at $250 per square foot, given the likelihood of steel-frame construction. 
With these assumptions, the 800 units would likely be built in two structures and could contain a mix of rental and 
for-sale. We estimated revenues from monthly rent of $2,000 per unit, which should be considered an aggressive 
assumption.  (See proforma summary below.)  
 

Sandy Springs TOD Development Scenario Summary Proforma 

  SF Cost Unit/SF Count Total Cost 

Residential $250 
                             

800  $200,000,000 

Commercial $250 
                        

20,000  $5,000,000 

Construction Cost 
 

  $205,000,000 

Land Cost     $10,000,000 

  
 

 Land Cost / Unit  $12,500 

  
 

 Land Cost / Acre  $3,333,333 

Total Cost     $215,000,000 

Required Equity 
 

35% $75,250,000 

Required Debt   65% $139,750,000 

  Unit Rent Unit Count Total Annual Income 

Residential (Less Common Area) $2,000 
                             

800  $18,240,000 

Commercial (Less Common Area) $20 
                        

20,000  $380,000 

Total Income     $18,620,000 

Income Less Loss/Expense/Reserves 
  

$17,689,000 

Debt Service Coverage Ratio 
  

1.25 

Available for Debt Service & ROE 
  

$14,151,200 

Debt Service 
  

$8,480,270 

Net Cash Flow For Distribution     $5,670,930 

Return On Equity     8% 
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MARTA “Abernathy 
Property” 

Condominiums – Built 
2008-2010 

Building residential units at the NorthPark Town Center site would help to establish the area as a transit-supportive 
district. Although, our proposed development scenario would likely take years to absorb successfully, and 
therefore, would be built in phases, the absorption rate would increase with walkability improvements in the area. 
Also, this scenario, with less dependence on a large-scale office development, could possibly get out of the ground 
sooner in response to market conditions. 

Map 2 
 
This small parcel, adjacent to a MARTA station entrance, has been slated for a Grand Bohemian luxury hotel with 
275 rooms, 28,000 square feet of meeting space, a 5,000-square-foot restaurant, an art gallery, and a 7,000 square 
foot spa.  The owners paid $2.5 million for the 3+ acre site in 2006. The project has been delayed for years by 
financing.  
 
Given its location and the limited size of the property, we believe that the site would best promote transit use if 
developed for residential. At 70 units to the acre, the site could house up to approximately 250 units. Regardless of 
land use, it is imperative for the TOD future of the area that this parcel is organized in such a way as to enhance 
the walkability near the transit station. 
   
Map 3 
 
Along with the Map 1 parcel, this property is part of NorthPark Town Center. Current plans call for a 430,000-
square-foot office building tentatively named “Northpark 700.” Similar to the Map 2 parcel, given the long term 
demand trends, this property may be best developed as residential. However, regardless of product type, with the 
proper architecture and land use, this site could play a key role in helping the station area establish a new transit-
supportive pedestrian-oriented character. 
 
Map 4, 5 & 6 
 
While it is unlikely that these parcels, all currently active parking lots for successful commercial properties, will 
redevelop in the near-term, they should be monitored for revitalization potential as their adjacent buildings reach 
the end of their first life cycle. In order to maximize their usage and promote walkable urbanism in the station 
area, these sites should be planned for higher intensity uses over the long term. 
 
 MARTA “Abernathy Property” 
 
West of the larger NorthPark Town Center 
property, across GA 400, lays MARTA’s 
“Abernathy Property.”  MARTA has indicated 
that they will soon issue an RFP looking for 
willing joint development partners on this 
11-acre parcel. The site was proposed for 
office and hotel development in 2008, but 
that plan was derailed by the economic 
downturn.  
 
We believe that this site represents a high 
quality development opportunity for many 
potential uses. However, the large physical 
and psychological barrier created by GA 400, as well as the greater distance between this property and the station 
(it falls outside of the quarter mile pedestrian catchment area) means that this would not necessarily be a TOD 
opportunity. The GA 400 exit ramps make walking from this site to the station unlikely for most users as it would 
be a dangerous proposition. Dramatic and costly infrastructure improvements would be necessary to allow 

1 

2 

5 
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pedestrians to safely traverse from one side of GA 400 to the other. The resources necessary for this type of 
infrastructure project would be best allocated on the east side of GA 400. 
 

PUBLIC CONSIDERATIONS 

In order for the Central Perimeter to meet its stated goal of becoming more walkable and appealing to those 
looking to live and work in an urban development district, the interested public entities should move quickly to 
further create the conditions in the area that could help to prompt private transit oriented development: 
 
Perimeter Community Improvement Districts (PCIDs) 

 Focus infrastructure improvements on establishing a TOD fabric throughout the station area. Because this 
is one of three station areas in the Central Perimeter, this area should draw pedestrian-oriented 
improvements in order to de-emphasize vehicular transport modes and transform the area into a 
walkable center. 

 Currently, the development controls in the district are not compatible with higher-intensity mixed use 
goals. The PCID should work with local municipalities to ensure the ability to build transit-supportive 
projects. 

 Engage property owners of the redevelopment sites, particularly Hines and the Grand Bohemian site 
owners, to encourage proper TOD development.  

 
MARTA 

 MARTA should initiate a master plan for this station area. Key issues to address: 
o Orienting the station entrances in order to best attract pedestrians and fit in with a walkable 

development pattern. 
o Consider re-envisioning the small but important “corner sites” at the Mt. Vernon/Perimeter 

Center West/Abernathy intersection as urban greenspace, or as small urban developments to 
enhance the area and help ensure future high quality development. 

 Move ahead with the RFP/joint development process for the Abernathy site. 
 
ARC   

 Continue to assist the PCIDs in finding solutions for pedestrian improvements that would help to improve 
the overall walkability in the area as the pedestrian framework is incomplete. 

 Consider LCI funding for continued MARTA master planning process. 
 
We recommend creating a working group that includes ARC, MARTA, Perimeter Community Improvement 
Districts, and other key area land and business owners to help continue moving TOD forward. In addition to 
fostering catalytic development projects, the group should coordinate streetscapes and other walkability 
enhancements in the district that create a cohesive environment and ensures that transit accessibility in a 
pedestrian friendly environment becomes a reality throughout the larger area.   
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Tunnell-Spangler-Walsh and Associates created a potential concept plan for TOD development at the Sandy Springs Station. This concept plan is for illustrative 
purposes only and shows one of many possible options for TOD in the station area. 
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TASK 4: FORM-BASED CODE FOR A SAMPLE STATION AREA 
 
Provides a prototype of a TOD-supportive form-based code for the area around the Doraville MARTA station. 
 
 
Presented under separate cover. 
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TASK 5: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TOD IMPLEMENTATION  
 
This chapter details our findings regarding the implications for system-wide TOD implementation based on the 
results of the 10 in-depth station area analyses. 
 
Central to our analysis is the notion that ARC, MARTA, and other affected public actors deem the development of 
true TOD districts near rail transit stops in the Atlanta region as a worthwhile endeavor and are committed to the 
advancement of TOD where possible. The local and regional benefits of TOD have been well documented. While 
our strategy recommendations often focus on one project within a station area, we understand that to obtain the 
ultimate benefits of developing TOD districts, all interested parties must make a concerted effort to reposition the 
station areas away from built environments that prioritize automobile access over non-vehicular modes of travel. 
 
When planner Peter Calthorpe codified the concept of Transit Oriented Development in the late 1980's he outlined 
distinct goals that a transformative TOD must strive to achieve: 
 

 Organize growth on a regional level to be compact and transit-supportive 

 Place commercial, housing, jobs parks, and civic uses within walking distance of transit stops 

 Create pedestrian-friendly street networks that directly connect local destinations 

 Provide a mix of housing types, densities, and costs 

 Preserve sensitive habitat, riparian zones, and high-quality open space 

 Make public spaces the focus of building orientation and neighborhood activity. 
 
All efforts to redevelop MARTA station areas in the Atlanta region, and each individual project that is situated in a 
station area, should attempt to meet as many of these goals as possible, focusing on creating walkable urban 
environments that enhance sustainable growth. 
 
Ten Station Area Analyses Summary Conclusions: 
 

1. MARTA Network Amenities Can Drive More Demand for TOD  
In Task 2, we reported that much of the Atlanta region’s economic engine and its desirable public 
amenities are located within one-half mile of a MARTA rail transit station. The combined half-mile radius 
station areas are home to: 

 15% of the Atlanta 10-county region’s jobs 

 27% of the combined Fulton / DeKalb County retail space 

 8% of the combined Fulton / DeKalb County households 
 

While the facts appear to state otherwise, a common misconception of the MARTA network among large 
segments of the region’s populace still holds that, “MARTA doesn’t go anywhere.” Given the fact that the 
system does go to nearly one out of every five jobs in the entire region, and one out of every four retail 
options in the region’s core, it appears, then, that the problem with MARTA is the perception, not the 
reality.  
 
Transit Oriented Development has the potential to alter this negative perception by allowing residents to 
experience the convenience of locating within walking distance of a MARTA station. In doing so, the user 
gains access to, not just the amenities in that neighborhood, but amenities shared across the entire 
region—those amenities within all 38 MARTA station areas. That is, the attractiveness of TOD in one 
particular station area is not isolated to the draw of that area alone.  
 
The biggest draw to the end-users of the real estate within a station area is that by locating there, they 
gain access to all that is offered in each of MARTA’s 38 station areas. For example, while the residential 
development potential at the H.E. Holmes station is certainly limited compared to the potential at Arts 
Center, the demand pool for real estate products at Holmes is elevated above that of locations nearby 
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that are not in the station area. A resident in the H.E. Holmes station area has unparalleled access to all 
the amenities and employment throughout the entire MARTA network. The advanced connectivity of 
living in a station area should be highlighted as TOD opportunities are marketed to developers and end 
users. 
 
Jarrett Walker’s recent book, Human Transit: How Clearer Thinking about Public Transit Can Enrich Our 
Communities and Our Lives, emphasizes principles that he says will help transit to attract more patrons. 
Among the criteria that potential transit users evaluate: 

 Does it take me where I want to go? 

 Is it a good use of my time? 

 Does it give me freedom to change my plans? 
When potential patrons live within a TOD station area, the answers to these questions become much 
more positive and, thus, drastically increase the likelihood of mass transit use. 
 

2. Station Areas are in Various Stages of Development and Offer Divergent Opportunities 
The 10 analyzed station areas each possess TOD potential and some already exhibit numerous successful 
TOD traits, but are at different stages of TOD development (see image below). In order to distinguish the 
opportunities among the station areas we placed them onto a TOD continuum that measures the level of 
transit-supportive projects, as well as the pedestrian connective network in place. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
In terms of development on the ground, many of the 10 station areas are already offering a large amount 
and wide variety of residential and employment opportunities. That is, TOD is already happening in many 
station areas. The more advanced TOD areas have exhibited momentum over the past few years in terms 
of real estate development. However, the advanced areas still offer further development potential, and, 
importantly, are in need of infrastructure to create a more walkable development patterns and enhance 
the connective fabric of their pedestrian networks. 
 
 
 

Early Intermediate Advanced Complete 

TOD Stage 

East Lake 

Lakewood 

Brookhaven 
Lindbergh 

Chamblee 

Sandy Springs 

Arts Center 

Avondale 

King Mem. 

HE Holmes 
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3. Station Areas Often Constrained From Achieving High-Quality TOD Due to Lack of Pedestrian 
Infrastructure, ARC Can Help 
Although the stations are well-located, they are not typically easily accessed by pedestrians and thus lack 
one of the key characteristics of a successful TOD—walkability. The stations are often separated from the 
nearby building structures by vast seas of parking and multiple lanes of fast moving vehicles. Thus, the 
walkable attributes of the area are not easily apparent. We recommend that ARC target its resources to 
help to rectify this situation and consider forming a pool of funds that governmental bodies can access 
through a competitive process that would be used for pedestrian and traffic-calming improvements in the 
station areas.  
 
The market for TOD-supportive projects is strong in many areas, and development momentum should 
continue as the economy improves. Some areas, however, particularly H.E. Holmes and Lakewood, will 
require more incentives to prompt development. In the station areas with greater momentum, the focus 
should fall on area-wide incentives rather than development-specific incentives. 
 
In many cases developers who need assistance building parking structures for their projects can access 
funds through a local tax allocation district (TAD) or other mechanism.  Therefore, ARC should focus less 
on helping produce individual projects, particularly in the areas with current momentum, and more on 
enhancing a walkable development pattern in each station area. The importance of TADs to help bring 
about further TOD should not be underestimated. TADs could be used for pedestrian infrastructure and 
for parking structures in station areas. ARC can work with Invest Atlanta and local officials to help 
implement and/or focus the attention of TADs to the Atlanta region’s TODs. 
 

4. Atlanta has an Admirable Assemblage of TOD in a Wide Range of Settings 
Contrary to general public perceptions and national comparisons, developers are creating a significant 
inventory of TOD projects around the MARTA network. Though greatly curtailed by the Great Recession, 
six of the 10 station areas studied saw significant TOD activity in the past decade. 

 
5. Hundreds of Acres of Development Potential Exists in the Station Areas, Much of it MARTA-Owned 

In total, we identified 325 acres of land with TOD redevelopment potential located within the 10 MARTA 
station areas that we analyzed. Of that, about one-third (approximately 100 acres) is owned by MARTA, 
with the remaining two-thirds in private control, or controlled by a public entity, such as the Atlanta 
Housing Authority. This property holds the potential for thousands of residential housing units and 
hundreds of thousands of square feet of commercial space that would be in within easy walking distance 
of fixed-rail mass transit. Given the national and regional real estate demand trends toward preferences 
to live and work in walkable areas, much of this land could be considered as having some of the greatest 
development potential in the Southeast.  
 
By-and-large, the MARTA-owned land within most of the 10 station areas represents the best 
opportunities for TOD projects, from a demand perspective. As this property is, in most cases, surface 
parking lots serving the station, the attraction lies in the obvious proximity to the transit platforms, as well 
as to the relatively contiguous nature and large scale of the MARTA parcels. That is, some station areas 
are home to parcels with development potential that are constrained because they are small or tied up by 
owners with little or no proclivity to produce TOD. 
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TOD Development Opportunity and Infrastructure Needs Summary 

 

MARTA Station Area 
Development 

Acres Infrastructure Needs 

Arts Center 18 Traffic Calming, Pedestrian Framework, Public Spaces 

Avondale 62 Pedestrian Framework, Watershed Improvements, Public Spaces using TAD 

Brookhaven 41 Traffic Calming, Pedestrian Framework, Civic Spaces 

Chamblee 29 Mid-City Pedestrian Framework, Public Spaces 

East Lake 13 Pedestrian Framework, Public Spaces 

Hamilton E. Holmes 17 MLK Dr. Traffic Calming, Pedestrian Framework, Public Spaces 

King Memorial 39 Pedestrian Framework including Grant Street Tunnel Improvements 

Lakewood 18 Street Network Creation including Connection to Ft. McPherson  

Lindbergh 46 Piedmont Traffic Calming, Pedestrian Framework, Public Spaces 

Sandy Springs 42 Traffic Calming, Pedestrian Framework, Public Spaces 

TOTAL 325  

 
 

6. Land Values are Difficult to Ascertain Due to Recent Market Uncertainty  
In assessing the economics of potential TOD in the Task 3 station areas it can be difficult to surmise the 
value of larger parcels of development land because of the lack of recent comparable transactions. 
Particularly in the station areas in the urban core and along MARTA’s east/west line, few contiguous raw 
land parcels of more than two acres have traded over the past few years. This is partly due to the built-
out nature of the station areas, but more so because of the recent real estate depression. Because many 
of MARTA’s potentially prime TOD development tracts, typically surface parking lots next to the station 
platforms, are larger than two areas of raw land, the value of these tracts is somewhat unclear. As MARTA 
moves forward with plans to secure joint development agreements for these properties they will need to 
determine a process by which they can gain a comfort level with their value and their development 
possibilities. 
 

7. Affordable Housing Developments Are Already Happening in Station Areas 
In six of the ten station areas developers have accessed affordable housing incentive programs to help 
build affordable residential units. These areas are attracting affordable housing projects already. 
Avondale, Chamblee, H.E. Holmes, King Memorial, Lakewood, and Lindbergh have benefited from new 
mixed income housing developments just in the past few years. This points to the unique and attractive 
opportunities in the station areas for housing at all price levels.  
 

8. Work to Educate Development Community 
MARTA has recently shown an increasing inclination to pursue joint development agreements for TOD on 
their properties. In creating marketing sheets for each station’s property and new criteria for assessing 
development potential they have moved the process forward to a large degree. However, in order to 
attract greater interest from the development community, the joint development process should become 
more predictable, transparent, and streamlined.  
 
Only a handful of developers and real estate lenders in the region are fully comfortable working in public-
private development partnerships on leased land. MARTA, with ARC’s help, might consider instituting an 
educational process for the development community to accompany the release RFPs to help achieve a 
better comfort level, stronger working relationships, and ensure participation from a greater number of 
private developers. This could include a developer summit with MARTA and ARC to discuss this work and 
the MARTA process. 
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9. Create Action-Oriented Working Groups for Each Station to Facilitate TOD 

We recommended creating working groups for each of the 10 station areas comprised of local 
stakeholders that would help foster catalytic development projects and move TOD plans forward at each 
station. A working group should be formed at each station area and should include ARC and MARTA, as 
well as officials from the local municipalities, public development authorities, key area land owners, and 
others. The groups could coordinate the goals for the area such as streetscapes and other walkability 
enhancements in the district that would create a cohesive environment to ensure transit accessibility in a 
pedestrian friendly environment.  These groups would help to set the priorities and processes to attract 
high quality TOD in their locale and produce a specific detailed work program to guide the group and help 
it achieve its goals. 

 
10. Time Is of the Essence 

As we continue to emerge from the Great Recession, development interest in TOD will accelerate. Local 
communities currently lacking the necessary TOD zoning and/or the ability to access TAD and other 
incentives need to put these in place now to be ready for the prospects ahead. Failure to act now may 
cause station areas to miss the next cycle’s opportunities.  
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APPENDIX  
 
 



Program  Agency  Funding Available Who Can Apply?  Description  Uses

State  & Local

 Tax Allocation Districts Local Governments Varies Cities, counties, developers 

Local governments sell bonds to finance infrastructure and other redevelopment costs within a specifically 

defined area, or Tax Allocation District (TAD). The bonds are secured by a “tax allocation increment,” which is 

the increase in property tax revenues resulting from the redevelopment activities taking place within the tax 

allocation district. 

Accrue special funds to pay off 

the bonds that financed the 

public improvements

 Urban Enterprise Zones
Georgia Department of 

Community Affairs 

Property tax exemption, 

abatement or reduction in 

occupation taxes and/or fees

Cities, counties
Area must meet at least three of five criteria: pervasive poverty, high unemployment, underdevelopment, 

general distress, general blight

Improve areas suffering from 

underdevelopment, 

encouraging private businesses 

to reinvest

 Opportunity Zones
Georgia Department of 

Community Affairs 
Job tax credits Local Governments

Governments that undertake redevelopment and revitalization efforts in certain older commercial and 

industrial areas can qualify those areas for the state’s maximum state job tax credit of $3,500 per job. Areas 

must be within or adjacent to a census block group with 15% or greater poverty where an enterprise zone or 

urban redevelopment plan exists.

Businesses that create two or 

more jobs, taken against the 

business’s income tax liability 

and state payroll withholding

Low Income Housing Tax Credit 

program
US Treasury State allocated

Determined by state housing 

finance agency

Generate equity capital for the construction and rehabilitation of affordable rental housing. Allows states to 

adopt criteria that prioritize affordable housing projects located near transit.
Development Financing

Redevelopment Fund Program DCA CDBG

Allocation from Community 

Development Block Grant 

Program

Non-entitlement units of 

general-purpose local 

government

Gives local governments access to flexible financial assistance to help them implement projects that cannot 

be undertaken with the usual public sector grant and loan programs. Uses a different HUD national objective 

of "eliminating slums or blight." As a result, many smaller scale projects (in downtown areas, blighted 

industrial areas, etc.) will be competitive for Redevelopment Fund financing. The Redevelopment Fund may 

be combined with other DCA CDBG programs to reduce the economic challenges of redevelopment projects 

and increase their investment potential.

Help with development 

financing

Community Development Block 

Grants (CDBG)
HUD

Apportioned to states by a 

formula
State allocated Formula grants for local governments to carry out community and economic development activities.

Planning, development 

financing, affordable housing

Section 108 Loan Guarantees HUD

Determined by Georgia 

Department of Community 

Affairs

Metropolitan cities and urban 

counties, non-entitlement CDBG 

communities

Provides CDBG-eligible communities with a source of financing for economic development, public facilities, 

and other eligible large-scale and unique development projects  that cannot proceed without the loan 

guarantee.

Development Financing

Downtown Development Revolving 

Loan Fund (DD RLF)

Georgia Department of 

Community Affairs 
Maximum $250,000/ project

Cities/counties with a 

population of 100,000 or less, 

and development authorities. 

Projects in a core historic 

commercial area.

Applicants must demonstrate that they have a viable downtown development project and clearly identify the 

proposed uses of the loan proceeds. The ultimate user of funds may be a private business or a public entity 

such as a city or development authority.

Real estate acquisition, 

development, redevelopment, 

and new construction, rehab 

infrastructure

Overview of Financing and Incentive Programs for Transit Oriented Development



Program  Agency  Funding Available Who Can Apply?  Description  Uses

Overview of Financing and Incentive Programs for Transit Oriented Development

GA Cities Foundation Revolving Loan 

Fund (GCFRLF)
GA Cities Foundation Up to $250,000 Cities, counties, developers 

Georgia Cities Foundation assists cities in their efforts to revitalize and enhance downtown areas by serving 

as a partner and facilitator in funding capital project. Applications are evaluated based on leadership, 

accountability, long-term sustainability, and potential for private investment.

Real estate acquisition, building 

rehabilitation, new construction, 

green space and parks

Business Improvement District 

(B.I.D.)
Self-supporting Varies

A defined area within which businesses pay an additional tax or fee in order to fund improvements within the 

district's boundaries. Grant funds acquired by the city for special programs and/or incentives such as tax 

abatements can be made available to assist businesses or to recruit new business.

Capital improvements, 

marketing, construction of 

pedestrian and streetscape 

enhancements,  marketing the 

area, etc.

 ARC LCI Implementation Funding

LCI transportation projects:  

federal transportation funds, 

requires a 20% local match

Up to $1-3 million for 

infrastructure

Local governments & nonprofit 

organizations

Awards planning grants on a competitive basis to prepare plans for the enhancement of existing centers and 

corridors consistent with regional development policies. After completing the initial plan, jurisdictions may 

apply for additional funding to implement transportation projects and create sustainable and livable 

communities in accordance with their plan.

Infrastructure improvements

Business and Industrial Development 

Authority (B.I.D.A.)
Self-supporting Varies Local Governments

The most frequently used power of BIDAs is the issuance of tax-exempt and taxable industrial development 

bonds but can be used for other development purposes.

Attain development, promote 

trade commerce, industry, and 

employment opportunities

 Beltline Affordable Housing Trust 

Fund (BAHTF)
Invest Atlanta Varies Housing developers

Atlanta City Council created a BAHTF to promote the creation and preservation of affordable housing within 

the Beltline neighborhoods. These funds can be combined with other affordable housing programs and city 

incentives and leveraged with private dollars to construct or renovate affordable housing units in the city. 

Help finance multifamily and 

single family developments 

along the Beltline

Land Acquisition Funds Varies by city Varies by city
Ultimately developers, could go 

through a third party

These funds for can be used to acquire sites near transit for future development of affordable housing or to 

acquire and preserve existing affordable housing before planned transit projects drive up land and property 

values. 

Can help developers build TODs, 

ensuring that the economics of 

the deals work and safeguarding 

community goals. 

Federal

Transportation, Community & 

System Preservation
DOT (FHWA) $61 million

States, metropolitan planning 

organizations (MPOs), local 

governments

Planning grants, implementation grants, and research, could include transit projects, complete streets, 

streetscaping, ped/bike improvements or plans, implementation of transit-oriented development plans, 

traffic calming measures, and much more. Very flexible program – projects must improve relationships 

among transportation, community, and system preservation plans and practices.

Planning, Research, Capital 

Infrastructure Investments

Transportation Investments 

Generating Economic Recovery 

(TIGER)

DOT $527 million
State & local governments, 

transit agencies, (MPOs)

Competitive grant program funding infrastructure projects that promote economic competitiveness, improve 

energy efficiency, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and improve safety, quality-of-life and working 

environments in communities.

Capital, Infrastructure, 

Investments

Transportation Infrastructure Finance 

and Innovation Act (TIFIA)
DOT (FHWA)

$1.7 billion over 2013 and 

2014

State DOT, local governments, 

transit agencies,  special 

authorities/districts, private 

firms

Provides federal credit assistance in the form of direct loans, loan guarantees, and standby lines of credit to 

finance surface transportation projects of national and regional significance. TIFIA can help advance 

qualified, large-scale projects that otherwise might be delayed or deferred because of size, complexity, or 

uncertainty over the timing of revenues.

Capital, Infrastructure, 

Investments



Program  Agency  Funding Available Who Can Apply?  Description  Uses

Overview of Financing and Incentive Programs for Transit Oriented Development

Transportation Planning Capacity 

Building Program (TPCB)
DOT (FHWA/FTA) State & local governments

Provides training, technical assistance, and support to help decision makers, transportation officials, and 

staff resolve complex transportation needs in their communities. Resources available on topics including land 

use, scenario planning, TOD, non-motorized transportation, safety, community impact assessments, 

operations and management strategies, and analysis methods.

Planning

New Freedom Program DOT (FTA)
Apportioned to States by a 

formula
State & local governments

Provide tools to reduce barriers to transportation services and expand the transportation mobility options 

available to people with disabilities beyond the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 

1990.

Capital Infrastructure 

Investments

Brownfields Assessment Grant 

Program
EPA

Up to $200,000 over three 

years

Local governments, land 

clearance authorities, state 

entities, MPOs

Funding for planning/assessing brownfield redevelopment, conducting planning and community 

involvement, and site cleanup.

Environmental cleanup, 

Planning

The Community Transformation 

Grant (CTG) Small Communities 

Program

US Department of Health and 

Human Services/Center for 

Disease Control

$70 million

Governmental agencies and non-

governmental organizations 

across a variety of sectors, 

including transportation, 

housing, education, and public 

health

Reduce the rate of chronic diseases and to make improvements to the built environment in order to promote 

healthier lifestyles.

Planning/capital infrastructure 

investments

Brownfield Economic Development 

Initiative (BEDI)
EPA

$17.325 million, max grant $3 

million

Public entity eligible for Section 

108 loan

Competitive funding program to spur redevelopment of brownfield sites to productive economic use. Must 

be used in conjunction with a Section 108 loan

Environmental cleanup, 

Affordable Housing

Building Blocks for Sustainable 

Communities
EPA $2.5 million

States, interstate organizations, 

universities, hospitals, other 

nonprofit institutions.

Technical assistance to selected communities to implement development approaches that protect the 

environment, improve public health, create jobs, expand economic opportunity, and improve overall quality 

of life. Funding will also be given to communities facing community development challenges. Support 

provided by EPA or through non-profit organizations.

Technical Assistance

Smart Growth Technical Assistance 

grants
EPA Various Local governments

Annual, competitive solicitation open to state, local, regional, and tribal governments (and nonprofits that 

have partnered with a governmental entity) that want to incorporate smart growth techniques into their 

future development.

Technical Assistance

Capacity Building for Sustainable 

Communities
EPA/HUD $5.65 million, max amount $ 1 million

Non-profit and for-profit 

institutions, government 

agencies, universities

Funding for intermediary organizations who will assist HUD in providing technical assistance to communities 

engaged in planning efforts built around integrating housing, land use, transportation, and other issues. 

Primary support will be given to recipients of Sustainable Communities and Brownfield Area Wide Planning 

grants.

Technical Assistance

New Starts Transit Capital Program FTA

Agencies, states, municipalities, 

other political subdivisions of 

states, certain public 

corporations, boards, and 

commissions

Awards points in the application process to proposed transit projects with transit-supportive land use 

characteristics.

Major capital transit investment 

planning and project 

development process



Program  Agency  Funding Available Who Can Apply?  Description  Uses

Overview of Financing and Incentive Programs for Transit Oriented Development

Choice Neighborhoods 

Implementation Program
HUD $110 million

Public housing authorities 

(PHAs), local governments, 

nonprofits, and for-profit 

developers that apply jointly 

with a public entity

Funding is available to revitalize severely distressed public and/or HUD-assisted multifamily housing in 

distressed neighborhoods into viable, mixed-income communities with access to well-functioning services, 

high quality educational programs, public transportation, and jobs. Preferred Sustainability Applicants 

receive an additional two bonus points.

Development Financing

Neighborhood Initiative Grants HUD

Entity named by Congress in the 

Conference Report on the 

Consolidated Appropriations 

Act, 2010

Intended to stimulate investment in distressed areas and may be used for the construction and rehabilitation 

of affordable housing and community education programs.

Development Financing/ 

Affordable Housing

Section 221- Mortgage Insurance for 

Moderate Income
HUD

(Guaranteed/Insured Loans)  

FY 12 est. $4,406,137,561

Public, profit-motivated 

sponsors, limited distribution, 

nonprofit cooperative, builder-

seller, investor-sponsor, and 

general mortgagors

Insures mortgage loans to facilitate the new construction or substantial rehabilitation of multifamily rental or 

cooperative housing for moderate-income families, elderly, and the handicapped.
Mortgage financing

Section 542- Risk-Sharing HUD
(Guaranteed/Insured Loans) 

FY 12 est. $233,277,778

Investors, builders, developers, 

public entities, and private 

nonprofit corporations

Provides credit enhancement for mortgages of multifamily housing projects whose loans are underwritten, 

processed, serviced, and disposed of by housing finance authorities.
Mortgage financing

Economic Development Initiative 

Grant
HUD

Entities eligible to apply for 

Economic Development 

Initiative-Special Project (EDI-

SP) grant funds.

Provide local governments with additional security for the Section 108 loan, thereby reducing the exposure 

of its CDBG funds in the event of a default in loans made locally with the 108 funds. Or, make the project 

more feasible by paying some of the project costs with grant funds or by reducing the interest rate to be paid 

from a revolving loan fund.

Development Financing/ 

Affordable Housing

New Market Tax Credit Program Treasury
$3.5 billion, max grant $125 

million

Community Development 

Entities (CDEs)

Issuance of tax credits to investors in exchange for stock or capital interest in designated Community 

Development Entities. The federal subsidy goes to qualifying projects in the form of below-market interest 

rates and more flexible loan terms like longer amortizations and higher loan-to-value ratios.

Tax credits to investors for 

equity investments



MARTA Rail Station TAD OZ LCI

Airport No No No

Arts Center No Eligible Midtown

Ashby Westside Eligible Vine City

Avondale No Eligible Avondale Station

Bankhead Beltline Eligible Bankhead Station

Brookhaven No No Brookhaven

Buckhead No No Buckhead

Chamblee No Eligible Chamblee

Civic Center Beltline In Downtown Atlanta

College Park No Eligible College Park

Decatur No Eligible Decatur

Dome/GWCC/Philips/CNN Westside Eligible/In Downtown Atlanta

Doraville No Eligible Doraville

Dunwoody No No Perimeter Center

East Lake No Eligible No

East Point East Point Eligible East Point

Edgewood/Candler Park No Eligible Moreland Corridor

Five Points Eastside Eligible Downtown Atlanta

Garnett Eastside Eligible Downtown Atlanta

Georgia State Eastside Eligible Downtown Atlanta

Hamilton Holmes Hollowell/ML King Eligible HE Holmes Station

Indian Creek No Eligible No

Inman Park/Reynoldstown Beltline Eligible Moreland Corridor

Kensington No Eligible Kensington

King Memorial Eastside Eligible Downtown Atlanta

Lakewood/Ft. McPherson Campbellton Road Eligible Oakland City/Lakewood

Lenox No No Buckhead

Lindbergh Center Beltline Eligible No

Medical Center No No Perimeter Center

Midtown No Eligible Midtown

North Avenue No Eligible/In Midtown

North Springs No Eligible No

Oakland City Beltline Eligible Oakland City/Lakewood

Peachtree Center Westside In Downtown Atlanta

Sandy Springs No Eligible/In Perimeter Center

Vine City Westside Eligible Vine City

West End Beltline Eligible West End

West Lake Hollowell/ML King Eligible West Lake MARTA

Local Financing/Planning Assistance Program Overview



 

 

Transit Oriented Development 
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TASK 2:  

Atlanta Transit Station Area Conditions 

September 25, 2012 

 

Atlanta Regional Commission 

 



 

 

September 25, 2012 

Atlanta Regional Commission  

40 Courtland Street, NE  

Atlanta, GA 30303 

 

Re:  Transit Oriented Development Implementation Strategy Assistance TASK 2 

 

The following exhibits are part of Bleakly Advisory Group, Inc. and Tunnell Spangler & Walsh, 

Inc.’s Task 2 efforts in assisting ARC in developing a Transit Oriented Development (TOD) 

implementation strategy. These 37 TOD Conditions Matrices summarize the research and 

analysis that we completed at each MARTA transit station area as part of our task to identify the 

potential at each station for TOD. This task is intended to guide the selection of the ten station 

areas for more extensive analysis. This further analysis will take place as part of Task 3 for this 

assignment.  

 

These TOD Conditions Matrices provide ARC with an initial round of insights about the future 

development potential of the station areas that can inform the Technical Panel’s decisions 

regarding which station areas to select for future study in Task 3.  We will work with the 

Technical Panel to present the results of the analysis of each station area and place the stations 

into the four levels of TOD suitability as shown below: 

 

 

 

Transmittal Letter 



 

MARTA Rail Station Map (Source: MARTA) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ARTS CENTER STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Commercial 0.7            

Residential 0.8            

TOD Demographics 0.6            

Employment 0.8            

Physical 0.6            

AVERAGE 0.7            

Rank Station Score

2 Midtown 0.70

3 Lenox 0.69

4 Arts Center 0.68

5 North Avenue 0.67

6 Lindbergh Center 0.66

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

 
 

 

 
 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 
 Arts Center 37 Station Average 

Commercial  

  Office - Inventory  (SF) 
        11,310,749             3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 
18.4% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent 
$22.89 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 
24% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF) 
        1,348,822              1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent 
$21.40 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 
14% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF) 
            110,039                343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent 
- $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth 
-68% -13% 

Residential 

  Housing - Inventory (Units) 
               4,902                     2,218  

Housing Density / Acre 
                   9.8                        4.4  

Housing - % Renter 
46% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 
78% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 
28% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) 
$1,141 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 
3.9% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile) 
                    65                         20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) 
$319,720 $252,596 

Housing - 2012 % of New Sales TH or CO 
100% 98% 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS     
MARTA total acreage                    9.0                            12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                    6.2                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                     33                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 100% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                6,672                          4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Urban Core   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS      

Population 2012 
               6,405                    3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 
29% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 
7% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 
31% 35% 

  % Singles  
69% 75% 

Median Household Income 
$72,187 $44,720 

% Employed 
70% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 
11% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes) 
                 21.2                      27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE      

Number of employees 22,180 17,075 

Employment Density / Acre 
                 44.1                      34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 
61% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio 
                   4.5                         7.1  

  % Public Administration 
1% 20% 

  % Retail 
3% 5% 

  % FIRE 
12% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 
10% 9% 

  % Health Services 
4% 2% 



 

ASHBY STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.5            

Residential 0.4            

TOD Demographics 0.6            

Employment 0.4            

Physical 0.5            

AVERAGE 0.5            

Rank Station Score

21 King Memorial 0.47

22 Avondale 0.46

23 Ashby 0.45

24 Edgewood/Candler Park 0.44

25 East Lake 0.40

 
 

 

 
 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 
Ashby Station 37 Station Average 

Commercial  

  Office - Inventory  (SF)                  38,542                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 27.8% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $16.45 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 0% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                132,284                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $22.00 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth -19% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                  -                       343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent                  -    $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth                  -    -13% 

Residential 

  Housing - Inventory (Units)                    2,230                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        4.4                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 72% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 30% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 22% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $853 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 18.9% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                           3                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $123,933 $252,596 

Housing - 2012 % of New Sales TH or CO 100% 98% 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS     
MARTA total acreage                        2.6                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                       142                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 18% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    2,100                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Neighborhood   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS      
Population 2012                    6,628                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 19% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 1% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 62% 35% 

  % Singles  91% 75% 

Median Household Income $18,229 $44,720 

% Employed 36% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 38% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      30.6                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE      
Number of employees                    1,736                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        3.5                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 34% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        0.8                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 0% 20% 

  % FIRE 7% 9% 

  % Hospitality 1% 9% 

  % Attractions/Cultural 0% 2% 

  % Management & Professional Services 9% 16% 



 

AVONDALE STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Rank Station Score

20 Inman Park/Reynoldstown 0.47

21 King Memorial 0.47

22 Avondale 0.46

23 Ashby 0.45

24 Edgewood/Candler Park 0.44

Commercial 0.4            

Residential 0.4            

TOD Demographics 0.4            

Employment 0.3            

Physical 0.8            

AVERAGE 0.5            

 
 

 

 
 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Avondale  37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                318,443                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 32.9% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $18.00 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 1% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                214,609                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $13.56 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth -1% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                442,222                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $8.18 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth                  -    -13% 

Residential 

  Housing - Inventory (Units)                    1,644                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        3.3                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 36% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 30% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 12% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $911 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 4.1% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                           4                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $285,000 $252,596 

Housing - 2012 % of New Sales TH or CO 100% 98% 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS     
MARTA total acreage                      14.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                        7.0                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                       734                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 62% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    5,388                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Neighborhood   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS      
Population 2012                    3,078                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 14% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 3% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 20% 35% 

  % Singles  51% 75% 

Median Household Income $63,542 $44,720 

% Employed 63% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 9% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      28.3                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE      
Number of employees  1,172                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        2.3                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 28% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        0.7                             7.1  

  % Retail 9% 5% 

  % Hospitality 15% 9% 

  % Attractions/Cultural 0.3% 2% 

  % Management & Professional Services 12% 16% 

  % Health Services 7% 13% 



 

BANKHEAD STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.1            

Residential 0.1            

TOD Demographics 0.2            

Employment 0.3            

Physical 0.6            

AVERAGE 0.2            

Rank Station Score

33 College Park 0.31

34 Lakewood/Ft. McPherson 0.29

35 Bankhead 0.24

36 West Lake 0.24

37 Indian Creek 0.23

 

 

 

 

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Bankhead 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                  17,933                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 23.4% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $9.51 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 0% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                  14,040                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent - $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 31% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                280,088                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $3.25 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth - -13% 

Residential 

  Housing - Inventory (Units)                       752                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        1.5                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 74% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 49% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 8% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $520 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 18.7% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                          -                                20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) N/A $252,596 

Housing - 2012 % of New Sales TH or CO N/A 98% 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS     
MARTA total acreage                        3.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                         11                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 100% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    1,952                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Town Center   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS      
Population 2012                    1,902                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -38% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 -11% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 28% 35% 

  % Singles  83% 75% 

Median Household Income $22,232 $44,720 

% Employed 36% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 31% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      33.0                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE      
Number of employees 234                      17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        0.5                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 27% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        0.3                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 0% 20% 

  % Retail 4% 5% 

  % FIRE 0% 9% 

  % Hospitality 0% 9% 

  % Health Services 12% 13% 



 

BROOKHAVEN STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.6            

Residential 0.6            

TOD Demographics 0.4            

Employment 0.3            

Physical 0.7            

AVERAGE 0.5            

Rank Station Score

16 North Springs 0.51

17 Garnett 0.51

18 Brookhaven 0.50

19 Chamblee 0.48

20 Inman Park/Reynoldstown 0.47

 
 

 

 
 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Brookhaven 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                114,586                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 1.2% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $29.50 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 27% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                294,623                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $15.69 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth -92% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                111,357                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $3.25 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth 0% -13% 

Residential 

  Housing - Inventory (Units)                    1,707                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        3.4                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 41% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 34% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 15% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,302 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 3.1% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         12                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $131,750 $252,596 

Housing - 2012 % of New Sales TH or CO 100% 98% 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS     
MARTA total acreage                      11.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                      11.0                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                    1,460                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 36% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    2,782                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Town Center   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS      
Population 2012                    3,057                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 10% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 2% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 23% 35% 

  % Singles  52% 75% 

Median Household Income $75,608 $44,720 

% Employed 66% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 5% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      27.6                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE      
Number of employees                    1,021                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        2.0                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 22% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        0.6                             7.1  

  % Retail 30% 5% 

  % FIRE 9% 9% 

  % Hospitality 21% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 11% 16% 

  % Health Services 14% 13% 



 

BUCKHEAD STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.9            

Residential 0.9            

TOD Demographics 0.5            

Employment 0.9            

Physical 0.5            

AVERAGE 0.73          

Rank Station Score

1 Buckhead 0.73

2 Midtown 0.70

3 Lenox 0.69

4 Arts Center 0.68

5 North Avenue 0.67

 
 

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Buckhead 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)             9,398,532                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 19.0% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $25.01 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 35% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)             3,864,033                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $41.36 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 2% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                  -                       343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent                  -    $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth                  -    -13% 

Residential 

  Housing - Inventory (Units)                    2,111                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        4.2                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 43% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 69% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 35% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,567 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 4.4% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         35                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $997,211 $252,596 

Housing - 2012 % of New Sales TH or CO 89% 98% 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS     
MARTA total acreage                          -                             12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                          -                              688  

MARTA parking utilization  N/A  51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    2,111                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Urban Core   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS      
Population 2012                    3,010                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 68% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 16% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 19% 35% 

  % Singles  58% 75% 

Median Household Income $101,032 $44,720 

% Employed 66% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 4% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      23.3                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE      
Number of employees                  35,826                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                      71.3                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 65% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                      17.0                             7.1  

  % Retail 15% 5% 

  % FIRE 22% 9% 

  % Hospitality 11% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 26% 16% 

  % Health Services 3% 13% 



 

CHAMBLEE STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              
SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.5            

Residential 0.6            

TOD Demographics 0.5            

Employment 0.4            

Physical 0.5            

AVERAGE 0.48          

Rank Station Score

17 Garnett 0.51

18 Brookhaven 0.50

19 Chamblee 0.48

20 Inman Park/Reynoldstown 0.47

21 King Memorial 0.47

 
 

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Chamblee 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                151,665                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 22.0% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $13.30 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 7% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                431,448                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $27.46 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 135% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)             1,236,228                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $4.50 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -18% -13% 

Residential 

  Housing - Inventory (Units)                    1,132                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        2.3                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 49% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 43% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 20% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $866 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 6.3% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         51                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $130,056 $252,596 

Housing - 2012 % of New Sales TH or CO 98% 98% 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS     
MARTA total acreage  6+                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                        6.0                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                    1,149                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 47% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    3,882                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Commuter Town  Center 

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS      
Population 2012                    2,374                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 19% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 6% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 31% 35% 

  % Singles  60% 75% 

Median Household Income $54,297 $44,720 

% Employed 78% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 15% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      30.7                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE      
Number of employees                    1,588                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        3.2                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 33% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        1.4                             7.1  

  % Retail 19% 5% 

  % FIRE 3% 9% 

  % Hospitality 5% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 4% 16% 

  % Health Services 13% 13% 



 

CIVIC CENTER STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.8            

Residential 0.7            

TOD Demographics 0.7            

Employment 0.8            

Physical 0.3            

AVERAGE 0.64          

Rank Station Score

6 Lindbergh Center 0.66

7 Peachtree Center 0.64

8 Civic Center 0.64

9 Dome/GWCC/Philips/CNN 0.64

10 Sandy Springs 0.62

 
 

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Civic Center 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)           15,746,535                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 15.2% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $19.59 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 3% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)             8,044,223                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $17.00 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 10% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                  62,024                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent - $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -14% -13% 

Residential 

  Housing - Inventory (Units)                    4,541                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        9.0                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 72% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 87% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 28% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,130 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 7.3% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         37                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $169,800 $252,596 

Housing - 2012 % of New Sales TH or CO 100% 98% 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS     
MARTA total acreage                          -                             12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                          -                              688  

MARTA parking utilization  N/A  51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    2,722                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Urban Core   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS      
Population 2012                    8,915                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 74% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 6% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 30% 35% 

  % Singles  84% 75% 

Median Household Income $27,207 $44,720 

% Employed 65% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 21% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      25.9                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE      
Number of employees                  37,841                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                      75.3                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 61% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        8.3                             7.1  

  % FIRE 15% 9% 

  % Hospitality 12% 9% 

  % Attractions/Cultural 3% 2% 

  % Management & Professional Services 33% 16% 

  % Health Services 13% 13% 



 

COLLEGE PARK STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.38          

Residential 0.13          

TOD Demographics 0.12          

Employment 0.45          

Physical 0.48          

AVERAGE 0.31          

Rank Station Score

31 Kensington 0.34

32 Hamilton Holmes 0.32

33 College Park 0.31

34 Lakewood/Ft. McPherson 0.29

35 Bankhead 0.24

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 College Park 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                419,393                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 5.6% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $11.00 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 0% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                368,586                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $12.62 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth                          -    16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                  21,630                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent                          -    $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth                          -    -13% 

Residential 

  Housing - Inventory (Units)                       477                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        0.9                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 69% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 27% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 7% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $748 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 1.1% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                          -                                20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) N/A $252,596 

Housing - 2012 % of New Sales TH or CO N/A 98% 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS     
MARTA total acreage                      29.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                        1.0                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                    2,056                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 91% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    9,363                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Commuter Town      Center 

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS      
Population 2012                       856                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -35% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 -8% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 25% 35% 

  % Singles  65% 75% 

Median Household Income $26,959 $44,720 

% Employed 51% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 29% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      27.5                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE      
Number of employees                    1,841                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        3.7                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 47% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        3.9                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 26% 20% 

  % Retail 3% 5% 

  % FIRE 3% 9% 

  % Hospitality 2% 9% 

  % Health Services 10% 13% 



 

DECATUR STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.63          

Residential 0.53          

TOD Demographics 0.44          

Employment 0.50          

Physical 0.58          

AVERAGE 0.53          

Rank Station Score

12 Dunwoody 0.57

13 Medical Center 0.56

14 Decatur 0.53

15 Georgia State 0.53

16 North Springs 0.51

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Decatur Station 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)             1,725,923                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 9.7% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $24.71 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth -1% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)             1,117,857                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $16.81 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 27% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                184,794                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $10.66 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -3% -13% 

Residential 

  Housing - Inventory (Units)                    2,437                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        4.8                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 49% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 48% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 19% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $817 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 1.2% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                           6                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $336,050 $252,596 

Housing - 2012 % of New Sales TH or CO 100% 98% 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS     
MARTA total acreage                          -                             12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                          -                              688  

MARTA parking utilization  N/A  51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    4,466                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Town Center   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS      
Population 2012                    4,603                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 14% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 4% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 24% 35% 

  % Singles  67% 75% 

Median Household Income $36,391 $44,720 

% Employed 57% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 8% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      26.4                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE      
Number of employees                  13,153                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                      26.2                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 39% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        5.4                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 52% 20% 

  % Retail 2% 5% 

  % Hospitality 7% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 10% 16% 

  % Health Services 8% 13% 



 

DOME/GWCC/PHILLIPS/CNN  STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.63          

Residential 0.65          

TOD Demographics 0.58          

Employment 0.80          

Physical 0.54          

AVERAGE 0.64          

Rank Station Score

7 Peachtree Center 0.64

8 Civic Center 0.64

9 Dome/GWCC/Philips/CNN 0.64

10 Sandy Springs 0.62

11 Five Points 0.59

 

  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Dome/GWCC 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)             5,718,332                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 11.1% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $14.00 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 2% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)             2,719,858                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $15.80 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 1% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)             1,128,054                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $2.01 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -2% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    1,274                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        2.5                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 68% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 87% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 27% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $998 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 7.2% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         60                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $162,066 $252,596 

Housing - 2012 % of New Sales TH or CO 100% 98% 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS     
MARTA total acreage                          -                             12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                          -                              688  

MARTA parking utilization  N/A  51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    2,371                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Special Regional 
Destination  

 

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS      
Population 2012                    2,342                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 45% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 5% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 34% 35% 

  % Singles  82% 75% 

Median Household Income $25,979 $44,720 

% Employed 60% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 24% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      26.8                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE      
Number of employees                  70,977                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                    141.2                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 52% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                      55.7                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 20% 20% 

  % FIRE 5% 9% 

  % Hospitality 10% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 16% 16% 

  % Health Services 11% 13% 



 

DORAVILLE  STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.35          

Residential 0.13          

TOD Demographics 0.32          

Employment 0.25          

Physical 0.73          

AVERAGE 0.36          

Rank Station Score

28 Oakland City 0.36

29 East Point 0.36

30 Doraville 0.36

31 Kensington 0.34

32 Hamilton Holmes 0.32

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Doraville  37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                215,331                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 26.7% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $11.82 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth -3% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                708,598                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $7.75 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 5% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)             2,414,004                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $6.95 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -2% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                       575                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        1.1                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 70% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 46% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 8% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $704 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 6.0% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                          -                                20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) N/A $252,596 

Housing - 2012 % of New Sales TH or CO N/A 98% 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                      12.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                    1,257                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 80% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    5,403                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation Commuter Town 
Center 

  

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    1,361                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 7% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 2% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 30% 35% 

  % Singles  63% 75% 

Median Household Income $46,122 $44,720 

% Employed 71% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 12% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      32.4                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                    2,515                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        5.0                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 21% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        4.4                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 5% 20% 

  % Retail 22% 5% 

  % Hospitality 6% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 6% 16% 

  % Health Services 6% 13% 



 

DUNWOODY  STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.68          

Residential 0.45          

TOD Demographics 0.36          

Employment 0.75          

Physical 0.60          

AVERAGE 0.57          

Rank Station Score

10 Sandy Springs 0.62

11 Five Points 0.59

12 Dunwoody 0.57

13 Medical Center 0.56

14 Decatur 0.53

 
  

 

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Dunwoody  37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)             4,801,992                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 21.5% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $21.42 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 12% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)             2,323,412                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $20.81 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 0% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                          -                       343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $0.00 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth 0% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                       312                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        0.6                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 30% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 38% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 31% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,300 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 4.7% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                          -                                20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) N/A $252,596 

Housing - 2012 % of New Sales TH or CO N/A 98% 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                        4.4                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                    1,091                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 46% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    3,399                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Town Center   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                       524                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 51% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 12% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 13% 35% 

  % Singles  57% 75% 

Median Household Income $65,980 $44,720 

% Employed 70% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 6% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      21.3                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                  22,382                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                      44.5                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 62% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                      71.7                             7.1  

  % Retail 10% 5% 

  % FIRE 17% 9% 

  % Hospitality 11% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 22% 16% 

  % Health Services 4% 13% 



 

EAST LAKE  STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.25          

Residential 0.45          

TOD Demographics 0.32          

Employment 0.25          

Physical 0.71          

AVERAGE 0.40          

Rank Station Score

23 Ashby 0.45

24 Edgewood/Candler Park 0.44

25 East Lake 0.40

26 Vine City 0.39

27 West End 0.38

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 East Lake 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                    3,396                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 0.0% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $0.00 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 0% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                  29,795                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $22.00 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 0% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                          -                       343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $0.00 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth 0% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    1,583                         2,218  
Housing Density / Acre                        3.1                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 25% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 9% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 11% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $938 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 0.0% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                           4                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $474,825 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                        4.4                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                    1,091                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 46% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    3,399                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Town Center   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    3,461                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 0% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 1% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 20% 35% 

  % Singles  63% 75% 

Median Household Income $70,578 $44,720 

% Employed 62% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 11% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      27.3                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                       293                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        0.6                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 32% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        0.2                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 0% 20% 

  % Retail 3% 5% 

  % Hospitality 27% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 11% 16% 

  % Health Services 15% 13% 

   



 

EAST POINT STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.38          

Residential 0.05          

TOD Demographics 0.20          

Employment 0.30          

Physical 0.86          

AVERAGE 0.36          

Rank Station Score

27 West End 0.38

28 Oakland City 0.36

29 East Point 0.36

30 Doraville 0.36

31 Kensington 0.34

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 East Point 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                556,182                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 16.4% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $14.54 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 1% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                384,106                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $8.60 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 0% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                409,833                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $4.00 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -19% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                       916                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        1.8                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 52% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 13% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 5% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $527 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 2.5% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                          -                                20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) N/A $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                      16.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                        8.0                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                    1,002                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 75% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    5,150                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Town Center   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    1,697                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -29% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 -8% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 25% 35% 

  % Singles  71% 75% 

Median Household Income $34,546 $44,720 

% Employed 61% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 20% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      33.4                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                    2,129                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        4.2                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 23% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        2.3                             7.1  

  % Retail 4% 5% 

  % FIRE 4% 9% 

  % Hospitality 10% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 9% 16% 

  % Health Services 13% 13% 

   



 

EDGEWOOD/CANDLER PARK STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              
SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.35          

Residential 0.30          

TOD Demographics 0.44          

Employment 0.30          

Physical 0.82          

AVERAGE 0.44          

Rank Station Score

22 Avondale 0.46

23 Ashby 0.45

24 Edgewood/Candler Park 0.44

25 East Lake 0.40

26 Vine City 0.39

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Edgewood/ 
Candler Park 

37 Station Average 

Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                  53,711                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 0.0% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $11.40 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth -7% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                241,654                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $14.80 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 151% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                324,652                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $11.44 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -13% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    2,190                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        4.4                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 38% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 23% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 14% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,038 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 1.6% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                           3                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $59,000 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                      14.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                        6.0                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                       611                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 45% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    1,314                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Neighborhood   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    4,008                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 4% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 3% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 30% 35% 

  % Singles  73% 75% 

Median Household Income $50,436 $44,720 

% Employed 77% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 16% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      26.1                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                    1,296                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        2.6                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 31% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        0.6                             7.1  

  % Retail 9% 5% 

  % FIRE 2% 9% 

  % Hospitality 16% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 7% 16% 

  % Health Services 2% 13% 

   



 

FIVE POINTS STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.70          

Residential 0.50          

TOD Demographics 0.46          

Employment 0.80          

Physical 0.48          

AVERAGE 0.59          

Rank Station Score

9 Dome/GWCC/Philips/CNN 0.64

10 Sandy Springs 0.62

11 Five Points 0.59

12 Dunwoody 0.57

13 Medical Center 0.56

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Five Points 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)           16,895,694                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 12.5% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $17.34 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 1% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)             6,243,970                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $15.07 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 0% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                118,030                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $0.00 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -14% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    1,568                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        3.1                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 57% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 86% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 16% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,014 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 5.9% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         25                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $145,456 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                        1.2                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                          -                              688  

MARTA parking utilization N/A 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                  22,821                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Urban Core   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    3,409                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -10% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 1% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 41% 35% 

  % Singles  81% 75% 

Median Household Income $36,079 $44,720 

% Employed 61% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 15% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      25.0                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                  73,740                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                    146.7                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 48% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                      47.0                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 36% 20% 

  % Hospitality 8% 9% 

  % Attractions/Cultural 3% 2% 

  % Management & Professional Services 5% 16% 

  % Health Services 10% 13% 

   



 

GEORGIA STATE TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.70          

Residential 0.53          

TOD Demographics 0.34          

Employment 0.70          

Physical 0.40          

AVERAGE 0.53          

Rank Station Score

13 Medical Center 0.56

14 Decatur 0.53

15 Georgia State 0.53

16 North Springs 0.51

17 Garnett 0.51

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 GA St. Station 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)           10,790,075                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 15.4% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $17.04 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 0% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)             4,478,528                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $15.77 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 0% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                354,103                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $6.16 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -6% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    2,025                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        4.0                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 58% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 77% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 18% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,052 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 6.8% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         25                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $145,456 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                          -                             12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                          -                              688  

MARTA parking utilization N/A 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    4,650                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Urban Core   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    3,873                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -33% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 -1% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 37% 35% 

  % Singles  80% 75% 

Median Household Income $20,931 $44,720 

% Employed 59% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 15% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      25.3                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                  53,146                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                    105.7                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 45% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                      26.2                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 48% 20% 

  % FIRE 4% 9% 

  % Hospitality 4% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 4% 16% 

  % Health Services 13% 13% 

   



 

GARNETT STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.53          

Residential 0.53          

TOD Demographics 0.40          

Employment 0.65          

Physical 0.45          

AVERAGE 0.51          

Rank Station Score

15 Georgia State 0.53

16 North Springs 0.51

17 Garnett 0.51

18 Brookhaven 0.50

19 Chamblee 0.48

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Garnett Station 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)             6,356,673                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 9.2% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $12.05 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 2% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)             2,801,238                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $11.89 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 1% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                811,560                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $2.01 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -6% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    1,732                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        3.4                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 67% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 81% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 20% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $909 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 7.9% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         25                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $145,456 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                        1.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                          -                              688  

MARTA parking utilization N/A 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    1,797                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Urban Core   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    3,367                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -28% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 2% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 36% 35% 

  % Singles  84% 75% 

Median Household Income $25,271 $44,720 

% Employed 53% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 21% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      27.7                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                  40,384                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                      80.3                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 44% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                      23.3                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 61% 20% 

  % Retail 3% 5% 

  % Hospitality 3% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 2% 16% 

  % Health Services 15% 13% 

   



 

HE HOLMES STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.28          

Residential 0.18          

TOD Demographics 0.28          

Employment 0.30          

Physical 0.59          

AVERAGE 0.32          

Rank Station Score

30 Doraville 0.36

31 Kensington 0.34

32 Hamilton Holmes 0.32

33 College Park 0.31

34 Lakewood/Ft. McPherson 0.29

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 HE Holmes 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                  24,708                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 3.0% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $15.00 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 0% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                168,718                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $8.44 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 29% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                  34,788                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $4.50 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth 0% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    1,656                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        3.3                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 57% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 41% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 19% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $638 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 4.8% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                          -                                20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) N/A $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                      24.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                         18                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                    1,436                            688  

MARTA parking utilization                           0  51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    7,332                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Commuter Town 
Center  

 

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    2,742                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -18% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 -5% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 26% 35% 

  % Singles  74% 75% 

Median Household Income $29,683 $44,720 

% Employed 49% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 40% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      37.6                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                    1,965                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        3.9                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 27% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        1.2                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 82% 20% 

  % Retail 3% 5% 

  % FIRE 2% 9% 

  % Hospitality 2% 9% 

  % Health Services 4% 13% 

   



 

INDIAN CREEK STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial -            

Residential 0.15          

TOD Demographics 0.30          

Employment 0.10          

Physical 0.60          

AVERAGE 0.23          

Rank Station Score

33 College Park 0.31

34 Lakewood/Ft. McPherson 0.29

35 Bankhead 0.24

36 West Lake 0.24

37 Indian Creek 0.23

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Indian Creek 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                          -                    3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy                          -    11.9% 

Office - Average Rent                          -    $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth                          -    3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                          -                    1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent                          -    $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth                          -    16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                          -                       343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent                          -    $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth                          -    -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                       799                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        1.6                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 66% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 44% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 5% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $580 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 21.9% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                           3                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $68,333 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                      64.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                        8.0                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                    2,364                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 44% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    5,704                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Collector   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    1,595                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -31% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 -10% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 31% 35% 

  % Singles  77% 75% 

Median Household Income $36,862 $44,720 

% Employed 59% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 22% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      36.8                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                         97                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        0.2                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 11% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        0.1                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 0% 20% 

  % Retail 64% 5% 

  % FIRE 1% 9% 

  % Hospitality 19% 9% 

  % Health Services 6% 13% 

   



 

INMAN PARK / REYNOLDSTOWN STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.35          

Residential 0.68          

TOD Demographics 0.56          

Employment 0.25          

Physical 0.52          

AVERAGE 0.47          

Rank Station Score

18 Brookhaven 0.50

19 Chamblee 0.48

20 Inman Park/Reynoldstown 0.47

21 King Memorial 0.47

22 Avondale 0.46

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Inman Park / 
Reynoldstown 

37 Station Average 

Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                  84,098                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 0.0% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $0.00 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 8% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                707,631                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $13.80 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 281% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                  24,019                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $0.00 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -73% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    2,446                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        4.9                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 41% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 33% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 26% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,242 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 3.1% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         44                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $183,951 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                        8.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                       401                            688  

MARTA parking utilization                           1  51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    3,021                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Neighborhood   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    4,175                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 21% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 7% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 30% 35% 

  % Singles  76% 75% 

Median Household Income $57,795 $44,720 

% Employed 72% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 15% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      27.1                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                    1,917                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        3.8                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 14% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        0.8                             7.1  

  % Retail 49% 5% 

  % Hospitality 27% 9% 

  % Attractions/Cultural 3% 2% 

  % Management & Professional Services 5% 16% 

  % Health Services 3% 13% 

   



 

KENSINGTON STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.28          

Residential 0.10          

TOD Demographics 0.30          

Employment 0.20          

Physical 0.83          

AVERAGE 0.34          

Rank Station Score

29 East Point 0.36

30 Doraville 0.36

31 Kensington 0.34

32 Hamilton Holmes 0.32

33 College Park 0.31

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Kensington 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                272,597                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 4.8% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $16.37 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth -35% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                  72,894                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $0.00 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 4% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                  -                       343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent                  -    $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth                  -    -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    1,815                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        3.6                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 68% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 62% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 9% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $592 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 14.5% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                          -                                20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) N/A $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                      41.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                           5                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                    1,962                            688  

MARTA parking utilization                           0  51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    6,848                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Commuter Town 
Center  

 

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    4,884                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -16% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 -6% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 30% 35% 

  % Singles  71% 75% 

Median Household Income $34,153 $44,720 

% Employed 47% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 30% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      36.3                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                       869                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        1.7                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 23% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        0.5                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 23% 20% 

  % Retail 6% 5% 

  % FIRE 7% 9% 

  % Hospitality 6% 9% 

  % Health Services 25% 13% 

   



 

KING MEMORIAL STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.48          

Residential 0.58          

TOD Demographics 0.32          

Employment 0.45          

Physical 0.51          

AVERAGE 0.47          

Rank Station Score

19 Chamblee 0.48

20 Inman Park/Reynoldstown 0.47

21 King Memorial 0.47

22 Avondale 0.46

23 Ashby 0.45

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 King Memorial 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                619,683                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 22.2% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $13.14 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth -6% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                600,719                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $18.80 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 8% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                634,372                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $6.16 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -20% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    2,754                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        5.5                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 59% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 60% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 25% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,074 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 6.6% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         22                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $173,553 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                        7.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                        4.0                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                          -                              688  

MARTA parking utilization  N/A  51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    1,941                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Neighborhood   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    4,170                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -28% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 53% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 28% 35% 

  % Singles  79% 75% 

Median Household Income $24,005 $44,720 

% Employed 62% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 8% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      25.3                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                    6,498                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                      12.9                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 44% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        2.4                             7.1  

  % Retail 1% 5% 

  % FIRE 2% 9% 

  % Hospitality 9% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 2% 16% 

  % Health Services 73% 13% 

   



 

LAKEWOOD / FORT McPHERSON STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.13          

Residential 0.15          

TOD Demographics 0.22          

Employment 0.30          

Physical 0.63          

AVERAGE 0.29          

Rank Station Score

32 Hamilton Holmes 0.32

33 College Park 0.31

34 Lakewood/Ft. McPherson 0.29

35 Bankhead 0.24

36 West Lake 0.24

37 Indian Creek 0.23

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Lakewood /  
Ft. McPherson 

37 Station Average 

Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                  31,743                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 0.0% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $0.00 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 0% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                  22,520                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $9.00 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 0% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                629,196                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $3.50 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -28% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                       885                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        1.8                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 66% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 30% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 17% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $597 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 12.4% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                          -                                20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile)                       N/A $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                      15.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                    1,048                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 44% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    1,943                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Town Center   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    1,611                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -8% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 0% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 28% 35% 

  % Singles  71% 75% 

Median Household Income $23,599 $44,720 

% Employed 48% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 26% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      32.8                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                       786                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        1.6                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 37% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        0.9                             7.1  

  % Retail 1% 5% 

  % FIRE 1% 9% 

  % Attractions/Cultural 1% 2% 

  % Management & Professional Services 3% 16% 

  % Health Services 15% 13% 

   



 

LENOX STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.80          

Residential 0.80          

TOD Demographics 0.62          

Employment 0.50          

Physical 0.72          

AVERAGE 0.69          

Rank Station Score

1 Buckhead 0.73

2 Midtown 0.70

3 Lenox 0.69

4 Arts Center 0.68

5 North Avenue 0.67

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Lenox Station 37 Station Average 
Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)             4,615,384                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 17.8% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $25.00 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 0% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)             2,174,699                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $44.81 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 0% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                          -                       343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $0.00 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth 0% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    3,920                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        7.8                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 45% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 75% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 25% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,527 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 4.1% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         44                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $892,463 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                        9.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                           2                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                       555                            688  

MARTA parking utilization                           0  51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    3,592                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Urban Core   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    5,437                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 61% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 15% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 28% 35% 

  % Singles  69% 75% 

Median Household Income $71,786 $44,720 

% Employed 72% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 7% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      23.5                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                  17,759                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                      35.3                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 41% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        4.5                             7.1  

  % Retail 29% 5% 

  % FIRE 16% 9% 

  % Hospitality 12% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 15% 16% 

  % Health Services 3% 13% 

   



 

LINDBERGH CENTER STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.63          

Residential 0.53          

TOD Demographics 0.66          

Employment 0.65          

Physical 0.84          

AVERAGE 0.66          

Rank Station Score

4 Arts Center 0.68

5 North Avenue 0.67

6 Lindbergh Center 0.66

7 Peachtree Center 0.64

8 Civic Center 0.64

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Lindbergh 
Center Station 

37 Station Average 

Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)             1,543,947                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 2.2% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $18.50 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 2% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                968,290                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $22.84 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth -16% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                  38,563                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $0.00 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -72% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    3,704                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        7.4                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 73% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 77% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 26% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,155 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 5.4% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                           1                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $252,890 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                      47.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                        6.0                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                    2,519                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 69% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    8,981                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Commuter Town 
Center  

 

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    4,961                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 11% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 7% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 43% 35% 

  % Singles  74% 75% 

Median Household Income $60,078 $44,720 

% Employed 85% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 22% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      24.3                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                    9,127                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                      18.2                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 66% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        2.5                             7.1  

  % Retail 10% 5% 

  % FIRE 1% 9% 

  % Hospitality 5% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 2% 16% 

  % Health Services 1% 13% 

   



 

MEDICAL CENTER STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.38          

Residential 0.65          

TOD Demographics 0.40          

Employment 0.70          

Physical 0.66          

AVERAGE 0.56          

Rank Station Score

11 Five Points 0.59

12 Dunwoody 0.57

13 Medical Center 0.56

14 Decatur 0.53

15 Georgia State 0.53

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Medical Center 
Station 

37 Station Average 

Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)             5,121,332                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 23.4% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $21.22 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 8% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                  16,029                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $0.00 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 0% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                          -                       343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $0.00 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth 0% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                       344                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        0.7                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 43% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 50% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 20% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,178 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 6.2% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         25                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $328,558 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                      17.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                      10.0                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                       260                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 90% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    1,697                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Special Regional 
Destination  

 

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                       681                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 30% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 6% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 21% 35% 

  % Singles  55% 75% 

Median Household Income $90,249 $44,720 

% Employed 68% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 4% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      23.6                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                  30,609                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                      60.9                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 57% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                      89.0                             7.1  

  % FIRE 7% 9% 

  % Hospitality 7% 9% 

  % Attractions/Cultural 1% 2% 

  % Management & Professional Services 18% 16% 

  % Health Services 54% 13% 

   



 

MIDTOWN STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING
1 Buckhead 0.73

2 Midtown 0.70

3 Lenox 0.69

4 Arts Center 0.68

5 North Avenue 0.67

Commercial 0.8            

Residential 0.8            

TOD Demographics 0.8            

Employment 0.7            

Physical 0.4            

AVERAGE 0.7            

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              
SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

 
 

 

 
 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 
Midtown Station 37 Station Average 

Commercial  

  Office - Inventory  (SF)           12,958,609                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 11.7% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $26.16 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 16% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)             1,092,510                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $23.84 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 4% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                  -                       343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent                  -    $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth                  -    -13% 

Residential 

  Housing - Inventory (Units)                    8,443                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                      16.8                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 46% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 86% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 31% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,181 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 6.2% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         65                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $319,720 $252,596 

Housing - 2012 % of New Sales TH or CO 100% 98% 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS     

MARTA total acreage                        0.6                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                          -                              688  

MARTA parking utilization  N/A  51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    5,549                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Urban Core  
 

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS      

Population 2012                  11,738                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 52% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 12% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 48% 35% 

  % Singles  82% 75% 

Median Household Income $59,608 $44,720 

% Employed 69% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 9% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      21.9                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE      

Number of employees                  20,650                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                      41.1                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 65% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        2.4                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 5% 20% 

  % Retail 2% 5% 

  % FIRE 13% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 36% 16% 

  % Health Services 3% 13% 



 

NORTH AVENUE STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              
SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.28          

Residential 0.33          

TOD Demographics 0.60          

Employment 0.70          

Physical 0.65          

AVERAGE 0.51          

Rank Station Score

3 Lenox 0.69

4 Arts Center 0.68

5 North Avenue 0.67

6 Lindbergh Center 0.66

7 Peachtree Center 0.64

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 North Ave. 
Station 

37 Station Average 

Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)             7,973,394                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 14.5% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $24.91 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 4% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)             1,282,902                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $19.35 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth -3% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                  55,796                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent - $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -82% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    7,337                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                      14.6                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 56% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 84% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 34% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,159 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 6.7% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         89                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $278,926 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                        1.4                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                          -                              688  

MARTA parking utilization  N/A  51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    5,879                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Urban Core   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                  13,344                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 39% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 10% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 51% 35% 

  % Singles  84% 75% 

Median Household Income $46,819 $44,720 

% Employed 65% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 11% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      22.5                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                  25,913                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                      51.6                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 59% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        3.5                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 4% 20% 

  % FIRE 8% 9% 

  % Hospitality 9% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 15% 16% 

  % Health Services 18% 13% 

   



 

NORTH SPRINGS STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.28          

Residential 0.33          

TOD Demographics 0.60          

Employment 0.70          

Physical 0.65          

AVERAGE 0.51          

Rank Station Score

14 Decatur 0.53

15 Georgia State 0.53

16 North Springs 0.51

17 Garnett 0.51

18 Brookhaven 0.50

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 North Springs 
Station 

37 Station Average 

Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)             1,042,703                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 11.3% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $18.04 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 2% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                          -                    1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent                          -    $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth                          -    16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                          -                       343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent                          -    $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth                          -    -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    2,463                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        4.9                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 64% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 68% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 11% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,026 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 4.7% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                           3                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $118,666 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                      29.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                      10.0                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                    2,378                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 13% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    6,207                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Collector   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    4,444                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 26% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 8% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 39% 35% 

  % Singles  60% 75% 

Median Household Income $67,507 $44,720 

% Employed 70% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 14% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      24.6                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                    4,923                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        9.8                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 74% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        2.0                             7.1  

  % Retail 4% 5% 

  % FIRE 13% 9% 

  % Hospitality 1% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 11% 16% 

  % Health Services 2% 13% 

   



 

OAKLAND CITY STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              
SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.15          

Residential 0.13          

TOD Demographics 0.26          

Employment 0.50          

Physical 0.79          

AVERAGE 0.36          

Rank Station Score

26 Vine City 0.39

27 West End 0.38

28 Oakland City 0.36

29 East Point 0.36

30 Doraville 0.36

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Oakland City 
Station 

37 Station Average 

Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                  16,390                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 0.0% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $0.00 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 0% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                  47,430                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $10.00 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 3% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                727,785                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $4.08 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -18% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    1,397                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        2.8                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 55% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 20% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 12% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $563 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 13.2% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                          -                                20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) N/A $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                      12.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                        8.0                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                       443                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 50% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    5,091                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Neighborhood   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    2,464                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -18% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 -6% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 28% 35% 

  % Singles  77% 75% 

Median Household Income $24,018 $44,720 

% Employed 39% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 32% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      32.2                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                       822                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        1.6                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 66% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        0.6                             7.1  

  % Manufacturing 58% 20% 

  % Retail 7% 5% 

  % FIRE 3% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 3% 16% 

  % Health Services 5% 13% 

   



 

PEACHTREE CENTER STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.83          

Residential 0.55          

TOD Demographics 0.62          

Employment 0.80          

Physical 0.41          

AVERAGE 0.64          

Rank Station Score

5 North Avenue 0.67

6 Lindbergh Center 0.66

7 Peachtree Center 0.64

8 Civic Center 0.64

9 Dome/GWCC/Philips/CNN 0.64

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Peachtree 
Center Station 

37 Station Average 

Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)           22,544,293                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 15.6% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $17.90 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 3% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)             8,480,147                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $21.96 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 9% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                195,038                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $0.00 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -5% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    3,317                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        6.6                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 65% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 84% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 25% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,105 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 7.0% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         25                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $145,456 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                          -                             12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                          -                              688  

MARTA parking utilization  N/A  51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    7,633                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Urban Core   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    6,646                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 78% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 4% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 25% 35% 

  % Singles  82% 75% 

Median Household Income $25,249 $44,720 

% Employed 58% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 17% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      26.0                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                  82,168                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                    163.5                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 53% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                      24.8                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 18% 20% 

  % FIRE 9% 9% 

  % Hospitality 10% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 18% 16% 

  % Health Services 10% 13% 

   



 

SANDY SPRINGS STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.63          

Residential 0.63          

TOD Demographics 0.60          

Employment 0.60          

Physical 0.63          

AVERAGE 0.62          

Rank Station Score

8 Civic Center 0.64

9 Dome/GWCC/Philips/CNN 0.64

10 Sandy Springs 0.62

11 Five Points 0.59

12 Dunwoody 0.57

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Sandy Springs 
Station 

37 Station Average 

Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)             4,940,807                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 12.3% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $20.99 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 8% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                978,231                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $15.94 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 7% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                  99,089                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $0.00 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth 0% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    2,477                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        4.9                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 66% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 71% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 29% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $1,168 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 3.7% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         17                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $169,092 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                        5.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                    1,050                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 59% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    2,617                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Commuter Town 
Center  

 

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    4,447                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 60% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 13% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 33% 35% 

  % Singles  58% 75% 

Median Household Income $67,918 $44,720 

% Employed 69% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 10% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      23.3                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                  11,960                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                      23.8                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 58% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        4.8                             7.1  

  % Retail 11% 5% 

  % FIRE 14% 9% 

  % Hospitality 4% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 23% 16% 

  % Health Services 2% 13% 

   



 

VINE CITY STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.35          

Residential 0.53          

TOD Demographics 0.40          

Employment 0.25          

Physical 0.43          

AVERAGE 0.39          

Rank Station Score

24 Edgewood/Candler Park 0.44

25 East Lake 0.40

26 Vine City 0.39

27 West End 0.38

28 Oakland City 0.36

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 Vine City  
Station 

37 Station Average 

Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                  60,692                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 0.0% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $0.00 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth -3% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)             1,302,679                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $15.96 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 4% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                471,456                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $1.50 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -1% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    1,771                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        3.5                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 75% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 73% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 26% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $861 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 15.9% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                         28                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $143,150 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                        2.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                          -                               3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                         27                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 100% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    1,696                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Neighborhood   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    2,991                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -33% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 -3% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 41% 35% 

  % Singles  90% 75% 

Median Household Income $20,289 $44,720 

% Employed 57% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 32% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      27.5                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                    2,830                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        5.6                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 17% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        1.6                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 27% 20% 

  % FIRE 1% 9% 

  % Hospitality 31% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 5% 16% 

  % Health Services 1% 13% 

   



 

WEST END STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

Rank Station Score

25 East Lake 0.40

26 Vine City 0.39

27 West End 0.38

28 Oakland City 0.36

29 East Point 0.36

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.35          

Residential 0.40          

TOD Demographics 0.26          

Employment 0.20          

Physical 0.69          

AVERAGE 0.38          

 
  

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 West End 
Station 

37 Station Average 

Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                128,992                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 6.3% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $10.00 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth -12% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                814,513                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $11.63 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 1% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)             1,776,580                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $1.50 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth -10% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    1,416                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        2.8                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 68% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 38% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 22% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $834 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 10.0% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                           5                              20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) $119,560 $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                      11.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                        3.5                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                       472                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 70% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    6,923                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Neighborhood   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    2,227                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -10% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 -2% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 28% 35% 

  % Singles  80% 75% 

Median Household Income $18,406 $44,720 

% Employed 46% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 30% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      31.6                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                    1,171                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        2.3                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 17% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        0.8                             7.1  

  % Retail 38% 5% 

  % FIRE 13% 9% 

  % Hospitality 10% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 4% 16% 

  % Health Services 15% 13% 

   



 

WEST LAKE STATION TOD CONDITIONS MATRIX 
 

MARTA STATION CONDITIONS RANKING

STATION AREA CONDITIONS INDEX

Data Sources: CoStar, Nielsen, REIS,              

SmartNumbers, MARTA, US Census 

Commercial 0.23          

Residential 0.10          

TOD Demographics 0.24          

Employment 0.20          

Physical 0.45          

AVERAGE 0.24          

Rank Station Score

33 College Park 0.31

34 Lakewood/Ft. McPherson 0.29

35 Bankhead 0.24

36 West Lake 0.24

37 Indian Creek 0.23

 
  

 

 

STATION AREA MAPSTATION AREA CONDITIONS - 1/2 MILE RADIUS 
REAL ESTATE CONDITIONS     

 West Lake 
Station 

37 Station Average 

Commercial    
Office - Inventory  (SF)                  87,088                  3,964,869  

Office -Vacancy 7.4% 11.9% 

Office - Average Rent $13.03 $14.86 

Office - 10 Year Growth 0% 3% 

Retail - Inventory  (SF)                  50,305                  1,474,105  

Retail - Average Rent $0.00 $15.47 

Retail - 10 Year Growth 0% 16% 

Industrial - Inventory  (SF)                  27,295                     343,854  

Industrial - Average Rent $0.00 $2.26 

Industrial - 10 Year Growth 0% -13% 

Residential   
Housing - Inventory (Units)                    1,006                         2,218  

Housing Density / Acre                        2.0                             4.4  

Housing - % Renter 52% 56% 

Housing - % Multifamily 5+ Units 25% 53% 

Housing - % Built Since 2000 8% 19% 

Housing - Average Apartment Rents (1 Mile) $552 $956 

Housing - Average Apartment Vacancy Rate (1 Mile) 12.6% 7.3% 

Housing - 2012 New Homes Sold (1 Mile)                          -                                20  

Housing - 2012 New Avg. Sales Price (1 Mile) N/A $252,596 

TRANSIT STATION CHARACTERISTICS   

MARTA total acreage                        8.0                           12.0  

MARTA TOD acreage                        4.0                             3.4  

MARTA parking spaces                       391                            688  

MARTA parking utilization 10% 51% 

MARTA  daily entries                    2,417                         4,717  

MARTA  station typology designation  Neighborhood   

RESIDENT DEMOGRAPHICS    

Population 2012                    1,977                         3,930  

  % Change 2000-2012 -27% 10% 

  % Change 2012-2017 -7% 4% 

  % Generation Y (18-34) 28% 35% 

  % Singles  78% 75% 

Median Household Income $22,340 $44,720 

% Employed 39% 62% 

% Use Public Transit 35% 17% 

Travel Time to Work (minutes)                      36.7                           27.9  

EMPLOYMENT BASE    

Number of employees                       612                       17,075  

Employment Density / Acre                        1.2                           34.0  

% Employees Earning More than $3,333 per month 23% 54% 

Jobs to Housing Ratio                        0.6                             7.1  

  % Public Administration 0% 20% 

  % Retail 1% 5% 

  % FIRE 0% 9% 

  % Management & Professional Services 3% 16% 

  % Health Services 86% 13% 
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